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Abstract
This thesis presents a novel biomimetic cochlea filter which closely resembles the biologi-
cal cochlea behaviour. The filter is highly feasible for analogue very-large-scale integration
(VLSI) circuits, which leads to a micro-watt-power and millimetre-sized hardware implemen-
tation. By virtue of such features, the presented filter contributes to a solid foundation for future
biologically-inspired audio signal processors.
Unlike existing works, the presented filter is developed by taking direct inspirations from the
physiologically measured results of the biological cochlea. Since the biological cochlea has
prominently different characteristics of frequency response from low to high frequencies, the
biomimetic cochlea filter is built by cascading three sub-filters accordingly: a 2nd-order band-
pass filter for the constant gentle low-frequency response, a 2nd-order tunable low-pass filter
for the variable and selective centre frequency response and a 5th-order elliptic filter for the
ultra-steep roll-off at stop-band. As a proof of concept, a biomimetic cochlea filter bank is built
to process audio signals, which demonstrates the highly discriminative spectral decomposition
and high-resolution time-frequency analysis capabilities similar to the biological cochlea.
The filter has simple representation in the Laplace domain which leads to a convenient analogue
circuit realisation. A floating-active-inductor circuit cell is developed to build the corresponding
RLC ladder for each of the three sub-filters. The circuits are designed based on complementary
metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) transistors for VLSI implementation. Non-ideal factors
of CMOS transistors including parasitics, noise and mismatches are extensively analysed and
consciously considered in the circuit design. An analogue VLSI chip is successfully fabricated
using 0.35 µm CMOS process. The chip measurements demonstrate that the centre frequency
response of the filter has about 20 dB wide gain tuning range and a high quality factor reaching
maximally over 19. The filter has a 20 dB/decade constant gentle low-frequency tail and an
over 300 dB/decade sharp stop-band roll-off slope. The measured results agree with the filter
model expectations and are comparable with the biological cochlea characteristics. Each filter
channel consumes as low as 59.5∼90 µW power and occupies only 0.9 mm2 area. Besides, the
biomimetic cochlea filter chip is characterised from a wide range of angles and the experimental
results cover not only the auditory filter specifications but also the integrated circuit design
considerations.
Furthermore, following the progressive development of the acoustic resonator based on micro-
electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) technology, a MEMS-CMOS implementation of the pro-
posed filter becomes possible in the future. A key challenge for such implementation is the
low sensing capacitance of the MEMS resonator which suffers significantly from sensitivity
degradation due to the parasitic capacitance. A novel MEMS capacitive interface circuit chip
is additionally developed to solve this issue. As shown in the chip results, the interface circuit
is able to cancel the parasitic capacitance and increase the sensitivity of capacitive sensors by
35 dB without consuming any extra power. Besides, the chopper-stabilisation technique is em-
ployed which effectively reduces the circuit flicker noise and offsets. Due to these features, the
interface circuit chip is capable of converting a 7.5 fF capacitance change of a 1-Volt-biased
0.5 pF capacitive sensor pair into a 0.745 V signal-conditioned output while consuming only
165.2 µW power.
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Lay Summary
This thesis presents a novel method to build electronic filters that emulate the behaviour of
the cochlea. Elaboration is made on how the filter is modelled, designed and implemented in
integrated electronic chips. The experimental results from the fabricated chip prove that the
proposed filter is able to resemble a wide range of physiologically measured response charac-
teristics of the cochlea and shows much better biological fidelity than the existing designs.
The importance of this work includes three aspects. Firstly, the biological fidelity of the filter
response will potentially contribute to better prosthetic devices that are used to treat the hearing
loss problem induced by cochlea damage. Secondly, by closely emulating the cochlea which is
a powerful and power-efficient sound processing organ engineered by the nature, the proposed
filter leads to promising possibilities to improve the performance of man-made sound proces-
sors. Thirdly, based on the proposed filter, a faithful electronic model of the biological auditory
system can be built to better investigate and understand how hearing mechanism works.
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The cochlea is the core organ for sound preprocessing in the mammalian auditory systems. It
decomposes the sound inputs into multiple channels of frequency segments before encoding
them into neural impulses [2–5]. In engineering perspective, the cochlea operates analogously
to a bank of band-pass filters with centre frequencies spanning over the audible frequency
range [6]. According to the findings in physiologically experiments [1, 7–11], the cochlea fre-
quency response has extraordinary band-pass characteristics. As shown in Fig. 1.1, the cochlea
response around the centre frequency (CF) demonstrates a wide range of tuning depending
on the input intensity. The peak gain and selectivity increase when the input intensity is low
and decrease when the input intensity is high. By contrast, the response at low frequencies
is constant and independent of the input intensities. Moreover, while the rising curve at low
frequencies has a fairly gentle slope, the roll-off slope towards stop-band is very steep and
reaches a maximum over 300 dB/decade. These frequency response characteristics are crucial
for the cochlea signal processing capabilities. For example, the ultra-steep roll-off is the basis
for the discriminative spectral decomposition and the wide range CF tuning enables the cochlea
to dynamically adapt to input intensities and thus compresses the wide-range sound input into
the narrow-range neural impulse rate. Additionally, the CF tuning is simultaneously controlled
by the central auditory system in the brain, which contributes to the periphery-level selective
attention ability of mammal [12].
During the past two decades, a number of engineering problems have been addressed by de-
signing biologically-inspired auditory systems that incorporate the cochlea mechanism. For
example, the cochlea implant (CI), which is a prosthetic device that resembles the cochlea func-
tionality, has been applied for treatment of hearing loss due to cochlea impairments [13, 14];
the cochlea-type filter banks have been employed in computational auditory scene analysis
(CASA) systems for a variety of auditory processing tasks such as automatic speech recogni-
tion (ASR) and sound localisation [15]; besides, the realisation of cochlea models in silicon
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Figure 1.1: Measured frequency response at the 3.5-mm site of chinchilla cochlea. The legends
refer to the sound pressure level (SPL) of inputs. (Image is taken from [1].)
chips (silicon cochlea) has established new platforms for hearing research and provided in-
spirations for future artificial intelligent hearing systems [16–20]. However, the behaviour of
these cochlea-type systems remains considerably inconsistent with the aforementioned biologi-
cal cochlea characteristics. The existing CIs generally employ rudimentary band-pass filters for
spectral decomposition which are hardly adequate to provide the same hearing experience as a
real cochlea [21]. The typical filter banks used in CASA systems are based on the gamma-tone
filter whose frequency response is symmetric with respect to CF and is highly dissimilar to the
biological cochlea frequency response [22]. The silicon cochlea systems focus on replication
of the anatomical organisation and hydrodynamic principles of the biological cochlea which, as
will be shown in Chapter 2, has not guaranteed the response fidelity, since the elementary com-
ponents in silicon are hardly comparable to the biological counterparts on the basis of existing
technologies.
Under this background, a novel biomimetic cochlea filter which faithfully resembles the biolog-
ical cochlea frequency response is proposed and investigated in this thesis. Since the frequency
response characteristics are crucial for the cochlea signal processing functions, the proposed
filter will prospectively bring performance improvements to the existing cochlea-type auditory
systems. Moreover, the frequency response is directly related with a variety of cochlea proper-
ties such as the phase response and group delay in addition to those aforementioned frequency
response characteristics. Therefore, by replicating the frequency response, the proposed filter
2
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Figure 1.2: Comparison between analogue and digital VLSI implementations regarding power
consumption and occupied area. (Image is take from [23].)
will resemble the biological cochlea behaviour in a wide range of aspects.
Additionally, the feasibility for low-power and compact-size hardware implementation is an-
other critical issue to be addressed in the filter design. In functionality perspective, a large
number of channels can be integrated in a filter bank if the power and size of each filter channel
are minimised, which increases the resolution of frequency analysis and provides a massively
parallel architecture for collective processing. In the application perspective, low-power and
small-size hardware implementation is stringently required in hearing prosthetic devices and
is also favoured if the filter is to be widely applicable for portable systems. Therefore, the
filter implementation in analogue very-large-scale integration (VLSI) hardware is emphasised
in this thesis. As revealed in Fig. 1.2, the analogue VLSI implementation leads to less power
consumption and smaller chip area compared with the digital counterpart unless extremely high
output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is required [23, 24]. In fact, the analogue VLSI approach has
3
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Figure 1.3: The position of this work in a future biologically-inspired auditory system. The
system-level diagram of the biological auditory system is also illustrated for com-
parison.
been favoured for implementation of silicon cochlea systems [16–20], and is becoming popular
for CIs [25–27] and speech recognition hardware [28–30].
With the features of biologically faithful response and feasibility for low-power and compact-
size analogue VLSI implementation, the biomimetic cochlea filter proposed in this thesis has
the potential to become an attractive option for future cochlea-type auditory processing front-
ends. In particular, the contribution from this work will be compatibly integrated with the
existing research outcomes of the Analogue and Mixed Signal VLSI group of the University of
Edinburgh about spike-based neuromorphic processing techniques [31, 32], which will prospec-





The core objective of this work is to develop a biomimetic cochlea filter which closely resem-
bles the biological cochlea response and is feasible for low-power and compact-size analogue
VLSI implementation. Specifically, the filter will meet the following criteria:
• The filter response around CF is highly tunable: the peak gain should have at least 20 dB
wide range of variation [1, 8–11]; the CF selectivity, which is reflected by the filter qual-
ity factor, should also increase when the peak gain increases, and the maximum 10 dB
quality factor (Q10) is expected to reach at least 3 to be substantially comparable to the
biological cochlea [1, 8–11]; the CF should also shift accordingly with the variation of
peak gain and selectivity in a similar way as the biological cochlea does [1, 8–11].
• The frequency response curve in low frequencies should demonstrate a gentle rising
slope, which also has to keep constant while the CF response varies [1, 8–11].
• The roll-off slope towards stop-band has to be ultra steep, matching the over 300 dB/decade
biological figure [1, 8–11]. From an overall perspective, the filter has a highly asymmet-
ric shape of frequency response: a gentle low-frequency tail and an ultra-steep stop-band
roll-off.
• Since the biological cochlea has minimum-phase property [33], the filter should be a
minimum-phase filter so that its phase response and group delay are also biologically
faithful.
• The filter is easy to realise using analogue VLSI circuits. A sufficient condition to meet
this criterion is that the filter has a simple form of representation in the Laplace-domain.
• As mentioned above, the CF tuning of the filter includes three aspects: the peak gain, the
selectivity and the CF shift. Due to the imprecise nature of analogue VLSI circuits, the
variable circuit parameters that are involved in the tuning should be as few as possible in
order to reduce tuning inaccuracy and instability risk. Ideally, those three aspects of CF
tuning should be achievable by adjusting only one circuit parameter.
• To meet the power consumption and area requirements, the filter complexity should be
minimised. A low-order filter is definitely preferred.
• The filter operation is robust against the non-ideal factors of analogue VLSI circuits such




The thesis is organised as follows:
• A background review is carried out in Chapter 2, which focuses on two aspects: the im-
portant physiological findings about the biological cochlea and the representative cochlea
filter models that have been developed in the past.
• In Chapter 3, a mathematical model of the biomimetic cochlea filter is established. The
model behaviour is compared with the biological cochlea from many angles such as
the magnitude frequency response, phase response, group delay and impulse response.
A cochlea filter bank is implemented in the MATLAB Simulink software based on the
mathematical model. The cochlea filter bank is used to process audio signals and generate
cochleagrams for a proof of concept.
• In Chapter 4, the method to realise the biomimetic cochlea filter using analogue VLSI
circuits is elaborated. The effects of the circuit non-ideal factors including the parasitics,
noise and transistor mismatches are extensively analysed and consciously considered in
the filter design. Finally, the biomimetic cochlea filter is implemented in an analogue
VLSI chip which is fabricated using AustriaMicroSystems (AMS) 0.35 µm standard
CMOS process.
• Chapter 5 gives the detailed experimental results from the prototype chip. The biolog-
ically faithful response of the biomimetic cochlea filter is verified by the chip results.
Apart from the aforementioned magnitude response, phase response, group delay and im-
pulse response, the biomimetic cochlea filter chip is also comprehensively characterised
regarding circuit design specifications such as noise, harmonic distortion and intermodu-
lation distortion. Additionally, the chip is used to process acoustic signals.
• Chapter 6 investigates the possibility of an alternative approach which takes advantage of
MEMS technology to implement the proposed biomimetic cochlea filter. A novel MEMS
interface circuit is developed to address the key challenge for such an approach. The
MEMS interface chip is implemented in a second analogue VLSI chip which is fabricated
using the same AMS 0.35 µm standard CMOS process. The chip measurement results
which verify the functionality and performance of the proposed MEMS interface circuit
are shown and discussed.
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• Chapter 7 concludes this thesis. Elaboration is made on how those objectives listed in
Section 1.2 are achieved in this work. Also, the contribution of this work to knowledge






In this chapter, a background review is carried out focusing on two aspects: the biological
cochlea and the existing cochlea filter models. Important physiological findings about the
anatomy, mechanism and frequency response of the biological cochlea are introduced. The
existing cochlea filter models are classified into two categories: the travelling-wave architec-
tures and the parallel cochlea filter banks, both of which are reviewed roughly in chronological
order. In the end, a comparison between the frequency response of the biological cochlea and
the existing cochlea filter models is performed.
2.1 Physiological Findings about the Biological Cochlea
2.1.1 Anatomical Structure
The cochlea anatomy has been adequately understood thus far [2–5]. As shown in Fig. 2.1,
the cochlea is located in the inner ear part of the auditory periphery, and it is interfaced with
the middle ear osscicles through the oval window. The cochlea has a spiral shape and its
cross-sectional view is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. There are three chambers in the cochlea: the
scala vestibuli, the scala tympani, and the scala media. The three chambers are partitioned by
two membranes, the Reissner’s membrane (RM) and the basilar membrane (BM). Inside the
scala media on top of the BM sits the organ of Corti, which is interfaced with the cochlea nerve
fibres.
The detailed anatomy of the organ of Corti is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. There are two types of
sensory hair cells in the organ of Corti, namely the inner hair cell (IHC) and the outer hair
cell (OHC). In the human ear there are about 3500 IHCs which stand in a single row and
12000 OHCs which stand in three rows [34, 35]. As shown in Fig. 2.3, both the IHCs and the
OHCs have stereocillas which stick out and touch another type of membrane structure called
the tectorial membrane (TM). And both the IHCs and OHCs are innervated with the cochlea
nerve fibres. There are two type of nerve fibres: the afferent nerve fibres which transmit neural
9
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Figure 2.1: Location of the cochlea in the human auditory periphery. (Image is take from
http://oto2.wustl.edu/cochlea/intro1.htm.)
Figure 2.2: Cross-sectional view of the cochlea. (Image is adapted from two figures respec-
tively taken from http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/sound/cochlea.html
and http://www.ece.rice.edu/%7edhj/cochlea.html. Additional labels are added
based on the descriptions of cochlea structure in [2–5].)
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Figure 2.3: Anatomy of organ of Corti. (Image is adapted from https://hearinglosscure.stan-
ford.edu/infogallery. Additional labels are added based on the description of organ
of Corti anatomy given in [2–5].)
impulses to the brain and the efferent nerve fibres which receive the neural impulses from the
brain [34, 35]. The IHCs predominantly receive innervations from the afferent nerve fibres
while the OHCs predominantly receive innervations from the efferent nerve fibres [34, 35].
2.1.2 Sound Reception Mechanism
As shown in Fig. 2.1, the oval window of the cochlea is attached to a kind of middle ear
osscicle called the stapes (or “stirrups” in Latin). A lever system is formed by the stapes and
the other two types of ossicles, the malleus (or “hammer” in Latin) and the incus (or “anvil”
in Latin) [4]. With this lever system, the mechanical force converted from the sound-induced
eardrum movement is significantly boosted so that the pressure applied by the stapes on the
oval window becomes intense enough to drive the high-impedance cochlea fluid [4]. Fig. 2.4
illustrates the uncoiled structure of the cochlea and the flow of the cochlea fluid. There are two
types of cochlea fluid: the perilymph which fills the the scala vestibuli and the scala tympani,
and the endolymph which fills the scala media [2–5]. As shown in Fig. 2.4, when the stapes
press the oval window, the perilymph in the scala vestibuli is driven to flow towards the apical
end of the cochlea. Since the scala vestibuli and the scala tympani are connected at the apical
end of the cochlea, the fluid flows further back to the basal end through the scala tympani and
eventually causes the round window of the cochlea to bulge out and release the force [2–5].
The travelling wave induced by the flow of the cochlea fluid activates the resonant movement of
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Figure 2.4: Depiction of the flow of fluid in the uncoiled cochlea. (The image is drawn accord-
ing to the description of the cochlea structure and mechanism given in [2–5].)
Figure 2.5: Micrograph of the cochlea and the tonotopy of BM resonant frequencies. (Image
is adapted from http://www.neurophys.wisc.edu/h&b/auditory/anatomy/a13.html.)
the BM, which leads to the spectral decomposition mechanism of the cochlea [36]. The BM is
stiff and narrow at the basal end; its compliance and width gradually increase from the basal to
the apical end [2–5, 36]. Accordingly, the resonant frequency of the BM is highest at the basal
end (20 kHz) and gradually decreases to the lowest at the apical end (20 Hz). The resonant
frequencies at different locations on the BM are shown in Fig. 2.5. This spatial arrangement of
separate frequencies in the cochlea is called tonotopy, which is preserved all the way through
the auditory nerves and eventually projected in the auditory cortex [37, 38]. Discoveries have
shown that the tonotopic feature of the cochlea is essential for the high-level sound perception
in the brain [37, 38].
The BM movements are encoded into the neural impulses through a complex sensory process
in the organ of Corti [2–5]. Fig. 2.6 presents two sketches from [2] which comprehensibly
depict this process. As shown in Fig. 2.6(a), the vertical movement of the BM induces a shear
force between the stereocilia of the hair cells and the overlying TM. The stereocilia is deflected
12
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(a) Deflections of hair cell stereocilia induced by the BM
movement
(b) Electrochemical activities and neural excita-
tions within hair cells induced by the stereocilia
deflection
Figure 2.6: The sound sensory process in the organ of Corti. (Images are taken from [2].)
by the shear force, which accordingly modulates the ion channels on the tip of the stereocilia.
As shown in Fig. 2.6(b), the downward BM movement brings about the hyper-polarisation of
the hair cells while the upward BM movement leads to the depolarisation of the hair cells [2].
Eventually, the electrochemical activities in the hair cells trigger the neural excitations which
are subsequently transmitted to the nerve fibres [2].
Notably, the two types of hair cells have quite different functions in the sound sensory pro-
cess. The IHC passively transduces the BM movement into the electrochemical activities and
eventually into the neural impulses [2, 35]. By contrast, the OHC not only performs the pas-
sive sound transduction but also demonstrates highly active behaviour. The otoacoustic emis-
sion phenomenon observed by Kemp and Zurck around 1980s indicates that there exists cer-
tain negative-damping effect in the inner ear, which is significant enough to emit oscillatory
wave back out of the ear and produce a detectable sound [39, 40]. The origin of this negative-
damping effect was revealed when Brownell discovered the OHC electro-motility a couple of
years later [41]. The evidence given in [41] demonstrates that the OHC is able to actively al-
ter its shape in accordance with the hair cell hyper-polarisation and depolarisation. The OHC
elongates when hyper-polarised and becomes contracted when depolarised so that the shape
variation performs a positive feedback on the BM movement under both circumstances. As hy-
13
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Figure 2.7: Triple-stage division of the cochlea frequency response curve. (Image is taken
from [7].)
pothesised by Kim and Neely [35, 42], the active mechanism of OHC overcomes the viscosity-
induced energy loss in the cochlea, which is essential for the enhancement of sound sensitivity
with low-intensity inputs. Also, the OHC action is significantly suppressed when the input in-
tensity is high so that the ear is protected from over-stimulation [43, 44]. Moreover, the OHC is
dynamically mediated by the innervations from the efferent nerve fibres which carry informa-
tion from the brain [45]. Therefore, the central auditory system is able to perform a top-down
control on the cochlea response [5, 12, 46] and thus the selective attention is applicable at the
auditory periphery level [12, 47].
2.1.3 Frequency Response
The accurate physiological measurement of the cochlea frequency response became possible
around 1970s by virtue of the Mössbauer technique. Based on extensive measurement results,
Rhode summarised in his 1978 paper that the magnitude curve of the cochlea frequency re-
sponse can be generally divided into three stages [7]. As shown in Fig. 2.7, the low-frequency
band curve S1 gently slopes upwards with increasing frequency; the mid-frequency curve S2
slopes upwards more steeply before reaching the prominent peak of gain at CF; the high-
14
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frequency curve S3 slopes downwards towards the stop-band with ultra-high steepness. This
triple-stage division of the cochlea frequency response has been repeatedly verified by a num-
ber of subsequent measurement results including the one shown in Fig. 1.1 [1, 8–11, 48]. These
measurement results also reveal the input-dependent variation of the CF response; when the
input intensity decreases, the peak gain and Q factor increases and the CF shifts to a slightly
higher frequency [1, 8–11, 48]. The comparative experiment between the live and dead cochleas
in [10] proves that the variation of CF response is a result of the active OHC behaviour. Ta-
ble. 2.1 summarises the detailed numerical results about the cochlea frequency response mea-


















Squirrel Monkey[7] 22.9 233 -472 – 7.7 – 6.93
Guinea Pig[7] 23.3 49.8 -289 – 12.3 – 2.21
Chinchilla[8] 47.8 209 -330 7 10 32.5 5.66
Chinchilla[1] 41.9 230 -360 6 9.5 ≈40 6.20
Chinchilla[9] 20 ∼23 180 -380 4.5 6.6 ≈30 5.48
Mongolian Gerbils[10] 20 274 -373 10 14 ≈40 6.93
Mongolian Gerbils[11] 54.7 98 -236 7 11.2 ≈20 3.21
*ωLQ = centre frequency when peak gain and quality factor is lowest (high intensity input);
*ωHQ = centre frequency when peak gain and quality factor is highest (low intensity input);
*PGDR = peak gain dynamic range;
*Q10 = -10 dB quality factor = CF/-10 dB bandwidth.
Table 2.1: Characteristic specifications of cochlea frequency response. The numeric values are
calculated based on the magnitude curve of cochlea frequency response measured
in the the physiological experiments [1, 7–11].
2.2 A Historic Review of Cochlea Filter Models and Their Hard-
ware Implementations
2.2.1 Cochlea Models Based on Travelling Wave Theory
The travelling wave theory of cochlea mechanics is established by Georg von Békésy, who be-
came the first-ever man to observe the BM movement in his pioneering experimental cochlea
research during 1920s [49]. Based on the observations, Békésy revealed that the BM vibrates
in the form of travelling transverse wave, which can be analogously represented by a mechan-
ical model shown in Fig. 2.8(a) [36]. The model employs a brass tube filled with water which
15
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(a) Representation of cochlea by a brass tube.
(b) Cross section of the model (c) Sensation of the travelling waves using the arm
skin as equivalent sensory cells and nerve supplies
Figure 2.8: Békésy’s mechanical cochlea model. (Images are taken from [36].)
represents the perilymph-filled scala tympani canal. One end of the tube is attached to a vibrat-
ing piston which functions as the stapes in the middle ear and drives the water in motion. A
rubber membrane is fitted on one side of the brass tube which functions as the BM and vibrates
in accordance with the travelling wave produced by the water motion. The dimensions of the
rubber membrane is optimised to match the elastic properties such that the produced travel-
ling wave resembles that in the cochlea. As shown in Fig. 2.8(c), Békésy used his arm skin
as the sense organ for the travelling wave, since the skin shares several similar neural effects
with the cochlea [36]. Apparently, Békésy’s mechanical model was not built for any practical
applications. However, using this model, Békésy successfully replicated many auditory phe-
nomena that have been found in the real cochlea, which proves the travelling wave theory as
the underlying basis for the the cochlea mechanics.
Inspired by Békésy’s work, mathematical analyses of the travelling wave propagation in the
cochlea were performed by Zwislocki [51] and Peterson [52] based on the hydrodynamic prin-
ciples. The derived partial differential equations (PDE) as Eq. 2.1 reveal the relationship be-
tween the wave propagation and the cochlea mechanical properties including mass, viscosity
and compliance, based on which the transmission-line cochlea model was established. As
shown in Fig. 2.9, the transmission-line model can be represented by an equivalent RLC net-
work by mapping the mass with inductance, viscosity with resistance and compliance with
16
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Figure 2.9: Equivalent RLC network representation of the transmission-line cochlea model.
The series and shunt inductances respectively correspond to the mass of the fluid in
the scala tympani (perilymph) and the mass of the BM in addition to its loaded fluid
in the scala media (endolymph). The resistances correspond to the BM damping
which mainly results from the viscosities of the endolymph in the scala media. The
capacitances correspond to the compliance of the BM which increases by over two
orders of magnitude from the basal (OW & RW) to the apical (apex) end [36]. The
lateral (U i,i+1) and shunt (Ui) currents respectively correspond to the longitudinal
volume velocities of the cochlea fluid and the transverse volume velocities of the










Z(x) · p(ω, x),
(2.1)
where x represents the longitudinal location on the BM, p is the pressure on BM which corre-
sponds to the node voltages in the equivalent RLC circuit shown in Fig. 2.9, U is the cochlea
fluid volume velocity which corresponds to the currents in Fig. 2.9, Z̄ is the lateral impedance
of the cochlea which corresponds to the equivalent series inductance in Fig. 2.9 and Z is
the shunt impedance which corresponds to the shunt inductance, resistance and capacitance
in Fig. 2.9. Detailed mapping between the cochlea mechanical properties and the equivalent
circuit impedances is elaborated in Fig. 2.9.
The solution of Eq. 2.1 is highly complicated and thus the transmission-line model was not
feasible for practical application until Zweig introduced the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB)
approximated solution [53, 54], which assumes the cochlea mechanical properties do not vary
rapidly with distance along the BM. This assumption is supported by Békésy’s observation
that the wave propagation on the BM is unidirectional without reflections [36]. By using the
normalised variable sn Zweig decoupled Eq. 2.1 for p and derived the following PDE:
∂2p(sn)
∂x2
= k2(sn) · p(sn), (2.2)
The normalised variable sn is defined as




where ωc(x) is the characteristic frequency of the corresponding BM position. Assuming char-
acteristic frequencies on the BM are exponentially distributed, the following expression stands
ωc(x) = ωc(0) · e−
x
l . (2.4)
where ωc(o) is the characteristic frequency at the stapes and l is the characteristic length of the
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Z̄(sn) and Z(sn) can be represented by
Z̄(sn(ω, x)) = jωL̄(x), (2.6)




where L̄, L, R and C respectively correspond to the equivalent series inductance, shunt induc-
tance, resistance and capacitance shown in Fig. 2.9. Furthermore, based on the scale-invariant
nature of BM response [55], the following expressions stand:
jωc(x)L̄(x) = jωc(0)L̄(0), (2.8)
jωc(x)L(x) = jωc(0)L(0), (2.9)







Applying the first-order WKB approximation for Eq. 2.2 and considering only forward-travelling









where p0 is independent of x and is defined by the boundary conditions (position at the stapes).
Combining the above equations, the cochlea transfer function represented using sn(x, ω) can
be derived as follows2
H(sn) ∝ H0(ω) · snk(sn)
3

















1In the original Zweig’s works [53, 54], the wavelength λ is used which is the reciprocal of k. The use of k here
is for purpose of coherence with following paragraphs.
2The cochlea transfer function is defined by dividing the BM velocity at the position x (equivalently ∂U
∂x
) with
the fluid velocity at the stapes.
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where H0(ω) is defined by the boundary conditions at the stapes, and δ is the damping constant






The above equations derived by Zweig established the relationship between cochlea response
and the equivalent circuit parameters in Fig. 2.9, so that the transmission-line model can be
practically implemented in hardware. In particular, the transmission-line model has been suc-
cessfully implemented in silicon based on Zweig’s derivations such as the MEMS implemen-
tation introduced by Tanaka using an equivalent “fishbone” mechanical structure [56], and the
analogue VLSI implementations introduced by Bor and Mandal using respectively the equiva-
lent switched-capacitor circuits [57] and the on-chip passive inductors [58].
Lyon’s work that maps Zweig’s WKB-approximated solution to a filter cascade circuit archi-
tecture is another remarkable milestone in the development of travelling-wave-based cochlea
model [16, 59–61]. Eq. 2.13 can be rewritten in the following form:
H(sn) ∝ H0(ω) ·
sn














































exp [−k̄x(i∆x) ·∆x], (2.15)







and k̄x(i∆x) represents the average wave-number over the small section ∆x on the BM. In
physics, Eq. 2.15 is interpreted as follows:
• the H0(ω) term corresponds to the transfer function of the stapes and is independent of
position;
• the polynomial term corresponds to the resonant response at the certain position of the
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Figure 2.10: Filter cascade cochlea model proposed by Lyon. The cascaded sections corre-
spond to the product term and the sections at each taps of the cascade correspond
to the polynomial term in Eq. 2.15. (Image is taken from [61].)
basilar membrane;
• the product term corresponds to the cascaded transfer functions of numerous small sec-
tions (with length of ∆x) on the BM: as assumed in the WKB approximation, the cochlea
mechanical properties change slowly along the BM and thus each small section can be
treated as a uniform media where Eq. 2.1 becomes ordinary differential equations (ODE).
Consequently, the equivalent transfer function of each small section can be derived as
H∆x = exp [−k̄x(i∆x)∆x]. (2.17)
Therefore Lyon mapped Eq. 2.15 into the filter cascade structure as shown Fig. 2.10.
Notably, the transmission-line models developed by Zwislocki, Peterson and Zweig are all
based on the long-wave assumption that the wavelength of travelling wave is far longer than the
cross-sectional dimensions of the cochlea scala [51–54]. The long-wave assumption enables
the approximation of the 3-dimensional (3-D) cochlea hydrodynamics using the 1-dimensional
(1-D) dynamic equations (Eq. 2.1) which consider only the wave propagation in x direction (the
longitudinal axis of BM). Nevertheless, although Lyon established the filter cascade structure
by mapping the 1-D transmission-line model, he did not follow the long-wave approximation
in deriving the filter transfer functions. Apparently as indicated by Eq. 2.16 the wave-number
will be extremely large at resonance and thus as its reciprocal, the wave-length will be ex-
tremely small. In fact, Zweig also conceded the long-wave assumption is unrealistic in the
region where the BM undergoes maximum excitation [53, 54]. Therefore, Lyon analysed the
cochlea hydrodynamics using the 2-D transmission-line model which originated from Ranke’s
short-wave hypothesis [62] and was numerically accomplished by Siebert [63], Lesser [64] and











Ux(x, y, ω) =
∂φ(x, y, ω)
∂x




p(x, y, ω) = −ρ(x, y) · jωφ(x, y, ω). (2.20)
where φ is the velocity potential, ρ is the cochlea fluid density and y is the ordinate in the
axis perpendicular to the BM, and Z is the BM impedance as defined above. The boundary
condition at the BM (y = 0) is give by
p(x, 0, ω) = Uy(x, 0, ω) · Z(x, ω). (2.21)
And the boundary condition at the rigid wall of the scala tympnai (y = −h) is given by
Uy(x,−h, ω) = 0, (2.22)
where h is the height of the scala tympani. In analysing BM impedance, Lyon took into account
the tension and bending effects in addition to mass, viscosity and compliance, which lead to a
complex representation of Z and the derived wave-number kx [60]. However, Lyon used differ-
ent types of biquad filters (two-pole two-zero, two-pole-non-zero, etc.) instead to approximate
the transfer functions given in Eq. 2.17 [16, 59, 61]. Besides, the polynomial term in Eq. 2.15
was also approximated using biquad filters, and the transmission-line cochlea model was thus
built in the form of biquad-filter cascade. Based on the biquad-filter cascade structure, Lyon
and Mead implemented the first silicon cochlea in analogue VLSI [16] which was one of the
foundation stones for the emergence of the neuromorphic engineering subject [66]. During
the past two decades, Lyon’s filter cascade cochlea model has been followed and improved by
numerous researchers in the neuromorphic engineering community [17, 20, 28, 67–75]; their
successive contributions have substantially influenced modern auditory research and brought
promising hints for future intelligent hearing systems [76–81].
Furthermore, based on Lyon’s analysis on the 2-D cochlea hydrodynamics [60], Watts ini-
tiated another revolution and successfully implemented the 2-D cochlea model in analogue
VLSI [83]. Watts used the resistive network to model the cochlea fluid, in which case the
voltages and currents respectively represent the velocity potentials and fluid velocities in the
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Figure 2.11: Electrical equivalent of the 2-D cochlea model. (Image is taken from [82].)
cochlea hydrodynamics. As for the BM, Watts neglected the tension and bending effects and
introduced several transconductor-C circuit topologies to model the BM impedance which is











where S, β and M are respectively the stiffness, damping and mass of the BM [83]. Fragnière
subsequently followed Watts’ work and interpreted the electrical equivalent of Eq. 2.23 as the
combination of serially connected resistor (R), capacitor (C) and super-capacitor (S), where the
super-capacitor has such electrical characteristic that the voltages across it is proportional to the
double integral of the current [82]. Therefore, the 2-D cochlea model was represented as the
electrical equivalent shown in Fig. 2.11. Compared with the model in Fig. 2.9, the impedance
of all the electrical equivalents demonstrate one more order of integration. Watts explained
in [83] that, as long as the Laplace equation of Eq. 2.19 is solved, the cochlea fluid can be mod-
elled using the network of any impedance elements based on appropriate mappings between the
variables in the cochlea hydrodynamics and the electrical circuits. However, since it is highly
difficult to fabricate passive inductors with high inductance and high quality factor on VLSI
chip, the topology of resistive network with RCS resonators shown in Fig. 2.11 is apparently
more feasible for VLSI implementation compared with the RLC transmission-line represen-
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tation shown in Fig. 2.9 and employed in [53, 54]3. Following this topology, the 2-D silicon
cochlea was subsequently improved by van Schaik employing the pseudo-voltage domain im-
plementation [84], refined by Hamilton with the log-domain techniques and the enhancement
of automatic quality factor control (AQC) [18], and extended by Wen with the addition of active
coupling mechanism between BM resonators [19].
2.2.2 Parallel Cochlea Filter Bank
The origin of modelling the cochlea as a bank of parallel auditory filters dates back to Helmholtz’s
resonance theory in the 19th century. Helmholtz hypothesised that each bundle of nerves on
a specific position of the BM acts as a resonator tuned to a different frequency corresponding
to its length and tension, and the BM vibrates as a set of such place-coded independent res-
onators [85]. Although von Békésy revealed the travelling wave theory as the better interpreta-
tion for the BM vibratory pattern, the parallel cochlea filter bank model has been preferentially
employed in the psychoacoustic field to study the sound perception in human ears. Fletcher
introduced the critical band concept of hearing in 1940 based on the auditory masking exper-
iment in which he used white noise to mask a sine wave signal whose frequency was same as
the CF of the masking noise [6]. Fletcher observed that the detection threshold of the sine wave
signal was independent of the masking noise bandwidth as long as the bandwidth was higher
than certain critical value, and this critical value, which he named as the critical bandwidth,
was dependent on the CF. To explain the experimental results, Fletcher made the following
assumptions
• The cochlea behaves as a bank of band-pass filters;
• In detection of a signal in noise background, only the filter with CF close to the signal
frequency is activated.
• Only the noise that passes through the filter contributes to masking the signal, and the
detection threshold is determined by the amount of noise that pass through the filter.
During Fletcher’s time, it was difficult to estimate the shape of the cochlea filters, and in fact,
Fletcher used the unrealistic rectangular filters as a simplified representation. Extensive ef-
3The RLC transmission-line model implemented by Mandal [58] is an Radio-Frequency (RF) cochlea where
high inductance and high quality factor are less required for the inductors.
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forts to model the shape of the cochlea filters were made by Patterson [86], Glasberg [87] and
Moore [88] who employed notched-noise for masking experiments. The roex function was
initially suggested to approximate the cochlea filter shape [86–88]. However, Patterson sub-
sequently opted for the gamma-tone function due to its matching with the shape of the roex
function and the closer similarity with the cochlea impulse response [22, 89]. The expression
for the gamma-tone function in time domain is given by
Gt(t) = αt
n−1e−2πbtcos(2πfct+Φ), (2.24)
where α is the amplitude constant, n is the filter order, b is the filter bandwidth, fc is the filter
centre frequency and Φ is the initial phase. A revised expression for the relationship between
cochlea filter bandwidth and CF was derived by Glasberg based on the data obtained from the
notched-noise measurement [87]:
ERB(fc) = 0.108fc + 24.7, (2.25)
where ERB is the equivalent rectangular bandwidth [87]. By combining Eq. 2.24 and Eq. 2.25,
a gamma-tone cochlea filter bank was built by Patterson [22], which thus far has been widely
used as the front-end to produce cochleagrams in CASA systems [15]. The efficient digital
implementations of the gamma-tone cochlea filter bank were proposed by Holdsworth [90],
Cooke [91] and Slaney [92]. Notably, Slaney suggested the approximation of the fourth-order
gamma-tone impulse response using a cascade of four second-order filters and introduced the
all-pole gamma-tone filter (APGF) which discards the complex zeros in the gamma-tone trans-
fer function [92]. As commented by Lyon [93], the APGF has at least three advantages com-
pared with the original gamma-tone filter:
• while the original gamma-tone filter has a nearly symmetric shape of frequency response
as conceded by Patterson [22], the APGF frequency response is relatively asymmetric
which is more faithful to the biological cochlea;
• the APGF has simple pole-zero description in the Laplace-domain, which leads to con-
venient control of its frequency response through parameterisation;
• it is linked with the travelling-wave-based all-pole filter cascade (APFC) structure which
was employed in the first silicon cochlea [16].
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Figure 2.12: Comparison between the frequency response of APGF and APFC. The dashed
lines represent the APGF response and the solid lines represent the APFC re-
sponse. Image is taken from [93]
The relationship between the APGF, which is derived from the gamma-tone filter, and the
APFC, which is derived from the travelling wave theory, are subsequently elaborated by Lyon [93].
The APGF can be regarded as a cascade of two-pole non-zero biquad filters, since its transfer





where K is the constant representing the DC gain, p and p∗ are a pair of conjugate poles, and
N represents the order of cascade [93]. The APFC refers to the filter cascade structure in which
all the biquad filters used to approximate Eq. 2.17 are two-pole non-zero filters [93]. Therefore,
both the APGF and the APFC are built with a cascade of two-pole non-zero biquad filters.
However, the APGF differs from the APFC in the fact that the poles of its cascaded biquads
are aligned, while the poles in the APFC are distributed in a gradient. As a result, the APGF
demonstrates a sharper and more asymmetric frequency response than the APFC as shown in
Fig. 2.12 [93].
The variants of the APGF include the differentiated all-pole gamma-tone filter (DAPGF) which
has one zero at DC, and the one-zero gamma-tone filter (OZGF) which has one real zero [93,
94]. Notably, by virtue of the simple Laplace-domain representation, the APGF and its variants
are highly feasible for analogue VLSI implementation, which is another advantage over the
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original gamma-tone filter. For example, Katsiamis implemented an OZGF cochlea channel
in analogue VLSI which, to the best of the author’s knowledge, has the best fitting with the
biological response among all the hardware implementations of cochlea filter thus far [95].
Besides, the parallel cochlea filter bank is also preferentially employed in the CI systems [13,
14]. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the filter used in the CIs are very basic [13, 14]. For exam-
ple, the 2nd-order band-pass filters are used by Germanovix [25] and Georgiou [26], and the
4th-order band-pass filters are used by Sarpeshkar [27] in their analogue CI systems. However,
it is notable that more complex filters which better resemble the biological cochlea have been
suggested in recent years [96, 97]. This technology trend is motivated by the suggestion of Wil-
son4 in 2005 that a closer mimicking of the signal processing in the biological cochlea should
be emphasised in future CI processors [21].
2.3 Comparisons and Conclusions
In this chapter, many important physiological findings about the biological cochlea including
its anatomy, mechanism and frequency response are introduced. Subsequently, a historic re-
view is carried out about the existing representative cochlea filter models and their hardware
implementations. Since the focus of this thesis is about the frequency response fidelity, a com-
parison between the frequency response of the biological cochlea and the existing cochlea filter
implementations is detailed in Table. 2.2.
4Black S. Wilson is the inventor of the continuous interleaved sampling (CIS) strategy, which is the mainstream
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Apparently, although those cochlea models derived from the travelling wave theory are based
on a relatively accurate replication of the biological cochlea hydrodynamics, their frequency
responses are not adequately matched with biology. Generally speaking, the OZGF developed
by Katsiamis [95] is the only biomimetic cochlea filter that demonstrates reasonably faithful
frequency response, though its CF does not shift as the biological cochlea does. Unfortunately,
the operation of Katsiamis’ OZGF relies on a floating current source as the input [95], which
means it is not yet an applicable hardware implementation at present, since it can not be inter-
faced with microphones or used to process real acoustic signals.
In conclusion, the review in this chapter reveals that the frequency response of the biologi-
cal cochlea has not been adequately replicated in the existing cochlea filter models and their




A Cochlea Filter Model with
Biologically Faithful Frequency
Response
A mathematical cochlea filter is established in this chapter based on the physiological obser-
vations introduced in Chapter 2. The filter response is compared with the biological cochlea
in many aspects including the frequency response, phase response, group delay and impulse
response. In the end, the filter model is implemented in MATLAB Simulink for a variety of
proof-of-concept demonstrations.
3.1 Principle and Methodology
The filter model is inspired by the triple-stage representation of the biological cochlea fre-
quency response given by Rhode (Fig. 2.7). The triple-stage response can be achieved by
cascading three sub-filters. The low-band stage S1, as indicated in Table 2.1, has a slope of
20 ∼ 50 dB/dec which approximately corresponds to the slope steepness of a first or second
order filter; the mid-band stage S2 is variable and its maximum slope steepness corresponds
to the resonance bump of a filter with as high as 3.6 ∼ 19.8 Q factor1; the high-band stage
S3 demonstrates a roll-off steepness of over 300 dB/dec which is equivalent to the roll-off
slope of a fifteenth-order all-pole low-pass filter. Therefore, S1 and S2 can be emulated with
a second-order band-pass filter with low Q factor (BPF) and a tunable second-order low-pass
filter (LPF) with high Q factor. Besides, the challenge of high order filter requirement for the
steep roll-off of S3 can be addressed by employing the elliptic low-pass filter (ELF) which has
the steepest stop-band transition among all filter types. Based on the filter specification design
handbook [98], a fifth-order ELF can provide enough roll-off steepness to match the biological
response. The architecture of the triple-stage cascaded cochlea filter is illustrated in Fig. 3.1.
1The derivation is elaborated in Appendix A.1.
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Figure 3.1: Architecture of the cascaded cochlea filter: each of the sub-filters emulates one
stage of the BM response.
Design Parameters Expected Filter Specifications
Filter Order 5 Pass-band Ripple 0.01 dB
Reflection coefficient 5 % Steepness Factor 1.7013
Modular Angle 36◦ Minimum Stop-band Attenuation 40.81 dB
Power Loss Factor ∞ Roll-off Slope 176.8 dB/dec
Table 3.1: Design parameters and expected specifications of the ELF.
The transfer function of the BPF is given by
HBPF (s) = A ·
s+ ωBPQBP




where A represents the gain constant; ωBP and QBP respectively represent its undamped nat-
ural frequency and Q factor. The transfer function of the LPF is given by
HLPF (s) =
ω2LP




where ωLP and QLP respectively represent its undamped natural frequency and Q factor. The
design parameters for the ELF are listed in Table. 3.1, so are the expected filter specifications.
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By referring to the filter design table [98], the transfer function of the ELF is given by
HELF (s) =
0.0699ωELF · (s2 + 7.34ω2ELF )(s2 + 3.14ω2ELF )
(s+ 0.962ωELF )(s2 + 1.24ωELF · s+ 1.17ω2ELF )(s2 + 0.344ωELF · s+ 1.43ω2ELF )
(3.3)
where ωELF is the -3 dB cut-off frequency.
As shown in Fig. 3.1, the ωLQ of the cochlea filter is determined by the CF of the BPF which
is related with QBP and ωBP as follows









And the ωHQ of the cochlea filter is determined by the CF of the LPF which is related with
QLP and ωLP as follows





Besides, the cut-off frequency of the ELF should be always higher than ωHQ and it is reasonable
to set ωELF =
√
2ωLQ.
The parameters of the BPF and ELF are constant and the parameters of the LPF, QLP and ωLP ,
are made variable. The parameter values can be determined by mapping the filter specifications
with the physiological results as follows:
• The DC gain of the cascaded filter is given by




which should be in accordance with the -20 ∼ 0 dB physiological results [1, 7–11].













which contributes to the majority of the LQ peak gain. Physiological results indicate the
LQ peak gain should be in the range of 20 ∼ 30 dB [1, 8–11]. Eq. 3.6 and Eq. 3.7 show
that a high QBP is necessary for the above-mentioned requirements. However, a high
QBP results in a sharp BPF peak, the roll-off of which will significantly reduce the HQ
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Figure 3.2: Fitting of the relationship curves between the peak gain increase and the CF shift
based on the data from physiological experiments and the cochlea filter transfer
function (Eq. 3.11).
peak gain. To make a compromise, the following settings are applied for the BPF: A = 2.2ωBPQBP = 3, (3.8)
so that Eq. 3.4 leads to
ωLQ = 0.997ωBP ≈ ωBP . (3.9)
• The lower bound for ωLP is set equal to ωLQ (ωBP ) and the lower bound for QLP is set
as 1.5 so that the LPF provides an extra 1.5 times gain at ωLQ in the LQ response.
With the above settings, the cochlea filter has a DC gain of -2.7 dB and an LQ peak gain of 20.1
dB which agree well with the physiological results.
To reduce the tuning complexity of the cochlea filter, an equation between QLP and ωLP is





where β denotes the ratio between ωLP and ωBP .
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Therefore the transfer function of the entire cochlea filter is rewritten as
Htot(s) =
0.217β2ω4BP · (s+ 0.333ωBP )
(s2 + 0.333ωBP · s+ ω2BP )[s2 + 1.11ωBP (1.6− β2)s+ β2ω2BP )]
·
(s2 + 14.7ω2BP )(s
2 + 6.28ω2BP )
(s+ 1.36ωBP )(s2 + 1.75ωBP · s+ 2.34ω2BP )(s2 + 0.486ωBP · s+ 2.86ω2BP )
,
(3.11)
where ωLP , ωELF and A are rewritten as functions of ωBP , and QLP is replaced by the ex-
pression in Eq. 3.10. ωBP is constant and it determines the CF range of the cochlea filter, while
β is variable and determines the peak gain increase and the CF shift. To evaluate the fitting
of Eq. 3.10 with physiological data, the derived relationship curve between the peak gain in-
crease and the CF shift is plotted in Fig. 3.2 in comparison with the physiological curve. The
maximum CF shift of the proposed cochlea filter is relatively smaller, but the curve generally
follows a similar trend with the physiological results.
The normalised pole-zero plot of the cascaded cochlea filter is shown in Fig. 3.3. As none of
its poles and zeros are located in the right-hand half of the s-plane, the cochlea filter agrees
with the minimum-phase property of the biological cochlea response [33]. This property is
crucial since it ensures that the phase response of the proposed cochlea filter will also match
the physiological results as long as its magnitude frequency responses is biologically faithful.
The matching of phase response is examined in the following section.
3.2 Response Characteristics of the Biomimetic Cochlea Filter
In this section, the frequency response, phase response, group delay and transient response
characteristics of the biomimetic cochlea filter are examined.
3.2.1 Frequency Response
The magnitude frequency response is shown in Fig. 3.4. When β equals unity, the peak gain
and Q factor of the response is minimum, which is named in this thesis as low Q (LQ) response.
The peak gain and Q factor reaches maximum when β increases to 1.255, which is named in
this thesis as high Q (HQ) response. In comparison with the physiological results, the LQ
curve corresponds to the high intensity stimulus response, while the HQ curve corresponds to
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Figure 3.3: Normalised pole-zero plot of the cochlea filter (left); pole-zero plot zoomed to left-
up corner (right). The β factor is adjusted from 1 to 1.255 which leads to the shift
of LPF from the edge of the unity circle to approaching the imaginary axis.
the low intensity stimulus response. Therefore, the results shown in Fig. 3.4 agree well with
the physiologically measured curves in Fig. 1.1. The characteristic specifications are listed in
Table. 3.2 to compare with those in Table. 2.1. Furthermore, a parallel cochlea filter bank can
be built by setting different ωBP (ωLQ). Fig. 3.5 shows the frequency response of a cochlea















22.7 176 -320 - 1.255·ωLQ 25.1 5.07
Table 3.2: Frequency response characteristics of the biomimetic cochlea filter.
3.2.2 Phase Response
The phase response of the cochlea filter is shown in Fig. 3.6 together with the physiology
results [7]. As shown in the figure, the tuning of LPF also makes significant impact on the phase
response. To investigate the response variation, the filter phase lag is plotted with respect to the
LQ response as shown in Fig. 3.7, together with the physiologically measured results [99].
Compared with the physiological results, the cochlea filter phase response has a number of
similarities such as :
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Figure 3.4: Frequency response of the cochlea filter in linear (left) and log scale (right). The
labelled values of response characteristics show good accordance with physiolog-
ical results in Table. 2.1.
Figure 3.5: Frequency response of a parallel bank of the cochlea filters in one-third octave
scale.
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• In the pass-band, the phase lag increases when frequency moves from low to high. ( [1,
9–11, 48, 99–101] )
• In the pass-band, the slope of the phase-frequency curve becomes steeper when frequency
moves from low to high. ( [1, 9–11, 48, 99, 101] )
• Phase lag reaches 0.4∼0.8 cycles at ωLQ and 0.9∼2.8 cycles at ωHQ. ( [1, 9–11, 48,
99–101] )
• Compared with HQ response, the LQ response has more phase lag in frequencies lower
than ωHQ, but has less in frequencies much higher than ωHQ. ( [9–11, 99, 100] )
• The HQ phase response has a much steeper slope in the vicinity of CF than the LQ
response. ( [1, 9, 11, 100, 101] )
The detailed characteristics of the filter phase response together with a number of physiological
results are summarised in Table. 3.3.
















Chinchilla[8] 7 10 -0.75 -2.5 -0.44 ∼0.25 2.7 7
Chinchilla[1] 6 9.5 -0.75 -2.3 -0.56 ∼0.13 1.5 6.86
Chinchilla[9] 4.5 6.6 -0.5 -2 -0.6 ∼0.4 4.5 8.1
Chinchilla[99] 6 9.5 0 -0.9 -1 ∼0.6 1.2 9
Mongolian Gerbils[10] 10 14 -0.69 - 1.9 -1.6 ∼0.19 1.34 5.28
Mongolian Gerbils[11] 7 11.2 -0.7 -1.6 -0.2 ∼0.5 0.39 3.58
Mongolian Gerbils[101] 11 11.7 -0.8 -1.4 – 2.92 10.1
Guinea Pigs[100] 15 19.2 -0.46 -2.8 -0.29 ∼0.09 – 12.2
Cochlea Filter Model – 1.255ωLQ -0.58 -0.93 -0.11 ∼0.3 2 12.1
Table 3.3: Comparison of phase response characteristics between the biological cochlea and
the proposed cochlea filter. The numeric values are calculated based on the
BM phase response curve obtained from the physiological experiment [1, 8–11,
99–101].
3.2.3 Group Delay
The normalised group delay of the cochlea filter is shown in Fig. 3.8. The maximum group de-
lay is located at ωHQ where the phase response curve has steepest slope. The HQ response has
much higher maximum group delay compared with the LQ response. Similarly, the group delay
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(a) Phase response of the cochlea filter model.
(b) Phase response in the 10 kHz region of Mongolian gerbils [10].
Figure 3.6: Cochlea filter phase response in comparison with the physiological results.
(Fig. 3.6(b) is take from [10].)
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(a) Phase response respecting to the LQ response.
(b) Physiologically measured phase lag respecting to the high-intensity input response [99].
Figure 3.7: Cochlea Filter Phase Lag respecting to the LQ response, in comparison with the
physiological results. In the physiological measurement, the CF with high intensity
(80 dB SPL) input stimuli is around 6kHz, and low intensity (20 dB SPL) CF is
around 9.5 kHz. (Fig. 3.7(b) is adapted from [99].)
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Figure 3.8: Normalised group delay of the cochlea filter.
Figure 3.9: Comparison of group delays between the proposed cochlea filter and the hu-
man cochlea. The maximum group delays are plotted agains CF. The grey dots
are scatter-plot of measured data from the human cochlea which are given by
Shera [102]; the dots with bars are data from Dreisbach [103]; the black solid
line is the trend curve based on the human cochlea data; the blue solid line is the
curve from the proposed cochlea filter. Since the SFOAE experiment is based on
low-intensity stimulation, the group delays measured from the human cochlea cor-
respond equivalently to the peak HQ group delay of the proposed cochlea filter.
(Image is adapted from [102])
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Figure 3.10: Unit step responses of the cochlea filters in 100 Hz channel and 1000 Hz channel
.
is also reciprocally related with bandwidth in the biological cochlea, with sharper tuning (HQ)
corresponding to longer group delay at CF [102]. Furthermore, the physiological experiments
based on stimulus-frequency-emission (SFOAE) group delay test predict that, for low-intensity
input (HQ response), the human cochlea has roughly 10 periods group delay at 1 kHz area
of the BM which increases to 20 periods at 10 kHz area [102]. The 12.1 periods HQ group
delay shown in Fig. 3.8 approximately matches the physiological results. However, due to the
exact scale-invariant property, the proposed cochlea filter has constant maximum group delay
in unit of periods for different frequency channels. The group delay curve versus CF is shown
in Fig. 3.9 which compares the results from the proposed cochlea filter with the SFOAE-based
prediction of the human cochlea behaviour. As detailed in Table. 3.3, the HQ group delay of the
proposed cochlea filter is slightly higher than those of the other animals, while the LQ group
delay generally demonstrates reasonable matching with biology.
3.2.4 Transient Response
The unit step responses of the cochlea filters with ωBP = 2π · 100Hz and ωBP = 2π · 100Hz
are plotted in Fig. 3.10. The comparison between the two channels shows that the step response
of the cochlea filter is scale-invariant. The overshoot percentage of response is determined by
the damping factor which is independent of CF. Therefore the peak amplitudes in the 100 Hz
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Figure 3.11: Unit impulse responses of the cochlea filters in 100 Hz channel and 1000 Hz
channel .
and 1000 Hz channels are same. The peak amplitude and settling time are higher in the HQ
response due to the decrease of damping (increase of β).
The unit impulse responses are plotted in Fig. 3.11. The peak amplitude is proportional to the
CF as shown in Fig. 3.11, since the impulse response is the derivative of the scale-invariant step
response.
The impulse response of the biological cochlea, as discovered by de Boer [104], has an asym-
metric envelope: the rise time is shorter than the decay time. In physiology, the cochlea impulse
response is approximated using the reverse correlation (revcor) functions which are derived
based on the cochlea response to the ‘click’ signals [104–107]. Fig. 3.12(a) shows the im-
pulse response waveform approximated by de Boer regarding the 1 kHz region of the cat’s
cochlea [104], which is similar with the impulse response of the proposed cochlea filter.
Another important characteristic of the cochlea impulse response that has been emphasised by
the physiologists is the frequency modulation (or frequency glides) effect [105–107]. As shown
in Fig. 3.13(a), the instantaneous frequency of the cochlea impulse response increases over time
until it settles at a steady-state. In fact, de Boer has suggested to use this characteristic as a stan-
dard to evaluate cochlea models [107]. The frequency glides of the proposed cochlea filter are
illustrated in Fig. 3.13(b). Notably, physiological experiments show that the frequency glides
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(a) Impulse response of 1 kHz region of cat’s cochlea (input inten-
sity: 60 dB SPL) [104]
(b) Impulse response of the proposed cochlea filter (ωLQ=2π·1000 Hz, β=1.2)
Figure 3.12: Comparison of impulse response between the biological cochlea and the proposed
cochlea filter. (Fig. 3.12(a) is adapted from [104])
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(a) Instantaneous frequency versus time in the impulse response of
biological cochlea.
(b) Instantaneous frequency versus time in the impulse response of
the proposed cochlea filter.
Figure 3.13: Comparison of frequency glides between the biological cochlea and the proposed
cochlea filter. (Fig. 3.13(a) is adapted from [105])
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Figure 3.14: Decomposed impulse responses from the three sub-filters.
are independent of the stimulation intensity, which indicates it is not a result of the non-linear
process of cochlea [105, 107]. Similarly, the frequency glides of the proposed cochlea filter are
not based on any filter tuning mechanism. The origin of the frequency glides in the proposed
cochlea filter is revealed in Fig. 3.14. Since the cochlea filter is a composite of three filters
in cascade, its overall impulse response is the convolution of three individual responses. As
shown in the decomposed response in Fig. 3.14, the BPF response has substantial influence
on the convolved overall response at the early stage; however, both the BPF and the LPF settle
much quicker than the LPF, and thus after 3 periods, the LPF response becomes fully dominant.
Since the BPF has a lower natural frequency than the LPF, the instantaneous frequency of the
overall impulse response appears to increase with time.
3.3 Simulink Implementation of the Cochlea Filter with Automatic
Tuning Control
In this section, the cochlea filter is implemented in the MATLAB Simulink software for a proof
of concept. The automatic tuning control (ATC) block is also integrated with the cochlea filter
so that the filter is able to perform level-dependent signal processing.
3.3.1 Simulink Implementation of the Cochlea Filter
The Simulink model of the cochlea filter is established to further investigate its behaviour.
Based on Eq. 3.1, the BPF model is designed as shown in Fig. 3.15. Based on Eq. 3.2, the LPF
model is designed as shown in Fig. 3.16. Besides, the elliptic filter is available in the Simulink
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Figure 3.15: Simulink implementation of the BPF.
model library. Therefore, the Simulink model of the cochlea filter is built as shown in Fig. 3.17.
3.3.2 Automatic Tuning Control (ATC)
As mentioned above, the response of biological cochlea is level-dependent. In the proposed
cochlea filter, β is the tuning parameter which adjusts the CF and peak gain. To emulate the
behaviour in biology, β should be automatically adjusted in accordance with the intensity of
input. Therefore the ATC block of the cochlea filter consists of an amplitude detector (AD) and
an amplitude-β mapper (ABM). The architecture of the cochlea filter with ATC is illustrated in
Fig. 3.17. The AD detects the amplitude of the BPF output, and the ABM maps the amplitude
into the corresponding β value which is fed to the LPF. The signal amplitude is estimated
based on the BPF output because the auditory masking effects observed in psycho-acoustical
experiments suggest that in the biological cochlea the sensitivity adaptation at each position
on the BM is performed according to the relevant in-band signal strength. Furthermore, the
feed-forward structure is preferred for LPF tuning due to its significant delays which makes the
feed-back structure suffer severely from latency problems.
The signal amplitude can be estimated by squaring followed with DC extraction (low-pass
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Figure 3.16: Simulink implementation of the LPF.
Figure 3.17: Simulink implementation of the cochlea filter with ATC.
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Figure 3.18: Simulink implementation of the amplitude detector.
filtering). Assume the signal is in the form of
x(t) = [AEsin(ωEt+ φE)]sin(ωct+ φc), (3.12)
where AEsin(ωEt+φE) represents the envelop signal and sin(ωCt+φC) is the carrier signal.
The envelop frequency ωE is much lower than the carrier frequency ωC . The amplitude to be
















4 term can be extracted by low-pass filtering. The simulink block of the AD is
shown in Fig. 3.18.
The mapping function between signal amplitude and β is derived by taking inspirations from
the physiological data. In the cochlea filter, the β factor is the ratio between ωLP and ωBP
which is approximately equivalent with the ratio between ωHQ and ωLQ. In other words, β
directly reflects the CF shift of the filter. The relationship curves between CF shift and the input
intensity are plotted in Fig. 3.19 based on the results from the physiological measurement; the





As shown in Fig. 3.19, the following function gives a reasonable approximation of the rela-





where i stands for the input intensity in decimal scale. In physiological results, the range of
input is generally between 0∼100 dB SPL. In the cochlea filter, the input range is assumed to
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Figure 3.19: Relationship curves between CF shift and input intensity based on the physiolog-
ical data and the approximation of Eq. 3.15.
Figure 3.20: Simulink implementation of the amplitude-β mapper.
be in the same order with amplitude level from 10−5 V to 1 V. Besides, as β approximately







)] = log21(1− 4logAE). (3.16)
Based on Eq. 3.16, the Simulink model of the ABM is built as shown in Fig. 3.20. Additionally,
in order to make the β value obtained from Eq. 3.16 rational, a dead-zone block and a saturation
block are used prior to the corresponding arithmetic functions. Also, the quantiser with interval
of 0.001 is used to stabilise the variation of β.
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Figure 3.21: Level-dependent behaviour of the cochlea filter with ATC in response to chirp
signals. ωLQ of the cochlea filter model is set as 2π · 1000Hz. The chirp signal
sweeps logarithmically from 20 Hz to 20 kHz in 0.3 seconds.
3.3.3 Simulation Results for the Cochlea Filter with Automatic Tuning Control
3.3.3.1 Response from single channel
The ωLQ of the cochlea filter model is set as 2π · 1000 Hz so that the filter operates with CF
from 1000 Hz to 1255 Hz. A series of chirp signals logarithmically sweeping from 20 Hz to
3000 Hz is applied to the filter. The length of the chirp signal is 0.2 s and the amplitudes range
from 0 dBFS (1 V) to -100 dBFS (10 µV) with -20 dBFS step. The response of the cochlea
filter with ATC is plotted in Fig. 3.21. The output amplitude has been normalised by the input
amplitude so that Fig. 3.21 shows a clear level-dependent adaptation of the peak gain and CF.
A male speech signal is used to test the filter. The time domain waveform, spectrum and spec-
trogram of the speech signal is shown in Fig. 3.22. The spectrogram shows that rich information
is contained in the region of 2 kHz band, so ωLQ is set as 2π ·1000Hz. The output of the filter is
illustrated in Fig. 3.23. The output spectrum and cochleagram show that the 2 kHz region is em-
phasised. Besides, the high frequency signals are well attenuated, as shown in the spectrogram
in Fig. 3.23(c).
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Figure 3.22: The male speech signal “Canadian cheddar, isn’t cheddar!” represented in time
domain (a), frequency domain (b) and spectrogram (c). The spectrogram is gen-
erated using short-time fast Fourier transform (FFT) with following parameters:
rectangular window with length of 256 length, %20 overlap and FFT length of
8096.
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Figure 3.23: The male speech signal “Canadian cheddar, isn’t cheddar!” after processed by
the 2 kHz cochlea filter: (a) time domain waveform; (b) frequency spectrum; (c)
spectrogram.
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Figure 3.24: Simulink model of the cochlea filter bank in one-third octave scale.
3.3.3.2 Response of the cochlea filter bank
A cochlea filter bank is built in the one-third octave scale, as shown in Fig. 3.24. The chirp
signals, pulse signals and the male speech are applied to the filter bank. All signals are applied
with separate intensities of 0 dBFS and -72 dBFS for comparison. The results are illustrated in
Fig. 3.25, Fig. 3.26 and Fig. 3.27 where cochleagram-like images are generated based on the
output amplitudes of the filter bank. The outputs have been full-wave rectified and normalised
by the peak amplitude, so that the time-frequency map of the signals is clearly shown in the
images.
The frequency selectivity of the cochlea filter bank is proved by the chirp signal results in
Fig. 3.25, where both images show a prominent peak line spanning from the bottom-left to
the top-right corner. The peak line width in Fig. 3.25(b) is narrower than that in Fig. 3.25(a),
which indicates that the filter bandwidth becomes narrower when input signal is low. Besides,
Fig. 3.25(b) shows a bigger colour drop from the peak line to the top-left region, which indicates
that the filter peak gain increases when input signal is low. Therefore, as expected, the frequency
selectivity of the filter bank is adaptively improved for the low-intensity input. Moreover, the
ringing after peak lasts for a longer time period in Fig. 3.25(b). The observation of otoacoustic
emission in biological cochlea indicates that such effect also exists in biology [39, 40, 108].
As introduced in Chapter. 2, the cochlea reflects energy back into the air and cause detectable
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.25: The cochlea filter bank response to chirp signal which sweeps logarithmically
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz in 0.3 seconds. The output signals from each channels are
full-wave rectified and normalised by the maximum amplitude in the entire filter
bank. Separate test are performed with 0 dBFS and -72 dBFS input intensities.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.26: The cochlea filter bank response to pulse signal which has a pulse width of 10
µ seconds. The output signals from each channels are full-wave rectified and
normalised by the maximum amplitude in the entire filter bank. Separate test are
performed with 0 dBFS and -72 dBFS input intensities.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.27: The cochlea filter bank response to male speech signal “Canadian cheddar, isn’t
cheddar!”. The output signals from each channels are full-wave rectified and
normalised by the maximum amplitude in the entire filter bank. Separate test are
performed with 0 dBFS and -72 dBFS input intensities.
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sounds after receiving near-threshold stimulus.
Also as expected, both the 0 dBFS and -72 dBFS pulse responses in Fig. 3.26 show that the
high frequency channels have higher energy than the low frequency channels. Notably, the 0
dBFS results in Fig. 3.26(a) show a significant compression of response amplitude. As stated
above, the impulse response amplitude of the cochlea filter is proportional to its CF, so the peak
amplitude in the 16 kHz channel should be over 42 dB higher than the 500 Hz channel without
automatic tuning control. Fig. 3.26(a) indicates this amplitude difference has been compressed
to about 20 dB. The compression comes from the fact that in higher frequency channels, the am-
plitude detected at the output of the BPF is higher because of its wider pass-band so that higher
level suppression is applied by the ATC. By contrast, the -72 dBFS results in Fig. 3.26(b) show
a higher level of energy concentration because the input intensity is so low that the detected
amplitudes from the BPFs are close to the threshold level in all channels. Since similar lev-
els of tuning are applied among the channels, the response amplitude appears to be roughly
proportional to the channel CF in Fig. 3.26(b).
The increase of onset delay from high to low frequency channels resembles the physiological
findings that the onset latencies of IHC impulse response increase from the basal (high fre-
quency) to the apical (low frequency) end of BM [48]. In biological cochlea, the response in
the 200 Hz region has about 2 ms delay compared with the 10 kHz region [48]. The onset
latency between the 250 Hz and the 16 kHz channel is about 2 ms in the 0 dBFS response and
is about 3 ms in the -72 dBFS response, which agrees well with the physiological result.
The speech signal responses in Fig. 3.27 reflect nearly all of the speech features shown in the
signal spectrogram (Fig. 3.22(c)). Similar with the pulse signal test, the response to 0 dBFS
speech shows a higher level of amplitude compression than the -72 dBFS response. The colours
in Fig. 3.27 appears highly discontinuous because it is based on the varying signal amplitude
and the number of channel is limited. Therefore the envelope extraction and channel interpo-
lation are applied so that smooth cochleagrams are obtained as shown in Fig. 3.28. Compared
with the spectrogram in Fig. 3.22(c), the cochleagrams reflect more details in low frequency
bands.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.28: Cochleagrams generated from Fig. 3.27 after channel interpolation and and enve-
lope extraction. Two extra channels are interpolated between two original chan-
nels, the amplitudes of which are derived by taking geometric mean of the original
channels. The envelope extraction is based on Hilbert transform. Details about
the channel intermodulation and envelope extraction process can be found in Ap-
pendix A.2.
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3.4 Summary
This chapter presents the mathematical modelling of the proposed biomimetic cochlea filter.
The model is established based on Rhode’s three-stage representation of the cochlea frequency
response. A cascade of three sub-filters is employed to replicate the cochlea frequency re-
sponse: a second-order BPF corresponds to the gentle and constant low-frequency tail; a tun-
able second-order LPF corresponds to the selective and variable mid-band response; a fifth-
order ELF corresponds to the ultra-steep roll-off at stop-band. Moreover, a relationship func-
tion between the peak gain increase and the CF shift is established to replicate the CF tuning
characteristics of the biological cochlea. With these features, the proposed cochlea filter model
demonstrates a frequency response curve which is highly faithful with that observed from the
biological cochlea.
Furthermore, as proven in its pole-zero plot, the proposed cochlea filter is a minimum-phase
filter, as is the biological cochlea. Therefore, the proposed cochlea filter also matches the
biological cochlea in phase response and group delay. Besides, the filter impulse response
is compared with biological cochlea, which shows reasonable similarity in the asymmetric
response envelope and the frequency glides effect.
The proposed filter model is implemented in the MATLAB Simulink software for simulation.
An ATC block is integrated with the filter and the level-dependent behaviour of the filter is
verified in the simulations results. A cochlea filter bank is built and used to process a variety
of acoustic signals including the chirp, pulse and speech signals for a proof of concept. In the
end, its capability of generating a cochleagram is demonstrated.
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Chapter 4
Design and Implementation of the
Cochlea Filter in Analogue VLSI
Following the filter model proposed in Chapter 3, the method to realise the filter using analogue
VLSI circuit is elaborated in this chapter.
4.1 Circuit Design
4.1.1 Introduction
The techniques for implementation of low order filters in analogue VLSI have been well de-
veloped. The mainstream implementation methods include active RC, MOSFET-C, switched-
capacitor (SC), and Gm-C filters. These techniques can be classified into two categories: the
Op-Amp-based and the Op-Amp-less types. The Op-Amp-based types include the active RC,
MOSFET-C and SC techniques, which use resistors (or equivalent resistors) and capacitors in
the Op-Amp-based feed-back loop to achieve integral or differential functions. The passive
on-chip resistor is used in the active RC filters, the on-resistance of the MOSFET transistors is
used in the MOSFET-C filters, and the equivalent switching resistance is used in the SC filters.
By contrast, the Gm-C filter is based on the combinations of transconductors and capacitors,
which belongs to the Op-Amp-less category. The Op-Amp is not required in the Gm-C filters,
since the transconductor not only has the function of resistor-equivalent I-V conversion, but
also can be used to build feed-back structures like the Op-Amp. Consequently, the Gm-C filters
are highly suitable for implementation of low-power high-order filters. In comparison, the Op-
Amp-based filters require equivalent number of Op-Amps as the filter order. The cochlea filter
proposed in this thesis is ninth-order which means nine Op-Amps are needed for each channel.
Since a large number of Op-Amps will lead to high power dissipation, the Gm-C technique is
selected to implement the proposed cochlea filter.
In general, there are two approaches to map the complex ninth-order cochlea filter function
(Eq. 3.11) into circuit schematics. The first approach is inspired from mathematics. As shown
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(a) Math-inspired implementation of the cochlea filter
(b) Physics-inspired implementation of the cochlea filter
.
Figure 4.1: Two approaches to implement the cochlea filter.
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Figure 4.2: Gyrator-C topology for an active inductor.
in Fig. 4.1(a), the ninth-order filter function can be decomposed into 4 bi-quadratic (biquad)
transfer functions in addition to an integral function. Therefore, the cochlea filter can be built
as a cascade of 4 biquad filters and an integrator, which are feasibly realisable using Gm-C
circuits [109]. The second approach is inspired from physics. As shown in Fig. 4.1(b), all of
the three sub-filters can be represented using equivalent RLC ladders [98], where the Gm-C
circuit can be used to implement the active inductors [110]. In this thesis, the second approach
is chosen; as will be introduced in the following text, the identical active inductors can be reused
in all the RLC ladders, which significantly reduces the circuit design complexity.
4.1.2 Floating Active Inductor (FAI) Design
Development of the active inductor is one of the key challenges in the RLC ladder-based
cochlea filter circuit design. The active inductors have to be operating in floating mode as
required by the ELF. Besides, the quality factor should be easily adjustable as required by the
tuning features of the LPF. The classical method to build CMOS active inductors is based on
the gyrator-C technique [110]. As shown in Fig. 4.2, the gyrator is built with a pair of transcon-
ductors between the input end and the gyrating end. The transconductor from the input end to
the gyrating end is called the forward transconductor, while the transconductor from the gyrat-
ing end to the input end is called the reverse transconductor [110]. A capacitor is loaded at the
gyrating port, and therefore the impedance at the input port becomes inductive. The equivalent
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Figure 4.3: Fully differential gyrator-C topology for a floating active inductor
where gm,F and gm,R are respectively the forward and reverse transconductances, and Cgy
represents the loading capacitor. Eq. 4.1 shows that the equivalent impedance of the gyrator-C
circuit is inductive. A floating active inductor can be constructed by using fully differential























Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3 assume that there is infinite high resistance at the gyrating end. However,
the actual VLSI circuits always have parasitics, and the parasitic resistance at the gyrating end
will reduce the quality factor of the active inductor. To deal with this issue, a compensation
transconductor which provides negative resistance is added at the gyrating end as shown in
Fig. 4.4. In this case the equivalent resistance at the gyrating end becomes
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which is equivalent to an inductor serially connected with a variable resistor.
Based on the model in Fig. 4.3, a floating active inductor (FAI) cell is developed and its
schematic is shown in Fig. 4.5. The functions and dimensions of the transistors in the schematic
are summarised in Table. 4.1. The dimensions of the transistors are designed based on the con-
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of the FAI cell
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Transistor Type Function L (µm) W (µm)
MN0 NMOS Forward transconductor 3.5 100
MN1 NMOS Forward transconductor 3.5 100
MP0 PMOS Reverse transconductor 3.5 180
MP1 PMOS Reverse transconductor 3.5 180
MX0 PMOS Compensation transconductor 3.5 180
MX1 PMOS Compensation transconductor 3.5 180
MM0 PMOS Current Mirror 3.5 180
MM1 PMOS Current Mirror 3.5 180
MM2 PMOS Current Mirror 3.5 180
MM3 PMOS Current Mirror 3.5 180
MM4 PMOS Current Mirror 3.5 180
MM5 PMOS Current Mirror 3.5 180
MM6 PMOS Current Mirror 3.5 180
MM7 PMOS Current Mirror 3.5 180
MM8 PMOS Current Mirror 3.5 180
MM9 PMOS Current Mirror 3.5 180
MM10 PMOS Current Mirror 3.5 180
MM11 PMOS Current Mirror 3.5 180
MM12 PMOS Current Mirror 3.5 180
MM13 PMOS Current Mirror 3.5 180
MM14 NMOS Current Mirror 3.5 100
MM15 NMOS Current Mirror 3.5 100
MM16 NMOS Current Mirror 3.5 100
MM17 NMOS Current Mirror 3.5 100
MM18 NMOS Current Mirror 3.5 100
MM19 NMOS Current Mirror 3.5 100
MM20 NMOS Current Mirror 3.5 100
MM21 NMOS Current Mirror 3.5 100
MM22 NMOS Current Mirror 3.5 100
MM23 NMOS Current Mirror 3.5 100
Table 4.1: Functions and dimensions of the transistors in FAI
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Figure 4.6: Simplified representation of the FAI schematic.
siderations of the operation mode, the noise and the mismatches factors, which will respectively
be explained in details in the following.
The core components of the FAI cell are three differential transistor pairs: the NMOS transistor
pair MN (MN0 and MN1) which functions as the forward tranconductor, the PMOS transistor
pair MP (MP0 and MP1) which functions as the reverse transconductor, and the PMOS transis-
tor pair MX (MX0 and MX1) which functions as the compensation transconductor. The other
transistors in Fig. 4.5 are components of the current mirrors. Notably, while the differential pair
MN and MX are based on the common-source structure, the differential pair MP is based on
the common-gate structure. The sources of the differential pair MP add resistive loading at the
gyrating end, as shown in Fig. 4.6. Therefore the equivalent impedance of the FAI is given by
Z(s) =
4Cgy · s+ 2(gMP − gMX)
gMN · gMP
. (4.5)
The reason for using the common-gate structure for the MP pair is reflected by Eq. 4.5. The
sources of the MP pair at the gyrating end provide the FAI with a constant resistance, which
is to be cancelled by the variable equivalent input resistance of the MX pair. Thus the variable
degree of cancellation between the resistance of MP and MX contributes to the quality factor
tunability of the FAI cell.
The transistors in Fig. 4.5 are designed to operate in weak inversion mode so that the gate-source
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where n is the slope factor, UT is the thermal voltage and ID is the transistor DC drain cur-
rent [111]. The bulks of all the NMOS transistors in Fig. 4.5 are connected to VSS while
the bulks of all the PMOS transistors are connected to VDD. Consequently, the source-bulk
transconductance due to body effect does not influence the transconductance of the MN and MX
pairs where the transistor sources and bulks are connected together. By contrast, the MP tran-
sistor pair has separate source connections and thus the source-bulk transconductance should
be considered. In weak inversion, the source-bulk transconductance is also approximately pro-






























T · s+ 2UT (nIMP − IMX)
IMP · IMX
. (4.9)
As mentioned above, the FAI cell can be modelled as an inductor in series with a resistor, the








The quality factor of FAI is adjustable by varying the difference between nIMP and IMX .
Eq. 4.10 indicates that the inductance of the FAI also varies when its quality factor is tuned; as
will be shown in Section. 4.2, the correlation between the FAI inductance and quality factor fits
1As shown in Fig. 4.5 the currents in MN and MX are made equal through the current mirrors.
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well with the relationship equation in Eq. 3.10 which is the basis for CF tuning of the cochlea
filter.





. In the following text, the IMP is referred to as ‘static current’
which determines the maximum inductance of the FAI. Besides, the IMX is referred to as
‘tuning current’ and the ratio between IMX and IMP is called ‘tuning factor’ which is denoted
as x and determines the quality factor of the FAI. By using tuning factor x, Eq. 4.10 is rewritten







As introduced above, the transistors in the FAI operate in weak inversion mode. This design
option is based on two aspects of considerations. Firstly, as Eq. 4.6 tells, the transconductance
is approximately proportional to DC current in weak inversion, and the FAI impedance can be
concisely represented by the transistor current as shown in Eq. 4.10 and Eq. 4.11. In other
words, the relationship between the FAI impedance and circuit biasing current is straightfor-
ward, which highly simplifies the FAI tuning. Secondly, as will be shown next, the transistor
in strong inversion is not able to achieve the full range of audio frequencies. The mode of














where µ and Cox are process parameters which respectively refer to the the mobility constant
and oxide capacitance per unit area; W and L are transistor channel width and length [112].
As defined in [112], the transistor operates in strong inversion when the inversion coefficient
IC  1, and operates in weak inversion when IC  1. Besides, for transistors operating
in strong inversion, the relationship between transistor gate-source transconductance and DC
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Power supply (V) 3.3
µCox (µA/V 2) NMOS:170; PMOS:58
Cox (fF/µm2) 4.54
n ≈1.25
VTH (V) NMOS:0.59; PMOS:0.72
KF
* NMOS:2.17e−26; PMOS: 3.396e−26
AF
* NMOS:1.507; PMOS: 1.461
AV T
* (mV · µm) NMOS:9.5; PMOS: 14.5
AK
* (% · µm) NMOS:0.7; PMOS: 1.0
* KF and AF are noise parameters; AV T and AK are matching parameters;
Table 4.2: Parameters in AMS 0.35 µm process
drain current is given by
gm ≈ β(VGS − VTH) =
√
2βID [113]. (4.15)
where VGS is the DC gate-source voltage and VTH is the threshold voltage [113]. Assume that









Assume that the capacitors in the RLC ladders have similar capacitance as Cgy, and thus the
















≤ β(VDD − VSS − VTH)
2Cgy
. (4.19)
The AustriaMicroSystems (AMS) 0.35 µm process is used to fabricate the chip, and its process
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where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is thermal temperature and q is electron charge; thus the
approximate value for UT is thus 26 mV. The frequency limits in Eq. 4.17 and Eq. 4.19 are
thereby rewritten as For NMOS: 1.56× 10−5 · WL·Cgy ≤ ωc ≤ 2.3× 10−4 WL·Cgy ;For PMOS: 5.33× 10−6 · WL·Cgy ≤ ωc ≤ 7.5× 10−5 WL·Cgy . (4.21)
Eq. 4.21 indicates that only one order of frequency range can be covered, which is fairly limited
compared with the 20 ∼ 20000 Hz audio frequency range. By contrast, for the transistors
operating in weak inversion, the transconductance is dependent only on DC current and the
audio frequency range can be covered by scaling down or up the currents.
4.1.3 Analysis of Circuit Non-idealities in the FAI cell
Fig. 4.6 is the simplified representation of the FAI schematic which does not include any circuit
non-idealities. Naturally, there are always parasitics, noise and mismatches in the real circuits,
which make the FAI operation deviate from what Eq. 4.10 predicts.
4.1.3.1 Parasitics
The major parasitics in the FAI circuits are parasitic resistances and parasitic capacitances. The
transconductors shown in Fig. 4.6 are ideal ones which have infinitely high input impedance
and output impedance. Nevertheless, the output impedance of the differential pairs in Fig. 4.5
are determined by the drain-source resistance of the transistors which are never infinite due to
the transistor channel modulation effect [111]. Moreover, the differential pairs MN and MX do
not have infinitely high input impedance due to the parasitic capacitance at the transistor gate,
neither does the differential pair MP due to the parasitic capacitance at the transistor source.
Taking these parasitics into consideration, the FAI model is redrawn in Fig. 4.7. In weak inver-
sion, the transistor parasitic capacitances are dominated by the gate-bulk capacitances [112],
which is given by
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Figure 4.7: Simplified representation of the FAI schematic considering parasitics.
Based on the the transistor dimensions in Table. 4.1 and the process parameters in Table. 4.2,
CPX and CPP are in the region of 0.572 pF while CPN is about 0.318 pF. The parasitic ca-
pacitances CPX and CPP are in parallel with the loading capacitance Cgy and thus can be
combined with Cgy. By contrast, CPN adds capacitive impedance to the FAI.
The parasitic resistances in the FAI are due to the transistor output (drain-source) resistance





where λ is the channel length modulation factor. The output resistances of the MN and MX
pairs (roN and roX ) are in parallel with the source resistance of the MP pair (1/gMP ). There-
fore, roN and roX are negligible as long as they are much higher than 1/gMP (at least two-order















λ · x · nUT
. (4.24)
The typical value of λ is in the range of 0.005∼0.05 V −1 [114]. Assuming that the λ is as large












Furthermore, the tuning factor x has to be smaller than the slope factor n to avoid negative
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Figure 4.8: Simplified representation of the FAI schematic considering only parasitic resis-
tance of the MP pair.
resistance in the FAI, and thus the minimum value for the resistance ratio in Eq. 4.25 is in the
region of 500. Consequently, roN and roX are negligible.
The effects of parasitic resistance roP on the FAI impedance is more complex. Considering
only roP , as shown in Fig. 4.8, the following equations stand :
(V+ − V−)gMN + (V+−V−)−(V g+−V g−)roP = (V g+ − V g−)(2Cgys+ gMP − gMX);
I− + I+ = (V g+ − V g−)gMP + [(V+ − V−)− (V g+ − V g−)]/rop;
I+ = I−.
(4.26)










(gMN + 1/roP )(gMP − 1/rop)
4Cgys+ 2(gMP − gMX) + 2/roP
+ 1/2rop. (4.27)
As explained above the transistor source-gate resistance is much higher than the transconduc-






4Cgys+ 2(gMP − gMX) + 2/roP
+ 1/2rop. (4.28)
Therefore the equivalent model of the FAI with parasitic resistance and capacitance is illustrated
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Figure 4.9: The FAI model considering parasitics. (rx is equal to 2/gMNgMP roP as given by
Eq. 4.28.)
Figure 4.10: Simplified representation of the FAI schematic considering noise.
in Fig. 4.9.
4.1.3.2 Noise





gate-referred voltage noise sources of the corresponding transistor pairs. Based on Fig. 4.10,














(gMX − gMP )2 + 4ω2C2gy
] (4.29)
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The major types of noise in MOS transistors are the thermal noise and the flicker noise [111,
112, 114]. The thermal noise is also called white noise which has constant noise power spectral
density (PSD) across different frequencies. By contrast, the flicker noise is also called pink
noise or 1/f noise which has reciprocal relationship between noise PSD and frequency. The
relative dominance between these two types of noise is reflected by the transistor corner fre-
quency. The transistor corner frequency is defined as the frequency at which the PSDs of these
two types of noise equal with each other. According to the noise model provided by the foundry,













where KF and AF are flicker noise parameters and the typical value of AF is between 1 and 2.
The flicker noise will be dominant if the CF of circuits is lower than ωcorner, while the thermal
noise will be dominant vice versa. For ease of analysis, the transistor dimensions in the FAI are
optimised such that ωcorner is always smaller than the CF of the cochlea filter. Optimisation
method for the transistor dimensions will be elaborated in Section. 4.3.2.
According to the noise model provided by the foundry, the PSD of thermal noise current in a




(gm + gmb + gds), (4.31)
where gm is the gate-source transconductance, gmb is the source-bulk transconductance due
to body effect and gds is the drain-source conductance which is the reciprocal of drain-source
resistance and is negligible compared with gm as analysed above. By combining with Eq. 4.6
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Figure 4.11: FAI model considering noise and parasitics.
Note that the MP pair receives source degeneration from Cgy and MX pair, and thus its gate-








2 + g2MX)IMP + 2g
2
MP IMX

















The FAI model considering noise in addition to parasitics is illustrated in Fig. 4.11.
4.1.3.3 Mismatch
Naturally, the operation of FAI is subject to transistor mismatch which causes circuit offsets.
The mismatches can be classified into two categories: horizontal and vertical, according to
different causes and consequences. Horizontal mismatch is the mismatch between transistors
in differential pairs MP0-MP1, MN0-MN1 and MX0-MX1 which results in a DC current in
the FAI running from port TA to TB. Taking the differential pair MN as example, as shown in
Fig. 4.12, the mismatch between MN0 and MN1 results in a DC current running from port TA
to port TB. The standard deviation of transistor current is given by
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where Vth is threshold voltage,
∆β
β is gain factor variation and ∆Vth is threshold voltage varia-



























whose value can be calculated using the matching parameters listed in Table. 4.2 and the tran-
sistor dimensions listed in Table. 4.1: NMOS: 4σ(∆IDID ) = 6.25%;PMOS: 4σ(∆IDID ) = 7.11%; (4.38)
The total offset currents from horizontal mismatch also include the mismatch from MP and
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Figure 4.13: FAI vertical mismatch analysis
MX. And therefore the worst case horizontal mismatch is expressed as:
IosH ≤ 0.0711(IMP + 2IMX) (4.39)
The vertical mismatch refers to the mismatch between the current sources in the upper side and
the current sinks in the lower side. As shown in Fig. 4.13, the difference between the currents in
the upper and lower side will flow out of the FAI through TA and TB. These two offset currents
and their worst case values can be written as:
IosV A(B) = 2∆IMPA(B) + 2∆IMX ≤ 0.0711(2IMP + 2IMX). (4.40)
Fig. 4.14 illustrates the FAI model considering the mismatch-induced offset currents in addition
to noise and parasitics.
4.2 Cochlea Filter Design Based on FAI
According to Fig. 4.1(b), the RLC ladders based on the FAI cell are respectively built for the
2nd-order BPF, the 2nd-order LPF, and the 5th-order EF. The cascaded cochlea filter channel
is shown in Fig. 4.15, which employs the fully differential architecture. The BPF is built by
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Figure 4.14: FAI model considering the mismatch-induced offset currents in addition to noise
and parasitics.
Figure 4.15: Schematic of the cochlear filter channel
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loading a fully differential operational transconductance amplifier (FDOTA: Fig. 4.16) with
two FAIs and a capacitor; the LPF is built upon FAI-Capacitor voltage divider with a fully
differential difference amplifier (FDDA: Fig. 4.17) as input buffer; the ELF is built according
to the filter design handbook [98] with single-end OTAs (OTA: Fig. 4.18) providing equivalent
source resistances. There are totally eight FAIs in one channel; their IMP currents are made
equal through current mirrors while their IMX currents are set separately. The denotations of
the currents in the cochlea filter are listed in Table. 4.3. Besides, the FAIs in the BPF and LPF
are all loaded with equal capacitance C0, while CBPF is set as 1.2C0 and CLPF is set as C0.
More specifically, the value of C0 is set as 5 pF. Besides, both CBPF and CLPF include the
parasitic capacitances of the FAI as analysed in Section. 4.1.3.1.
BPF LPF EF
FAI static current (IMP ) Ist Ist Ist
FAI tuning current (IMX) IBPF ILPF IELF
FDOTA DC current IFO - -
FDDA DC current - IFA -
SOTA DC current - - ISO
Table 4.3: Denotions of currents in the cochlea filter
4.2.1 BPF
The schematic of the FDOTA used in the BPF is illustrated in Fig. 4.16. The transistors MP0-1
form the differential pair and PMOS transistors are used to reduce flicker noise. The cascode
transistors MP2-3 significantly increase the output resistance so that approximately all of the
FDOTA output currents flow through the loaded FAIs. The transistors MP4-9 and MN0-5
respectively form the cascode current source and sink to bias the circuits. The transistors
MP10-13 form the common-mode feedback (CMFB) so that the DC outputs of the FDOTA
are stabilized at Vref .
The dimensions of the transistors in Fig. 4.16 are listed in Table. 4.4. Long lengths of 3.5 µm
are applied for all transistors to reduce channel modulation effects so that the transistor out-
put resistances can be neglected. The differential pair MP0-1 are designed to be operating in
weak inversion mode based on the same considerations as explained in the FAI design. The
MP2-9 and MN0-5 are operating in moderate or strong inversion which has smaller transcon-
ductance and thus their contributions to the input-referred of FDOTA are negligible compared
with MP0-1 [115]. Consequently, the MP0-1 has much higher aspect ratio than MP2-9 and
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Figure 4.16: Schematic of the fully differential OTA
Transistor Type Function L (µm) W (µm)
MP0-1 PMOS Differential Pair 3.5 180
MP2-3 PMOS Cascode 3.5 22.5
MP4-5 PMOS Current Mirror 3.5 45
MP6-9 PMOS Current Mirror 3.5 22.5
MN0-5 NMOS Current Mirror 3.5 12.5
MP10-13 PMOS Common-mode Feedback 3.5 0.4
Table 4.4: Functions and dimensions of the transistors in FDOTA
MN0-5. MP10-13 are designed to have narrow width so that the CMFB has a high loop gain to
effectively stabilise the DC output level of the FDOTA.
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Figure 4.17: Schematic of the FDDA
By setting IFO = 2Ist and IBPF = Ist, the following is derived:
HBPF (s) = A0 ·
s+ ωBPQBP























Since the slope factor in the AMS 0.35 µm process is about 1.25, the following is derived: A0 ≈ 2.31ωBP ;QBP ≈ 2.89, (4.44)
which is in accordance with the settings for the cochlea filter model (Eq. 3.8).
4.2.2 LPF
The schematic of the FDDA used in the LPF is illustrated in Fig. 4.17. The FDDA is based
on the two-stage configuration: the transistors MP0-3 form the dual differential pairs of the
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input stage and the transistors MP4-5 form the differential pairs of the output stage. MP6-15
and MN0-9 are used to build the current mirrors and MN10-14 provide the common-mode
feedback function. The CM s are Miller compensation capacitors. The values of the CM s are
set as 0.5 pF, which are enough to keep the phase margin of the FDDA at 45◦ according to
the simulation results in Cadence Spectre. As shown in Fig. 4.15, the FDDA is based on the
unity-gain configuration and thus its gain should be high enough to buffer the voltage signal
and protect it from being degraded by the FAI loads. The impedance of the FAI loads reaches
minimum at the resonant frequency. According to Eq. 4.11 and assuming the tuning factor x is





According to Eq. 4.43, the maximum value required for Ist to cover the audio frequency range
is roughly 10 nA. Assuming Ist is set maximally at 20 nA, the minimum resistance of the FAI
loads is thus roughly 260 kΩ. The unity-gain configured FDDA has input-output relationship
expressed as












gm1gm2ro1ro2rmin + rmin + ro2
, (4.47)
where gm1 and gm2 represent respectively the transconductances of the input-stage and the
output-stage differential pairs and ro1 and ro2 represent the corresponding output resistances.
gm1gm2ro1ro2 is the DC gain of the FDDA which is much higher than unity and thus rmin
is negligible compared with gm1gm2ro1ro2rmin. To make the FDDA an appropriate voltage
buffer (vout ≈ vin, the FDDA should be designed such that ro2 is negligible compared with
gm1gm2ro1ro2rmin which means gm1gm2ro1rmin is much higher than unity. To maximise
transistor current efficiency, the MP0-3 and MP4-5 are all designed to be operating in weak
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Transistor Type Function L (µm) W (µm)
MP0-3 PMOS Input-Stage Differential Pair 3.5 90
MP4-5 PMOS Output-Stage Differential Pair 3.5 180
MP6-7, MP10-15 PMOS Current Mirror 3.5 22.5
MP8-9 PMOS Current Mirror 3.5 45
MN0-9 NMOS Current Mirror 3.5 12.5
MN10-14 NMOS Common-mode Feedback 3.5 0.4
Table 4.5: Functions and dimensions of the transistors in FDDA
where m represents the ratio between the currents in MP4-5 and in MP0-3. By making gm1gm2ro1rmin






Using the maximum λ value, the minimum currents required to bias MP4-5 are thus 0.25 µA.
To meet the weak inversion criterion, the aspect ratio MP4-5 is required to be at least 40:1, as
shown in Table. 4.5. The currents in MP0-3, the IFA is set to be half of the currents in MP4-5
(m=2), as a compromise between the low power and low noise design and therefore, the aspect
ratios of MP0-3 are also set to be half of those of MP4-5. The dimensions of the transistors in
Fig. 4.17 are summarised in Table. 4.5. The long lengths of 3.5 µm are applied to reduce the
channel modulation effects in the transistors.
As introduce above, the FDDA functions as a unity-gain buffer in the LPF; therefore the LPF
transfer function is determined by the voltage division ratio between the FAIs and the capacitor
CLPF . The LPF transfer function is thus given by
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Figure 4.18: Schematic of the single-end OTA
Transistor Type Function L (µm) W (µm)
MP0-1 PMOS Differential Pair 3.5 22.5
MP2-3 PMOS Cascode 3.5 22.5
MP4-7 PMOS Current Mirror 3.5 45
MN0-3 NMOS Active Load 3.5 12.5
Table 4.6: Functions and dimensions of the transistors in the single-end OTA







which is in accordance with Eq. 3.10.
4.2.3 Elliptic Low-pass Filter (ELF)
As shown in Fig. 4.15, a pair of single-end OTA (SOTA) followers are used as the source
resistances in the ELF. The schematic of the SOTA is illustrated in Fig. 4.18. The transistors in
the SOTA also operate in weak inversion and the their functions and dimensions are summarised
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in Table. 4.6. The widths of the differential pair are narrower compared with those in the
FDOTA and the FDDA since the gain of the BPF and LPF in the filter channel makes the noise

















where ω−3dB is the -3 dB frequency; Lnorm,i and Cnorm,i are the normalised inductance and
capacitance value which can be obtained from the filter design tables [98]. As stated in Chap-
ter 3, ω−3dB of the ELF is set as
√
2ωBP . Besides, ISO is set as 2Ist for ease of calculation.













































According to Eq. 4.10, IELF should be set as nIst so that the FAI is a pure inductor. Never-
theless, to leave sufficient margin for stability, IELF is set as 1.2Ist. As n is about 1.25, the
2Detailed calculations are given in Appendix A.1
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Figure 4.19: Parasitics in the BPF









Note that the capacitance in Eq. 4.59 includes the parasitic capacitance analysed in Section. 4.1.3.1.
4.3 Non-ideality Analysis of the Cochlea Filter
The effects of circuit non-idealities on the cochlea filter are analysed, following the analysis
results of FAI cell in Section. 4.1.3.
4.3.1 Parasitics
As stated above, the parasitic capacitances of the FAI have been combined with the correspond-
ing capacitors in Fig. 4.15. For example, as shown in Fig. 4.19, the actually loaded capacitance
in the BPF is CBPF subtracted by capacitance of the parasitics. Note that in Fig. 4.19, the
FDOTA is not shown but its outputs are represented by i+ and i−. Following Eq. 4.28, the
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Figure 4.20: Parasitics in the LPF
parasitic resistance values in Fig. 4.19 are given by 2roP = 2λIst ;rx = 2gMP gMN roP = 2λnU2TIst . (4.60)
As stated above, λUT is far less than unity and the maximum in-band frequency of the cochlea
filter is
√
2ωLQ. Therefore the following relationship inequations between the resistances in
Fig. 4.19 stand:
rx  RFAI = 2UT (n−1)Ist ;








)2 ≈ 2.1UTIst  2roP .
(4.61)
Consequently the parasitic resistances in the BPF are negligible.
Fig. 4.20 illustrates the parasitics in the LPF. v+ and v− represent the output of the FDDA-based
buffer. As stated above, the parasitic capacitances are combined in CLPF . The values of the
parasitic resistances are given by 2roP = 2λIst ;rx = 2gMP gMN roP = 2λnU2TxIst . (4.62)
If the minimum tuning factor x is 0.5, the following inequations stand:
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Consequently the shunt parasitic resistance 2roP is negligible. Considering the series parasitic
resistance rx, the LPF transfer function becomes























Therefore, rx does not change the resonant frequency of the LPF, but reduces its Q factor.
Nevertheless, since λUT is far less than unity, the effect of rx on QLP is negligible.
The ELF with parasitics is shown in Fig. 4.21. For simplicity, only one branch of the differential
structure is shown. The parasitic resistance is also negligible since
rx  RFAI2 = RFAI4 = 2UT (n−1.2)1.2Ist ;










)2 ≈ 0.73UTIst  2roP ;










)2 ≈ 0.91UTIst  2roP .
(4.66)
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Figure 4.22: FAI noise in the BPF.
4.3.2 Noise
As stated in Section. 4.1.3.2, the CF of the cochlea filter is assumed to be higher than the noise





















Thus based on the transistor dimensions given in Table. 4.1, the noise parameter values in












PMOS: ωcorner0ωLQ < 0.0358
(4.69)
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Figure 4.23: FAI noise in the LPF
Consequently, the assumption of the noise analysis in Section. 4.3.2 is valid. For simplicity, the






x2 + 2n2x+ 0.521 ω
2
ω2LQ
(x− n)2 + 0.521 ω2
ω2LQ
. (4.70)






x2 + 2n2x+ 0.521ξ2
(x− n)2 + 0.521ξ2
, (4.71)
where ξ denotes ωωLQ .
Fig. 4.22 shows the FAI noise sources in the BPF. The FAIs both have one end shorted to ground
so that the noise currents i2nB(ω) are released. Therefore based on Eq. 4.34 the input referred
noise of the BPF is given by










Fig. 4.20 shows the FAI noise sources in the LPF. Since the FDDA buffer has low output
impedance, the noise currents i2nA(ω) cause little noise voltage in the LPF output. The input
referred noise of the LPF is given by
V 2niLPF (ξ) = 2i
2






(x2 + 2n2x+ 0.521ξ2). (4.73)
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The ELF is the last stage of the cochlea filter. Since the BPF and LPF provide all the gain for
the cochlea filter, the noise from elliptic filter is far less significant when referred at the input
of the cochlea filter. Therefore, neglecting the noise from the ELF, the input referred noise
density of the cochlea filter channel is the sum of the BPF input referred noise and the LPF
input referred noise divided by the gain of BPF. Combining Eq. 4.42, Eq. 4.43, Eq. 4.72 and



























Eq. 4.75 indicates that the integrated input-referred noise of the cochlea filter decreases with
increasing CF and tuning factor.
4.3.3 Mismatch
Fig. 4.24 shows the FAI offset currents in the BPF. The FAIs have one port shorted to ground.
Similarly, the FAIs in the LPF have one port connected to the low-impedance output of the
FDDA. Therefore in the BPF and LPF, the IosH and IosV B are released. By contrast, the IosV A
flow through the FAI and causes a DC voltage shift at the output. Based on Eq. 4.40, the
worst-case DC offset is given by
Vos ≤ 2IosV A ·RFAI ≤ 7.4mV ; (4.76)
The FAIs in the ELF should be analysed separately. The FAI2s have one port connected to the
OTA followers while the FAI4s have one port connected to the other port of FAI2s. Thus IosH
and IosV of both FAI2 and FAI4 flow through the OTA follower and cause the DC shift given
by
Vos ≤ (IosH + 2IosV )nUT /Ist ≤ 28.2mV ; (4.77)
Besides, the offset currents in FAI4 flow through FAI2 in addition to one branch of IosV of the
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Figure 4.24: Mismatch-induced offset currents in the BPF
Figure 4.25: Mismatch-induced offset currents in the LPF
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Figure 4.26: Mismatch-induced offset currents in the ELF
Figure 4.27: Simulated cochlea filter frequency response with worst-case DC offsets
FAI2 itself and cause the DC shift given by
Vos ≤ (IosH + 3IosV )RFAI2 ≤ 1.88mV ; (4.78)
In the end, one branch of IosV flows through FAI4 and causes the DC shift given by
Vos ≤ IosV RFAI4 ≤ 0.678mV. (4.79)
The cochlea filter is verified using the Cadence Spectre simulator by adding the above worst-
case DC offsets. The simulated filter frequency response is shown in Fig. 4.27, which proves
that the cochlea filter is still able to function properly against the above DC offsets.
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Figure 4.28: Chip micrograph showing the cochlea filter
4.4 VLSI Implementation
Based on the design introduced above, a cochlea filter channel is fabricated using AMS 0.35µm
2-poly 4-metal process, as shown in Fig. 4.28. The size of the cochlea filter is less than 1 mm2.
Therefore the one-third octave scale filter bank proposed in Chapter 3 is expected to occupy
roughly 30mm2, which is reasonable for standard CMOS technologies.
The block diagram of the chip structure is shown in Fig. 4.29. The on-chip biasing current is
down to pico-amp level for low frequency channels and therefore the current mirrors with 1:100
ratio are employed to improve the precision of off-chip current settings and measurements. As
illustrated in Fig. 4.15, the output drivers are used to interface the cochlea filter with the I/O
pads and the off-chip devices. The characterisation results of the chip are detailed in the next
chapter.
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Figure 4.29: Block diagram of the chip structure
4.5 Summary
The implementation of the proposed cochlea filter using analogue VLSI circuits is detailed in
this chapter. The filter transfer function is realised using the active RLC ladders. A floating
active inductor (FAI) cell is developed which has the following features:
• it has floating terminals, which is strictly required to implement the elliptic low-pass filter
(ELF).
• it employs transistors operating in weak inversion mode so that its impedance is concisely
represented by the transistor currents as shown by Eq. 4.10. This reduces the design
complexity: the same FAI circuits are reused throughout the cochlea filter design and
the different inductance requirements can be simply addressed by setting appropriate
currents.
• its equivalent impedance consists of a variable resistance in addition to the inductance,
which means it is an inductor with variable quality factor. This feature makes it feasible
to realise the CF tuning mechanism of the cochlea filter.
Briefly speaking, the FAI cell is highly feasible for the cochlea filter implementation.
Comprehensive analysis is performed on the circuit non-idealities including the parasitics, noise
and mismatches. The effects of these circuit non-idealities on the cochlea filter operation and
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performance are investigated, and the transistor dimensions have been optimised accordingly
to minimise these effects.
In the end, an analogue VLSI chip is fabricated to verify the circuit function and performance.
The chip results will be detailed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Results from the
Cochlea Filter Chip
This chapter presents the experimental results from the prototype chip of the cochlea filter.
The chip results are compared with the physiological results of biological cochlea following
a similar routine as that in Chapter 3. Besides, the chip results regarding noise, harmonic
distortion, intermodulation distortion and real acoustic signal testing are also provided and
discussed.
5.1 Experimental Setup
A prototype PCB and a PXI platform are built to characterise the cochlea filter chip . The exper-
imental setup is illustrated in Fig. 5.2. A PXI system (from National Instruments) is established
for automated testing. The NI PXI-1042Q chassis is assembled with the PXI-8360 module
for laptop remote control, the PXI-4110 module to provide appropriate DC power supply, the
PXI-6723 analogue output module to generate electrical inputs, the PXI-4462 module for data
acquisition (DAQ) and the PXI-7851R multifunction RIO module to control the current sources
on the PCB and thus the biasing currents of the cochlea filter. By changing biasing currents,
the cochlea filter can be configured to operate in different frequency bands. Besides, a MEMS
microphone (ADMP401) is integrated on the PCB so that the cochlea filter can be tested with
real sound inputs. Details about the LabVIEW program used to characterise the chip can be
found in Appendix A.2
The static current of the cochlea filter Ist is set with different values from 37.14 pA to 9.915 nA
so as to make the filter operate in nine frequency regions corresponding to octave audio bands
from 31 Hz to 8 kHz. The BPF current IBPF is set where ωLQ is approximately 10∼20%
smaller than the corresponding octave frequency value. The LPF current ILPF is set in the
region from where ωHQ overlays with ωLQ (LQ mode), to where the LPF peak gain is max-
imised before the system start to oscillate (HQ mode). The ELF current IELF is set as 1.2Ist
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Figure 5.1: NI PXI-based testing system
Figure 5.2: Testing system block diagram
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Figure 5.3: Measured frequency responses of 9 cochlea filters covering octave audio bands
from 31 Hz to 8 kHz.
as explained in Section 4.1.
















Filter1 27.2 97.1 -336.2 25 35 18.8 3.55
Filter2 24.6 119.8 -274.2 53 74 20.4 3.81
Filter3 20.6 88.5 -301.8 105 140 21.5 3.24
Filter4 22.1 118 -290.9 220 275 20.6 3.85
Filter5 22.8 113.6 -230.5 430 545 20.5 3.47
Filter6 23.1 90 -391.4 0.9k 1.2k 21.3 3.49
Filter7 22.6 116.8 -238.5 1.7k 2.2k 20.0 3.57
Filter8 22.2 93.5 -272.1 3.5k 4.4k 20.0 3.26
Filter9 11.8 67.3 -268.4 7.1k 9.2k 21.1 2.64
Table 5.1: Specifications of magnitude frequency response from the cochlea filter chip, follow-
ing the criteria listed in Table. 2.1.
Frequency responses of the nine filter bands in magnitude are measured and plotted in Fig. 5.3.
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Apart from the LQ and HQ modes mentioned above, responses of the cochlea filters in medium
Q (MQ) mode are also measured, where ILPF is adjusted so that the CF of the entire filter lo-
cates approximately at the corresponding octave frequency value. Comparing with biology, the
LQ, MQ and HQ filter modes respectively correspond to cochlea response with high intensity,
normal intensity and low intensity sound stimulus.
Although the gain of the cochlea filter is not as high as the model results shown in Fig. 3.4 due to
the compression effect of transistors in weak inversion, the gentle and constant low-frequency
tail, the selective and variable CF response and the ultra-steep roll-off are observed in all of the
filters shown in Fig. 5.3. Table. 5.1 lists the frequency response specifications to compare with
the biological cochlea and the filter model results given in Table. 2.1 and Table. 3.2. Table. 5.2
compares the results of this work with the previous ones (the minimum and maximum values
in Table. 5.1 have been excluded). Besides more detailed specifications are summarised in
Table 5.3.
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Experimental Results from the Cochlea Filter Chip
5.2.2 Phase Response
Fig. 5.4 shows the phase response of the cochlea filter with different CFs. Besides, the com-
parisons between LQ, MQ and HQ responses in 31 Hz and 8 kHz are shown in Fig. 5.6. As
expected, in all filters the CF phase lag is approximately 0.4 cycles in the LQ mode and in the
region of 1 cycle in the HQ mode. As shown in Fig. 5.6, the slope of the phase-frequency curve
becomes steeper when frequency moves from low to high. The HQ phase response has a much
steeper slope around CF than LQ response, and thus the HQ phase lag is lower than LQ for
frequencies below CF but is higher for frequencies above CF.
5.2.3 Group Delay
Fig. 5.7 shows the maximum group delay in unit of periods across different CFs. As expected,
the group delay increases from LQ to HQ mode. The maximum group delays in LQ and MQ
modes are approximately 5 periods while the maximum group delay in HQ mode is in the
region of 10 periods. The LQ group delay is higher than the model value probably due to
the non-perfection of the ELF. As shown in Fig. 5.8, the peak of group delay from ELF is
more prominent than that in the model figure (Fig. 3.8). The non-accuracy of inductance and
capacitance is the main reason for the increase of ELF group delay. However, the maximum
group delay in HQ response agrees well with the model value as the dominant delay results
from the LPF instead of the ELF. The comparison of HQ maximum group delay with human
cochlea is shown in Fig. 5.9.
5.2.4 Critical Bandwidth
An equivalent rectangular band-pass filter model is illustrated in Fig. 5.10, which reflects the
critical band and frequency discrimination feature of the designed cochlea filters. The calcu-
lated equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) and measured -3dB bandwidth of the cochlea
filters are plotted versus corresponding CF in Fig. 5.11, together with the approximated band-
width of human auditory filters derived from the formula given by Glasberg and Moore [87]
for comparison. It shows that -3dB bandwidth is generally narrower than the ERB, but their
discrepancy is not significant. The exact bandwidth values are listed in Table. 5.3. It is observed
from Fig. 5.11 that the ERB curve derived by Glasberg and Moore from psycho-acoustical re-
search lies in-between the ERB curves of the MQ and HQ modes. However as the cochlea filter
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(a) LQ Phase Response
(b) HQ Phase Response
Figure 5.4: Phase response of the cochlea filter with different CFs. The circles represents the
location of the CFs.
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Figure 5.5: Measured phase response of the 31 Hz band.
Figure 5.6: Measured phase response of the 8 kHz band.
Figure 5.7: Measured maximum group delay across different CFs.
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Figure 5.8: Measured group delay from the 31 Hz band.
Figure 5.9: The HQ maximum group delay curve in comparison with physiologically measured
results from human cochlea. (The figure is adapted from the Fig. 5 in [102].)
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Figure 5.10: Equivalent rectangular band-pass model of the cochlea filters
Figure 5.11: ERB and -3 dB bandwidth of the cochlea filters versus CFs in comparison with
approximated ERB of human auditory filters
can be continuously tuned, it is possible to find a condition between the MQ and HQ modes
where the ERB versus CF curve corresponds with better agreement to psycho-acoustical re-
sults [87].
5.2.5 Impulse Response
Impulse responses of the cochlea filter in 31 Hz and 8 kHz bands are shown in Fig 5.12, to-
gether with the decomposed responses from the three sub-filters. The time intervals (td1, td2)
between adjacent peaks are labelled, which represent the ringing periods. The decrease of ring-
ing periods observed in the 31 Hz filter and the HQ response of the 8 kHz filter demonstrates
the expected frequency glides effects. However, this effect is not obvious in the LQ response
of the 8 kHz filter and the reason is found in the decomposed impulse responses plot, which
shows that the LPF response settles even faster than the other two sub-filters.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.12: Measured impulse response from the 31 Hz and 8 kHz band cochlea filters
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.13: Measured output noise spectrum from the 31 Hz and 8 kHz band filters
Figure 5.14: Plot of measured input referred noise versus CF
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5.2.6 Noise Measurement
The different noise shapes of the LQ, MQ and HQ modes in Fig. 5.13 verify the frequency
response characteristics of the proposed cochlea filter from another angle. The 50 Hz harmonics
shown are due to the ripples of power supply. Besides, the noise spectrum of the HQ mode of
8 kHz band has prominent peaks at CF harmonics. This indicates that the 8 kHz band has
even more harmonic distortion than the 31 Hz band especially in the HQ mode. As shown in
Table. 5.3, the DC current in FAI scales with CF. Therefore, the operation of transistors in the
FAI moves from weak inversion towards moderate inversion when CF increases. However, the
DC operating points of the filter are designed based on the weak inversion assumption, and the
circuit linearity will be affected by the DC variation. Besides, the CF harmonics should be well
attenuated by the elliptic filter in theory. However, the transistor in moderate inversion has lower
gm/ID compared with weak inversion which makes the FAI inductance deviate from designed
values and consequently degrade the elliptic filter performance. The harmonic distortion issue
will be discussed further in Section. 5.2.7.
The input-referred noise densities at the CFs of the 9 filter bands are illustrated in Fig. 5.14.
Compared with the noise prediction function of Eq. 4.75, the measured results in MQ and HQ
modes agree that the input referred noise decreases for higher CFs. However, LQ mode shows
noise has little variation from low to high frequencies, probably because the filter selectivity
is not high enough to overcome the added power supply harmonics from the increase of filter
bandwidth. Besides, Fig. 5.14 proves that the increase of tuning factor x results in lower input
referred noise. An exception is the 31 Hz band whose MQ response has even wider ERB than
the LQ response as shown in Table. 5.3.
5.2.7 Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) and Signal-to-Noise and Distortion Ra-
tio (SINAD)
Fig. 5.15 shows the plots of THD and SINAD against input level based on the measured results
from the 31 Hz and 8 kHz bands. The SINAD of both filters generally maintain above the
12dB SINAD threshold for intelligent hearing before THD reaches the edge of 5% limit. The
HQ mode has most significant harmonic distortion due to high LPF gain and thus high signal
amplitude at the elliptic filter input. As predicted in the noise spectrum (Fig. 5.13(b)), the 8
kHz band has more harmonic distortion than the 31 Hz band. Based on the 5% THD limit, the
maximum input level is plotted against filter CFs, so is the maximum SINAD. Fig. 5.16 shows
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(a) 31 Hz
(b) 8 kHz
Figure 5.15: Measured THD and SINAD plots versus input level from (a) 31 Hz and (b) 8 kHz
band filters
the filter linearity tends to degrade in higher frequencies.
5.2.8 Two-tone Inter-modulation Test
The two -tone inter-modulation distortion test is performed and the results are shown in Fig. 5.17.
The third-order inter-modulation product 2f1 − f2 appears to be the most prominent distortion
component because it is designed to coincide with the filter CF. The inter-modulation distortion
is also found in the biological cochlea, which proves that the biological hearing system can
tolerate the 17∼24dB worst-case spurious free dynamic range (SFDR) [116]. Fig. 5.18 plots
the filter maximum input range measured using the 17dB SFDR limit. It shows in most of the
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Figure 5.16: Measured maximum input range and SINAD across different CFs
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.17: Two-tone inter-modulation distortion measured from (a) 31 Hz and (b) 8 kHz
band filters. Two signals in equal amplitude (10mV) with primary frequencies f1
and f2 such that 2f1 − f2 = CF are applied to the cochlea filter.
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Figure 5.18: Maximum input range measured across different CFs using the 17 dB SFDR limit.
frequency bands the maximum input range is further reduced compared with the results based
on the 5% THD limit. Nevertheless, the input range of the 8 kHz band appears even higher
than the results in Fig. 5.16 and there is no significant degradation compared with the other
bands. The distortion products of interest in the inter-modulation measurement are in-band sig-
nals while the CF harmonics measured in the THD test are out-of-band signals. Therefore, the
discrepancy of results indicates that the high harmonic distortion measured in the 8 kHz band
is probably due to the degraded stop-band attenuation.
5.2.9 Testing with Acoustic Signals
A segment of acoustic signal (mixed sounds from musical instruments of the horn and bass
drum) is applied to the cochlea filter. The spectrogram of the signal is shown in Fig. 5.19.
Since the signal amplitude has been reduced to be compatible with the linear range of the
cochlea filters, the actual input signal is mixed with quantisation noise. As the frequencies
around 63 Hz, 1 kHz and 2 kHz have highest intensity, the cochlea filter is tested in these three
frequency bands accordingly and the results are shown in Fig. 5.20; the output combinations
of the three channels are shown in Fig. 5.21. The results prove the frequency selectivity of the
cochlea filters and show that the quantisation noise has been attenuated, especially by the filters
in HQ mode.
Nevertheless, as shown in Fig. 5.20, the noise around CF is selectively amplified rather than
the signal in the HQ output of the 1 kHz band. This is due to the fact that the cochlea filter
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Figure 5.19: Spectrogram of the input acoustic signal. The signal is applied together with the
quantisation noise from the 13-bit DAC in the NI-6732 analog output.
currently does not have the capability to distinguish between the signal and the noise. This
problem can be potentially solved by adding the SNR estimation mechanism [30]. Besides, the
results show that the octave distribution of filter CFs is inadequate for high performance audio
signal processing. As for future applications, more sophisticated distributions like one third
octave or bark scale will be employed.
5.2.10 Others
Table 5.4 lists the measured specifications of the cochlea filter chip. Note that the power dis-
sipation of the FDDA and the output buffers does not scale with filter CF. As a result, the
power dissipation of the 31 Hz filter is only one-third less than that of the 8 kHz filter. Ta-
ble. 5.5 summarises the scores in terms of auditory filter model following the criteria given by
Lyon [117]. The cochlea filter has not been integrated with ATC block in hardware, but as the
input-dependent function has been proven by the Simulink simulation results in Chapter 3 , a
potential ‘+’ credit is given in the ‘dynamic’ criterion.
5.3 Summary
The experimental results of the cochlea filter chip is presented in this chapter. The highlights
are summarised as follows
• As predicted by the filter model in Chapter 3, the filter has highly faithful frequency
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Figure 5.20: Measured time-frequency spectrogram of outputs from the cochlea filters in re-
sponse to mixed acoustic signals of roaring horn and bass drum.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.21: Combination of the three band outputs.
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Fabrication process AMS 0.35 µm 3.3V 2P4M
Channel area 0.9mm2 (0.99mm X 0.91mm)
CF 31 Hz∼8 kHz
Power dissipation 59.5µW @31 Hz;
90.0µW @8 kHz.
Peak gain variation 18.8dB @31 Hz;
21.1dB @8 kHz.
Cut-off slope 125.5dB/dec(LQ) ∼ 336.2dB/dec(HQ) @31 Hz;
123.6dB/dec(LQ) ∼ 268.4dB/dec(HQ) @8 kHz.
Phase delay @CF 210.5degree(LQ) ∼ 373.1degree(HQ) @31 Hz;
204.8degree(LQ) ∼ 347.4degree(HQ) @8 kHz.
Min. input noise 93.34µVrms @31 Hz;
34.32µVrms @8 kHz.
Max. input swing 82.0 mVp−p @31 Hz;
(THD< 5%) 31.2 mVp−p @8 kHz.
Max. input swing 60 mVp−p @31 Hz;
(SFDR>17dB) 61 mVp−p @8 kHz.
SINAD 26.38dB (HQ) ∼ 31.67dB (LQ) @31 Hz;
17.13 dB (HQ) ∼ 23.56dB (LQ) @8 kHz.
Expected dynamic 49.8dB @31 Hz;
range with AQC * 50.2dB @8 kHz.
*The lower bound is determined by the HQ input-referred noise and the upper bound is determined
by the LQ linear range.
Table 5.4: Summary of Chip Specifications
response as the biological cochlea: it replicates the gentle and constant response in low-
frequency band, variable and selective CF response and the sharp transition from pass-
band into stop-band. Besides, the similarities in phase response, group delay and impulse
response are also proven by the chip results.
• The filter is able to operate at CFs from as low as 31 Hz to as high as 8 kHz. Experimental
results show that the filter operation does obviously not degrade in deep low frequencies.
• Filter efficiency has been improved by the specialised triple-stage design, to the extent
that:
1. Simple laplace domain 6. Stable tail +
2. BW control + 7. Runnable +
3. Peak/skirts + 8. Waves * (partial)
4. Asymmetry + 9. Impulse resp. +
5. Gain Variation + 10. Dynamic + (potentially)
Table 5.5: Scores as an Auditory Filter Model [117]
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– The active behaviour observed in biology is emulated by tuning only one circuit
parameter (tuning factor x), and positions of only one pair of poles (poles of LPF)
are shifted in tuning. The reduced tuning complexity will prospectively improve
the system robustness and dynamic performance of when the filter is integrated
with ATC.
– In previous second-order section based filters, the biologically-realistic 330dB/dec
roll-off requires the filter order to be at least 16 [94]. The same steepness is achieved
in this 9th order design by using a sharp cut-off elliptic filter. The lower filter order
leads to less power consumption and smaller chip area for each channel, and thus
a larger number of channels can be implemented in a parallel filter bank, which
will prospectively increase the functionality of the future cochlea system shown in
Fig. 1.3.
Nevertheless, the experimental results also suggest a couple of improvements are necessary in
the future such as:
• The filter dynamic range is constrained by the limited linear range of the tanh transcon-
ductance in the FAIs. Linearisation techniques such as multi-tanh [118] may be investi-
gated in the future.
• Other mechanisms including local control (AQC) and signal-noise distinguishing mech-
anism should be integrated with the filter as the next step.
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Chapter 6
MEMS Interface Circuit Towards a
MEMS-CMOS Cochlea Filter
In this chapter, the possibilities of an alternative approach to implement the cochlea filter em-
ploying MEMS technology are investigated. A novel MEMS interface circuit is developed to
address a key challenge in such approach. The circuit design method is elaborated and the
experimental results from the prototype chip are provided and discussed.
6.1 Introduction
Implementation of cochlea-like sensors using MEMS technology has become an emerging re-
search topic during the past decade [56, 119–121]. The basis of a MEMS cochlea sensor is
an array of acoustic resonators such as the ‘fishbone’ structure [56], the cantilever array struc-
ture [119], the beam-membrane structure [120] and the resonant gate transistors [121]. Gener-
ally, the resonant structures are based on long beams as shown in Fig. 6.1. In a MEMS-based
cochlea system, the frequency separation is performed mechanically rather than electronically,
which results in a number of advantages such as higher stability and less power consumption.
Although the MEMS acoustic resonators are still far from the characteristics of the biological
cochlea, their proven band-pass functions have already made them a sufficient substitute for the
BPF of the cochlea filter proposed in this thesis.
To implement a MEMS-CMOS cochlea filter, the interface circuitry is required to convert the
motion of the MEMS structure into electrical signals. The most commonly used MEMS inter-
face technique is the capacitive sensing method. As shown in Fig. 6.2, a sensing capacitor Cm
is formed by the sensing structure and the bottom electrodes. The sensing structure is biased
with a DC voltage Vb and the bottom electrodes are grounded through a high-impedance path.
Therefore, the charge of Vb ·Cm is stored on the sensing capacitance. Since the ground path has
high impedance, the charge on Cm keeps approximately constant when the sensing capacitance
varies and thus the capacitance variation is converted to the voltage output (Vs) which is fed to
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.1: The long beam structures in the MEMS acoustic resonators. Fig. 6.1(a) is taken
from [56]; Fig. 6.1(b) is taken from [119]; Fig. 6.1(c) is taken from [120];
Fig. 6.1(d) is taken from [121] 122
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Figure 6.2: Capacitive sensing technique.
the CMOS transistors. Vs is given by
Vs =
Vb ·∆Cm
Cm + Cp + Cg
. (6.1)
where Cp represents the parasitic capacitance due to I/O pads and wire connections and Cg
represents the input capacitance of the CMOS circuits. Since the beam-type MEMS acoustic
resonators have long and slim shape, their sensing capacitance will be very small. Therefore the
output voltage will be significantly degraded by the parasitic capacitance as Eq. 6.1 indicates.
As a result, a high-gain amplifier is required for signal amplification. Also, the noise from the
CMOS circuits has to be attenuated to maintain a feasible threshold of signal detection.
During the past decade, sensing techniques for MEMS inertial sensors with tens to hundreds
of femtofarad sensing capacitance have been developed [122–125]. These works improve the
sensor sensitivity by taking advantage of the differential sensing capacitance in the inertial sen-
sors based on which a capacitive Wheatstone bridge is built. By virtue of the balanced bridge
structure, the sensing capacitance variation can be directly modulated by applying an AC bias-
ing voltage. Since the sensor signal modulation is performed prior to interfacing with CMOS
circuits, all the low-frequency circuits noise can be effectively attenuated with the chopper-
stabilisation mechanism. However, the differential structure has not been applicable for acous-
tic sensors which require open cavities for sound detection. As a result, the modulation can only
be performed after the signal is read-out and a source-follower buffer is required to shield the
sensor from modulation spurs [126, 127]. Compared with the amplifier, the source-follower has
an advantage of less input capacitance which improves the sensitivity. Nevertheless, due to the
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unity-gain characteristic, the source-follower performs no attenuation of the noise in later-stage
circuits.
All of the above-mentioned works concentrate on signal amplification and noise reduction. Ef-
forts have been made to reduce the parasitic capacitance Cg in Eq. 6.1 [123, 125–127], but
the signal degradation induced by Cp is not addressed. Generally speaking, the reported inter-
face circuits thus far similarly follow a high-degradation high-amplification process, which is
apparently not power efficient.
In this chapter, a capacitive interface which follows a low-degradation low-amplification pro-
cess is introduced. A circuit which is able to cancel the parasitic capacitance is developed to
reduce signal degradation so that the gain requirement for the later-stage amplifier is lowered.
The parasitic-cancellation mechanism does not require extra power and thus the system power
efficiency is significantly improved. The chopper-stabilisation technique is also employed to
reduce low-frequency noise and circuit offsets. The circuit design is elaborated in Section 6.2.
The experimental results from the prototype VLSI chip are discussed in Section 6.3. The chip
is fabricated using the same AMS 0.35 µm process as the cochlea filter chip in Chapter 5.
6.2 Power-Efficient Capacitive Interface Circuits with Parasitic-
Cancellation and Chopper-stabilisation
6.2.1 System Structure
As shown in Figure. 6.3, the proposed interface circuit consists of a parasitic-cancellation (PC)
circuit and a chopper-stabilised amplifier. The PC circuit has two functions. Firstly, as indicated
by its name, the PC circuit cancels the parasitic capacitance shown in Fig. 6.2 and improves the
sensitivity of the MEMS sensor. Secondly, the PC circuit functions as a buffer to protect the
sensor from the effects of charge injection and clock feed-through caused by the choppers. The
chopper-stabilised amplifier provides gain to the sensed signal. The two choppers are controlled
by the same clock signal and operate respectively as the modulator and the demodulator. The
chopper-stabilisation scheme is used to reduce the low-frequency noise and DC offsets of the
amplifier.
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Figure 6.3: System structure of the proposed interface circuit
(a) (b)
Figure 6.4: Positive feedback structure to generate equivalent negative input impedance.
6.2.2 Parasitic-cancellation Circuits
6.2.2.1 Principle of parasitic-cancellation using negative impedance
The proposed PC circuit cancels the parasitic capacitance using a negative input impedance
method. According to the Miller theorem, the negative impedance can be obtained using the
positive feedback structure shown in Fig. 6.4(a). The output of the gain stage is positively
fed-back to its input through an impedance element Zf . The equivalent input impedance of the





Therefore the input impedance becomes negative when the gain exceeds unity. This principle
can be applied for cancellation of the parasitic capacitance. As shown in Fig. 6.4, Cp repre-
sents the parasitic capacitance at the input of the gain stage and Cf represents the feedback
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capacitance. Based on Miller theorem, the equivalent input impedance of the circuit is given by
Zi(s) =
1
sCp − sCf · (Av − 1)
=
1
s[Cp − (Av − 1)Cf ]
. (6.3)
The parasitic capacitance is reduced by (Av − 1)Cf . For stability issue, Eq. 6.3 should always
be positive and thus (Av − 1)Cf should always be smaller than Cp.
6.2.2.2 Parasitic-cancellation circuit design
The schematic of the parasitic-cancellation circuit is shown in Fig. 6.5(a). All transistors oper-
ate in saturation region. The core components of the circuit are two pairs of PMOS transistors,
MPA and MPB . The other transistors in Fig. 6.5(a) are all components of the current mir-
rors. The simplified representation of the circuit is shown in Fig. 6.5(b). The MPA transistors
are input transistor pair based on the common-drain configuration. The cross-connected MPB
transistors function as the active loads. The two pairs of transistors form a fully differential
cross-connected source-follower topology. The PMOS transistors are used due to their lower
flicker noise compared with the NMOS transistors. Also, since the PMOS transistors are fab-
ricated in the N-Well, the separate bulk connections are possible; the bulks of the transistors
MPA and MPB are respectively connected to their sources so that the body effect is negligible.








where gmA and gmB respectively represent the transconductance of MPA and MPB . As
shown in Fig. 6.5, the bias current for MPA is I0 and the bias current for MPB is I0 − IX .
The dimensions of MPA and MPB are made identical for ease of analysis. Since low output
impedance is required for the circuit, the transistors MPA are designed to operate in strong
inversion. The current IX is designed to be tunable from 0 to I0 and the operation of transistors
MPB spans from strong to weak inversion. Therefore, the EKV model [112] which has uniform
expression for different inversion regions is selected to perform circuit analysis as follows.
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(a) Full Schematics
(b) Simplified Representation
Figure 6.5: Schematic of the parasitic-cancellation circuit
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where qs is the normalised charge at the source. qs is determined by the transistor current:
qs =
√
4if + 1− 1
2
, (6.6)









if is far greater than unity when transistors operate in strong inversion and is far smaller than
unity when transistors operate in weak inversion. Based on Eq. 6.5, Eq. 6.6 and Eq. 6.7, the










i0 − ix + 14
2ix
, (6.8)
where i0 and ix are respectively the normalised form of I0 and IX . When MPB operates in








































Therefore, the derivative of Av against I0IX decreases when MPB shifts from weak to strong
inversion.
The transistors have intrinsic capacitance Cgs between the gate and the source [112–115]. As
shown in Fig. 6.5(b), Cgs forms a positive feedback loop from the output to the input. Accord-
ing to Eq. 6.2, the equivalent input capacitance of the circuit is given by
Cg = −Cgs · (Av − 1). (6.11)
Therefore the circuit is able to cancel the parasitic capacitance when interfacing MEMS res-
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onators. According to Eq. 6.1, the sensed output voltage is given by
Vs =
Vb ·∆Cm
Cm + Cp + Cg
=
Vb ·∆Cm
Cm + [Cp − (Av − 1)Cgs]
. (6.12)
Note that the output from the PC circuit is given by
Vo = Vs ·Av =
AvVb ·∆Cm
Cm + [Cp − (Av − 1)Cgs]
. (6.13)
The output reaches maximum when Av equals
Cp
Cgs
+1 so that Cp is fully cancelled. The output
in this case is given by
Vo,MAX =
Vb ·∆Cm( CpCgs + 1)
Cm
. (6.14)
Av is designed to be variable by tuning the current IX . As a result the negative capacitance can
be adjusted to match the parasitic capacitance. There are two advantages in this tuning design.
Firstly, both the DC operating point and the output resistance of the circuit are determined
by the transconductance of MPA. As the current in MPA keeps constant, neither the DC
operating point nor the driving ability of the circuit is affected when IX varies. Therefore this
tuning mechanism has fairly high flexibility. Secondly, the power consumption of the circuit
is dependent on I0 rather than IX . Therefore the increase of sensed signal and gain does not
result in any extra power consumption, which to a large extent benefits the power efficiency of
the entire interface circuit. This issue will be further discussed in Section. 6.2.5.1.
The transistor dimensions are determined based on two factors, the noise and the capacitance.
As shown in Fig. 6.3, the PC circuit is the first stage of the interface circuit, and unlike the
amplifier, its low-frequency noise cannot be attenuated by chopper-stabilisation. Consequently,
the noise of the PC circuit is critical for the overall noise performance of the interface circuit.
As analysed in [127], the circuit noise can be optimised by choosing appropriate transistor















where GnD is transistor thermal noise conductance, KF is the flicker noise coefficient and f is
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)
. (6.18)
According to Eq. 6.18, low thermal noise results from wide transistor width and short length,
while according to Eq. 6.16, low flicker noise results from wide transistor width and long length.
Besides, to increase the maximum output of the PC circuit, the capacitance Cgs should be
decreased according to Eq. 6.14. Cgs is related with the transistor dimension in the following
equation
Cgs = WLCox ·
qs
3




















4if + 1 + 1)2
]. (6.20)
Thus small Cgs results from narrow transistor width and low if which prefers short transistor
length as Eq. 6.7 indicates.
W L
Low flicker noise ↑ ↑
Low thermal noise ↑ ↓
Small Cgs ↓ ↓
Table 6.1: Optimisation of transistor dimensions for noise and capacitance.
Above analysis is summarised in Table. 6.1. To make compromise between thermal noise,
flicker noise and capacitance, the combination of wide width and short length is selected since
both of them are preferred for 2 out of the 3 criteria. In practice, the transistor width is set as
280 µm and the transistor length is set as 0.35 µm.
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Figure 6.6: Principle of chopper-stabilisation technique for low-frequency error elimination
6.2.3 Chopper-Stabilised Amplifier
The chopper-stabilisation technique is commonly used to reduce flicker noise and circuit off-
sets [113]. Both the flicker noise and circuit offsets are low-frequency circuit errors, and thus
their negative effects are especially significant on low frequency audio circuits. The principle
of chopper-stabilisation is to remove low-frequency circuit errors from signals using a pair of
chopper modulators. As shown in Figure. 6.6, the signal spectrum is shifted to the modulation
frequency before amplification and thus refrained from the low frequency errors of the ampli-
fier; after the second modulation, the signal is recovered while the low frequency errors are
shifted to the modulation frequency. As a result, the signal and the errors are separated.
The schematic of the chopper-stabilised amplifier is shown in Fig. 6.7. As high gain is not
required, a single-stage amplifier is used. The choppers are built using complementary MOS
switches where a PMOS transistor and a NMOS transistor are connected in parallel. The PMOS
and NMOS transistors have opposite charge injections which cancel with each other so that the
charge injection effect of the switch is significantly reduced [115]. Each chopper consists of
two pairs of switches, a forward pair and a cross pair. The forward pair is controlled by clock
signal CLK+ and the cross pair is controlled by CLK−. CLK+ and CLK− are required to
be non-overlapping to avoid metastability. The circuit shown in Fig. 6.8 is used to generate the
non-overlapping clock signals.
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Figure 6.7: Schematic of the chopper-stabilised amplifier
Figure 6.8: Non-overlapping clock generator based on NAND gate and inverter.
Figure 6.9: Sensor bias circuit.
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Figure 6.10: The AC coupler circuit between the PC circuit and the chopper-stabilised ampli-
fier.
6.2.4 Other Circuits
A sensor bias circuit is required to provide the high-impedance ground path shown in Fig. 6.2.
To ensure that the charge keeps approximately constant when sensing capacitance varies, the
time constant of the RC circuit formed by the sensing capacitance and the AC resistance of
the bias circuit has to be longer than the sensor vibration period. The sensing capacitance of
the MEMS resonator is expected to be less than 1 pF and thus the biasing resistance has to be
higher than 10 GΩ. As shown in Fig. 6.9, the diode-connected transistors are used to build such
sensor bias circuit. The circuit operates equivalently as a cross-coupled double diode pair. The
cross-coupled structure ensures that the DC voltage is passed through to the sensing capacitance
while the AC signal is blocked when the sensed voltage is much lower than the diode threshold.
To increase resistance, the transistors are optimised into narrow width and long length shape.
Besides, two transistors are serially connected to further increase the resistance. The simulation
in Cadence Spectre shows that such bias circuit has an AC resistance of roughly 500 GΩ, which
sufficiently meets the requirement.
The same diode-connected transistors are used to build an AC coupler circuit between the PC
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circuit and the chopper-stabilised amplifier as shown in Fig. 6.10. Cc is the AC coupling ca-
pacitor and the diode-connected transistors provide the input DC bias for the chopper-stabilised
amplifier. The purpose of the AC coupler is to block the DC offset from the PC circuit which
otherwise will cause errors and instability in later-stage circuits. To avoid loading effects from
the input capacitance of the chopper-stabilised amplifier, Cc is set with high capacitance (80
pF).
6.2.5 System-Level Analysis
Compared with typical designs [122–127], the major improvement in the proposed interface
circuit is the employment of the parasitic-cancellation circuit. This section is going to anal-
yse how the PC circuit improves the system-level performance of the overall interface circuit
regarding power efficiency and noise.
6.2.5.1 Power Efficiency
As stated above, the PC circuit significantly increases the sensitivity of capacitive sensors. In
the typical design based on the simple unity-gain buffer, the voltage output from the buffer
is given by Eq. 6.1. As Eq. 6.13 indicates, the output level is increased by at least a factor of
Av ·(Cm+Cp)
Cm+Cp−(Av−1)Cgs in this design. Under the extreme circumstance that the parasitic capacitance




Eq. 6.14. The Cgs reaches maximum value of 2CoxWL3 when transistor operates in deep strong
inversion where if in Eq. 6.20 is far less than unity [112]. According to the selected transistor
dimensions and the process parameters, the maximum Cgs is in the region of 0.3 pF. Based
on the assumption that the sensing capacitance of MEMS resonator is 0.5 pF and the parasitic
capacitance Cp is 5 pF, the proposed PC circuit increases the output level by at least 45 dB.
As a result, the gain requirement for the chopper-stabilised amplifier is reduced by 45 dB, so
is the gain-bandwidth product (GBW) requirement. The relationship between amplifier GBW
and power consumption is approximated by
P = K ·GBW 2C2L/(W/L) (6.21)
where K is a lumped amplifier constant and CL is the load capacitor [125]. According to
Eq. 6.21, the amplifier is required to consume 38000 times more power to achieve 45 dB extra
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Figure 6.11: Simplified circuit model at the MEMS interface end. v2n,PC represents the input-
referred noise of the PC circuit.
gain. Even if using cascaded-amplifier approach, more power consumption is still required
since extra amplifier needs to be added. Notably, the PC circuit does not consume any extra
power to increase the signal level as explained above. Therefore, the PC circuit significantly
improves the overall power efficiency of the interface circuits.
6.2.5.2 Noise Performance
Fig. 6.11 shows the circuit model at the MEMS interface end. The AC output vo is derived
based on Fig. 6.11:
vo =
Av(Cm + Cp + Cgs)
Cm + Cp + Cgs(1−Av)
· (Vb ·
∆Cm




The equivalent signal-flow graph is illustrated in Fig. 6.12(a); the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
of the PC circuit output is given by
SNR =











where v2nA represents the noise voltage power of the input transistor MPA and i
2
nB represents
the noise current power of the load transistor MPB [115]. If the PC circuit has unity gain and
thus no parasitic cancellation is performed, the current in MPB is close to zero and its noise
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(a) Equivalent Signal-Flow Graph of the PC circuit with Noise
(b) Equivalent Signal-Flow Graph Considering Noise from the Amplifier
Figure 6.12: Signal-flow graph representation of the PC circuit. v2n,Amp represents the noise
from the amplifier.
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contribution is negligible compared with MPA and thus v2n,PC roughly equals v
2
nA. Under the
circumstance that the parasitic capacitance is fully cancelled, the current in MPB is close to
the current in MPA. Since MPA and MPB have identical dimension, their noise contribution
are roughly the same and thus v2n,PC equals 2v
2
nA. Therefore, the SNR of the PC circuit is
degraded by half when the parasitic capacitance is fully cancelled. Nevertheless, the gain of the
PC circuit results in attenuation of the noise from the chopper-stabilised amplifier, as shown in
Fig. 6.12(b). When PC circuit has no parasitic cancellation, the overall SNR is roughly given
by
SNR =






When the parasitic capacitance is fully cancelled, the noise from the amplifier is negligible and
the overall SNR is roughly given by
SNR =




Consequently, the parasitic-cancellation has approximately no effect on system SNR when the
input-referred noise of the PC circuit and the chopper-stabilised amplifier are equal. However,
the SNR is maximally reduced by 3 dB if the noise of the chopper-stabilised amplifier is much
less than that of the PC circuit. The principle of this design is to use parasitic-cancellation to re-
duce signal degradation and thus reduce the gain and power of the chopper-stabilised amplifier.
The reduction of power in the chopper-stabilised amplifier increases its noise. According to
Eq. 6.25 and Eq. 6.26, the parasitic-cancellation improves the system SNR when the chopper-
stabilised amplifier becomes more noisy than the PC circuit. Therefore, the improvement of
noise performance from the parasitic-cancellation is concurrent with the improvement of power
efficiency.
6.3 VLSI Implementation and Chip Results
6.3.1 VLSI Chip and Experimental Setup
The proposed interface circuit is implemented in an analogue VLSI chip which is fabricated
using AMS 0.35 µm standard CMOS process. The chip micrograph is shown in Fig. 6.13.
To characterise the chip, a prototype PCB is developed as shown in Fig. 6.14. The equivalent
circuit model of a capacitive sensor is shown in Fig. 6.15 where the sensing capacitance is rep-
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Figure 6.13: Chip micrograph of the interface circuit
resented by a constant capacitor and the capacitance variation is represented by an AC voltage





The 1 pF capacitor array in Fig. 6.14 is used to model the sensing capacitance of the MEMS
resonator. By switching between parallel and serial configurations, the total capacitance can
be adjusted from 5 pF down to 200 fF. As shown in Fig. 6.16, although a differential sensing
structure is not applicable in acoustic sensors, the differential sensor output can still be gener-
ated using the pseudo-differential capacitive sensing approach where two identical capacitive
sensors are biased with reverse voltage [128]. Therefore the capacitance pair is used to test the
interface circuit with differential input signals as shown in Fig. 6.17.
The reconfigurable current sources in Fig. 6.14 are used to provide I0 and IX for the PC circuit.
The other current sources in Fig. 6.14 are used to bias the rest of circuits on the chip. An
off-chip function generator is used to generate the 100 kHz square wave signal which is applied
for the chopper switch control. The output of the interface chip is analysed using the same
LabVIEW system as that in the cochlea filter chip characterisation. More details about the
LabVIEW program used to characterise this chip can be found in Appendix A.2
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Figure 6.14: Prototype PCB for chip characterisation
Figure 6.15: Equivalent circuit model for the MEMS capacitive sensor.
Figure 6.16: Pseudo-differential capacitive sensing method.
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Figure 6.17: Equivalent circuit model for the pseudo-differential capacitive sensing method.
Figure 6.18: Measured gain of the PC circuit versus I0IX .
6.3.2 Experimental Results
6.3.2.1 Gain Variation of the PC circuit
The PC circuit is tested with the 500 Hz, 3 mV amplitude sinusoidal input signal. I0 is set
constantly as 5 µA and IX is adjusted from 7 nA to 5 µA. Figure. 6.18 illustrates the log-log
plot of the measured gain of the PC circuit against I0IX . The transistor MPB operates in weak
inversion when I0IX is small and shifts to strong inversion when
I0
IX
grows large. The results
in Fig. 6.18 agree with Eq. 6.9 and Eq. 6.10: the gain of the PC circuit linearly increases with
I0
IX
when MPB operates in weak inversion and the slope of gain growth becomes compressed
when MPB shifts into strong inversion.
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(a) Measured Growth of Output Amplitude with I0
IX
(b) Comparison with the Curve in Fig. 6.18
Figure 6.19: Measured output amplitudes from the capacitive interfacing experiments.
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Figure 6.20: Input and output spectrum from the capacitive interfacing experiments.
6.3.2.2 Capacitive Interfacing Experiment and Effects of parasitic-cancellation
The circuit model shown in Fig. 6.15 is used to test the capacitive read-out function of the
interface circuit. A pair of 0.5 pF capacitance is used to model the sensing capacitance and a
differential sinusoidal voltage signal with 500 Hz frequency and 30 mV amplitude is applied
as vac. This input setting is equivalent to a 7.5 fF maximum capacitance variation from a pair
of ±1V -biased MEMS sensors with 0.5 pF sensing capacitance. The same current settings are
applied as that in Section. 6.3.2.1. The output amplitude of the interface chip is plotted against
I0
IX
as shown in Fig. 6.19(a). The PC circuit provides about 35 dB higher gain compared with
the unity-gain buffer ( I0IX =1). As shown in Fig. 6.19(b), the output amplitude is normalised
by the minimum output and compared with the curve in Fig. 6.18 within the same coordinate.
The comparison shows that the parasitic-cancellation mechanism contributes an extra 13 dB
gain. The 35 dB gain is less than the expected (45 dB) probably because the actual parasitic
capacitance Cp is smaller then the assumed 5 pF value.
Fig. 6.20 illustrates the spectrum of the input signal and the interface chip output under the two
extreme circumstances: the minimum and maximum I0IX . As shown in Fig. 6.19(b), there is no
parasitic-cancellation for under the minimum I0IX condition and there is maximum parasitic-
cancellation under the maximum I0IX condition. The spectrum in Fig. 6.20 shows that the
spurious-free dynamic range (SFDR) is slightly reduced by maximum parasitic-cancellation.
Furthermore, in the input signal and the output signal when no parasitic-cancellation is applied,
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the most prominent spurious component results from the power supply ripples; by contrast, the
most prominent spurious component in the maximum parasitic-cancellation output results from
the signal harmonics. This shows that the parasitic-cancellation improves the spurious attenu-
ation in lower frequencies but also results in more circuit non-linearity due to the increase of
signal amplitude.
The THD, SNR and SINAD of the outputs are respectively plotted against I0IX in Fig. 6.21.
As predicted by Fig. 6.20, the THD generally becomes higher when I0IX increases. The SNR
is reduced by about 3∼4 dB when I0IX reaches maximum. As analysed in Section. 6.2.5.2,
this shows that the input-referred noise of the chopper-stabilised amplifier is much less than
that of the PC circuit, which probably results from the effective flicker noise removal by the
chopper-stabilisation. The SNR peaks with moderate I0IX where the noise attenuation on the
chopper-stabilised amplifier dominates the noise increase of the PC circuit. Compared with the
input SNR, the noise figure of the interface circuit is in the region of 3.5∼10.5 dB. The SINAD
follows similar trend with SNR curve, but the degradation in high I0IX region is slightly more
significant since the harmonic distortion effect is included.
6.3.2.3 Examination of the Chopper-stabilisation Scheme
Two experiments are performed to examine the effectiveness of the chopper-stabilisation (CHS)
scheme: the output noise spectrum of the interface chip with and without CHS are measured
and compared in Fig. 6.22; the output waveforms in response to 500 Hz, 20 mV sinusoidal input
are compared in Fig. 6.23 to show the offset elimination effect. The output noise is measured
by grounding the input of the interface chip and analysing the output waveform. The total
noise is calculated by performing mean-square-root operation on the output waveform. The
result without CHS is obtained by connecting the chopper control signal to VDD so that the
forward choppers are always on while the cross choppers are always off. The comparison in
Fig. 6.22 shows that the low frequency noise is significantly reduced. Also, the ripples from
power supply are attenuated because the reduced offset from chopper-stabilisation improves
the common-error cancellation of the fully differential circuits. The effectiveness of offset
elimination is proven in Fig. 6.23.
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(a) Growth of THD with I0
IX
(b) Growth of SNR with I0
IX
(c) Growth of SINAD with I0
IX
Figure 6.21: Measured THD, SNR and SINAD from the capacitive interfacing experiments.
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Figure 6.22: Output noise spectrum with and without chopper-stabilisation.
Figure 6.23: Output waveforms in response to sinusoidal input with and without chopper-
stabilisation.
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Total Power PC circuit Chopper-stabilised Amplifier Clock Generator & Others
165.2 µW 35.45 µW 92.06 µW 37.67 µW
Table 6.2: Summary of power consumption
Fabrication process AMS 0.35 µm 3.3V 2P4M
Occupation Area 0.35 mm2
Equivalent capacitive sensor specifications
Sensing capacitance 2 × 0.5 pF
Bias Voltage ±1 V
Maximum Capacitance Variation 7.5 fF
Output Amplitude 745 mV (max. parasitic-cancellation);
14.1 mV (without parasitic-cancellation).
THD 2.96% (max. parasitic-cancellation);
1.77% (without parasitic-cancellation).
SNR 27.26 dB (max. parasitic-cancellation);
31.28 dB (without parasitic-cancellation).
Noise Figure 10.4 dB (max. parasitic-cancellation);
6.4 dB (without parasitic-cancellation).
SINAD 25.61 dB (max. parasitic-cancellation);
29.76 dB (without parasitic-cancellation).
SFDR 78 dB (max. parasitic-cancellation);
82 dB (without parasitic-cancellation).
Power Consumption 165.2 µW
Table 6.3: Specifications summary of the interface chip
6.3.2.4 Power Consumption
The power consumption of the interface chip is summarised in Table. 6.2. As shown in Fig. 6.19(a),
the PC circuit contributes to 35 dB extra gain compared with the typical unity-gain buffer.
Therefore, without the parasitic-cancellation, an extra amplifier with 35 dB gain is required.
In fact, the measured gain of the chopper-stabilised amplifier in this design is 29.6 dB which
consumes 92.06 µW power. Therefore, the parasitic-cancellation scheme saves at least 92.06
µW power consumption.
6.4 Summary
In this chapter, a power-efficient MEMS capacitive interface circuit with parasitic-cancellation
and chopper-stabilisation is introduced. The circuit is especially suitable for sensors with small
sensing capacitance because it addresses the signal degradation issue by effectively cancelling
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the parasitic capacitance at the circuit input. The interface circuit follows a low-degradation
low-amplification process, which has better power-efficiency compared with the high-degradation
high-amplification process in typical designs. Besides, the chopper-stabilisation technique ef-
fectively reduces the low-frequency noise and circuit offsets which improves the precision and
stability of the interface circuit. The function of the interface circuit is proven in the experi-
mental results of the prototype VLSI chip. The chip specifications of the interface circuit are
summarised in Table. 6.3.
The interface circuit theoretically has the capability to efficiently read-out signals from MEMS
cochlea-like acoustic resonators which have very small sensing capacitance. Therefore, a





Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 A Review of the Objectives
As stated in Chapter 1.2, the core objective of this work is to develop a biomimetic cochlea filter
which closely resembles the biological cochlea response and is highly feasible for low-power
and compact-size analogue VLSI implementation. This objective has been fulfilled in this
thesis, since the presented filter meets all the aforementioned criteria:
• The chip results in Fig. 5.3, Table. 5.1 and Table. 5.3 demonstrate that the filter response
around CF is highly tunable: the peak gain has 18.8∼ 21.5 dB wide range of variation;
the Q factor also increases with the peak gain, and the maximum Q10 factor reaches 3.85;
the CF shifts accordingly with the variation of peak gain and Q factor, which is similar
as the biological cochlea.
• As shown in Fig. 5.3, the frequency response curve in low frequencies has a gentle rising
slope and keeps constant while the CF response varies.
• The roll-off slope towards stop-band reaches maximally 391.4 dB/dec, which is com-
parable with the biological cochlea. Thus the filter has a highly asymmetric shape of
frequency response: a gentle low-frequency tail and an ultra-steep stop-band roll-off.
• As reflected by the pole-zero plot in Fig. 3.3, the filter has minimum-phase property. Con-
sequently the phase response and group delay of the filter are also biologically faithful,
which is proven by the chip results in Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7.
• The filter is easy to realise using analogue VLSI circuits, since its Laplace-domain rep-
resentation (Eq. 3.11) can be simply translated to the pole-zero form.
• The CF tuning of the filter depends on only one variable parameter, the tuning factor
x, which achieves the three aspects of CF tuning (peak gain, Q factor and CF shift)
all together. The simplified tuning complexity leads to improved tuning accuracy and
reduced risk of circuit instability.
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• As shown in Table. 5.4, the cochlea filter consumes 59.5∼90 µW power and occupies less
than 1 mm2 chip area. Thus a budget of 2∼3 mW power and 30 mm2 area is sufficient
to implement a third-octave distributed cochlea filter bank.
• The non-ideal factors such as the parasitics, noise and transistor mismatches are com-
prehensively analysed in Chapter 4 and the dimensions of transistors in the cochlea filter
circuits have been designed to minimise their effects. The numeric results given above
are all measured from the chip, which proves that the filter operation is robust against
these non-ideal factors.
Nevertheless, the experiment results also indicate that the filter can be improved in the following
aspects:
• The peak gain tuning range and maximum Q10 factor matches the lower bound of the
physiological results. To further enhance the biological comparability and the perfor-
mance, future implementations of the filter would target at a peak gain tuning range of
30 ∼ 40 dB and a maximum Q10 factor greater than 5.
• In this design, the power consumption of the FDDA and the output drivers does not scale
with filter CF; as a result, the overall filter power consumption only reduces to 59.5 µW
in the 31 Hz band. In fact, the filter with lower CF has narrower signal bandwidth and
thus the bandwidth requirement for the FDDA and the output drivers is reduced. Conse-
quently, the power consumption of the FDDA and the output drivers should be designed
to scale with CF in the future so that the filter power consumption can be further de-
creased.
• The mismatch analysis in this work concentrates on the circuit offsets. However, the
effects of the transistor mismatch on the power supply rejection performance has not
been adequately addressed. As reflected in the chip results, the 50 Hz power supply
ripples have significantly negative effects on the filter performance. Therefore, the power
supply rejection ratio should be listed as an important specification of design objective in
the future.
• As also shown in the chip results, the filter linear range is constrained by the tanh
transconductance of the FAI cells. A prospective solution for this issue is to apply the
linearisation techniques such as the multi-tanh method [118] to the FAI cells.
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7.2 A Summary of the Contribution to Knowledge
As stated in the previous section, the objective of developing a biomimetic cochlea filter which
faithfully resembles the biological cochlea response and is highly feasible for analogue VLSI
implementation is achieved in this thesis. While the existing cochlea models focus on emulat-
ing the anatomical structure and hydrodynamics of the biological cochlea, this work takes an
alternative approach by directly matching the filter response with the physiological data; this
is the key factor that makes the proposed filter capable of replicating closely the frequency re-
sponse characteristics of the biological cochlea. Moreover, the biological fidelity of the filter is
also examined in an extensive range of aspects including the phase response, group delay and
impulse response. Eventually, all these aspects of fidelities are verified by the chip results. To
the best of the author’s knowledge, there have been no other cochlea filter or cochlea model
implementations that are able to match the biological cochlea in so many aspects.
The biological fidelity feature of the presented filter makes it promising for a variety of fu-
ture hearing applications. Firstly, it provides a solution for spectral decomposition in the next
generation cochlea implant products that require a closer mimicking of the signal processing
in the biological cochlea. Secondly, it can be used to generate cochleagrams for CASA-based
sound processing systems; compared with the existing filters, it will prospectively contribute
to a closer emulation of the auditory scene analysis that occurs in the biological auditory sys-
tem and it will be advantageous for portable or wearable applications due to its feasibility for
low-power and compact-size analogue VLSI implementation. Besides, a biologically faithful
artificial hearing system can be built upon the presented filters, which will probably become a
conducive platform to perform hearing research and build intelligent machine hearing systems
in the future.
Also, most of the design objectives listed in Section 1.2 are common challenges for the analogue
VLSI implementation of cochlea-inspired systems, and therefore the solutions provided in this
thesis will be constructive for future relevant works.
Additionally, Chapter 6 investigates the possibilities of implementing the cochlea filter using
the MEMS acoustic resonators. A novel capacitive interface circuit is developed to address the
MEMS interface challenge for such implementation. As proven by the chip results, the circuit
is able to cancel the parasitic capacitance at the MEMS-CMOS interface, which significantly
improves the sensitivity of signal read-out from the low-capacitance MEMS resonators. With
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this interface circuit, a MEMS-CMOS implementation of the cochlea filter will be possible in
the future. Moreover, the circuit provides a power-efficient solution for the problem of signal
read-out from MEMS sensors with low sensing capacitance, which will be commonly useful in
many other MEMS sensor applications.
7.3 Future Work
Firstly, the improvements listed in Section 7.1 should be addressed in the future. Besides,
as introduced in Fig. 4.1.1, an alternative approach to realise the cochlea filter using biquad-
integrator cascade can be implemented. In this thesis, the FAI-based active RLC implementa-
tion is selected to reduce design complexity. However, it would be worth comparing the two
approaches based on their chip performances in the future.
The cochlea filter introduced in this thesis represents a fundamental work for a biologically-
inspired hearing system shown in Fig. 1.3. The next step is to integrate the filter with the ATC
block (the local control unit in Fig. 1.3). In Chapter 3, the ATC block is built in Simulink only
as a proof of concept, while its hardware implementation is not covered in this thesis but left
open for future investigations. Subsequently, a cochlea filter bank will be implemented and
integrated with the spike codec and neuromorphic processing units. Eventually, the complete
system in Fig. 1.3 will be built for future research.
A new type of stimulation strategy will be developed if the filter is to be used in cochlea im-
plants, since the existing stimulation strategies are designed for basic band-pass filters. Besides,
the cochlea filter has demonstrated the capability of generating cochleagrams in Chapter 3, and
in the future it will be of interest to investigate whether and how this filter is going to improve






Relationship between S2 slope and Q factor of the cochlea filter






CF · 103/S0 − CF · 10−3/S0
, (A.1)
where S0 is the slope steepness. Therefore, the 49.8 ∼ 274 dB/dec S2 slope of the biological
cochlea is approximately mapped with the 3.6 ∼ 19.8 Q factor.
Derivation of capacitance/inductance values in the ELF
The design table for elliptic filters is shown in Fig. A.1. According to the design parameters in
Table. 3.1, the following values are selected:
Lnorm,2 = 0.7806 = LFAI,2 · ω−3dBRs ;
Lnorm,4 = 1.0162 = LFAI,4 · ω−3dBRs ;
Cnorm,1 = 0.2377 = 2C1 · ω−3dBRs;
Cnorm,2 = 0.1746 = C2 · ω−3dBRs;
Cnorm,3 = 1.0478 = 2C3 · ω−3dBRs;
Cnorm,4 = 0.3134 = C4 · ω−3dBRs;
Cnorm,5 = 1.0465 = 2C5 · ω−3dBRs.
(A.2)





















the results in Eq. 4.57 and Eq. 4.56 are derived.
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Figure A.1: Filter design table for elliptic filters. Image is take from [98]
A.2 Program Codes
MATLAB code for generation of the cochleagram
1: %Plot cochleagram;
2: %End time ’te’ should be set prior to the program;
3: %Color limit ’clims’ should be set prior to the program;










14: %Extract the envelope of the original outputs





20: %Extra two channels are interpolated by taking geometric










29: %Calculate maximum output for normalisation;
30: m=max(max(ENV));
31: %Generate cochleagram;


















LabVIEW program for VLSI testing
The LabVIEW program used to characterise the frequency response of the cochlea filter chip is
illustrated in Fig. A.2 and Fig. A.3, where Fig. A.2 shows the front panel and Fig. A.3 shows
the program block diagram. Similarly, the LabVIEW program used to characterise the interface











































































































































































Figure A.6: Layout of the FAI cell.
A.3 Circuit Layouts
The layouts of the elementary circuit blocks introduced in this thesis including the FAI, fully
differential OTA, FDDA, single-end OTA, parasitic-cancellation circuit, chopper, sensor bias
circuit and the amplifier used in the interface circuits are shown in the following figures.
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Figure A.7: Layout of the fully differential OTA.
Figure A.8: Layout of the FDDA.
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Figure A.9: Layout of the single-end OTA.
Figure A.10: Layout of the parasitic-cancellation circuit.
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Figure A.11: Layout of the chopper.
Figure A.12: Layout of the sensor bias circuit.
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Figure A.13: Layout of the amplifier used in the interface circuit.
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A Bio-Realistic Analog CMOS Cochlea Filter With
High Tunability and Ultra-Steep Roll-Off
Shiwei Wang, Student Member, IEEE, Thomas Jacob Koickal, Alister Hamilton,
Rebecca Cheung, Senior Member, IEEE, and Leslie S. Smith, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—This paper presents the design and experimental
results of a cochlea filter in analog very large scale integration
(VLSI) which highly resembles physiologically measured response
of the mammalian cochlea. The filter consists of three specialized
sub-filter stages which respectively provide passive response in low
frequencies, actively tunable response in mid-band frequencies
and ultra-steep roll-off at transition frequencies from pass-band
to stop-band. The sub-filters are implemented in balanced ladder
topology using floating active inductors. Measured results from
the fabricated chip show that wide range of mid-band tuning
including gain tuning of over 20dB, Q factor tuning from 2 to 19
as well as the bio-realistic center frequency shift are achieved by
adjusting only one circuit parameter. Besides, the filter has an
ultra-steep roll-off reaching over 300 dB/dec. By changing biasing
currents, the filter can be configured to operate with center fre-
quencies from 31 Hz to 8 kHz. The filter is order, consumes
power and occupies chip area. A
parallel bank of the proposed filter can be used as the front-end
in hearing prosthesis devices, speech processors as well as other
bio-inspired auditory systems owing to its bio-realistic behavior,
low power consumption and small size.
Index Terms—AnalogVLSI, auditory filter, bio-inspired circuits,
CMOS cochlea, floating active inductor.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE cochlea in the inner ear of mammals has remark-able filter functions. It converts sound pressure into
multi-channels of band-passed outputs, where the sensitivity
of each channel is dynamically tuned according to the input
intensity and the out-of-band frequency components are
greatly suppressed with an ultra-steep roll-off at the stop-band
[1]. These filtering features of cochlea make it capable of
adapting to wide dynamic range of sound input and performing
high-resolution frequency decomposition. In recent years,
many bio-inspired systems employing filters that emulate the
cochlea filter functions have been implemented, which are
used in a variety of applications including hearing prosthetic
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Fig. 1. Position of this work in a bio-inspired auditory system, in comparison
with system-level diagram of biological auditory system.
devices [2]–[4], speech/sound recognition systems [5]–[10] as
well as RF spectrum analyzers [11] and channel multiplexers
[12]. In this work, we aim to build a cochlea filter in analog
VLSI which closely resembles the frequency response of bio-
logical cochlea. The use of analog circuitry for front-end signal
processing improves power-efficiency [13] (see position of the
cochlea filters in Fig. 1). Besides, the progressive results from
physiological experiments on the biological cochlea [16]–[25],
[27], [28] have provided us with deeper understanding of the
cochlea behavior which brings more inspiration to build filters
that behave faithfully to biology.
In fact, analog VLSI models of the cochlea have been
studied for over two decades and a number of systems have
been implemented [29]–[42]. These systems generally consist
of filter banks based on second-order sections (SOS) in different
configurations including cascade [29]–[35], parallel [36]–[38]
and 2-dimensional (2-D) topology [39]–[42]. The filter cascade
structure models the wave propagation in the basilar membrane
of cochlea using from 32 to 120 stages of SOS connected in
series [29], [30], [32]–[34]. Gain and filter roll-off steepness
are accumulated with the long cascade, which provides good
similarity with biological frequency response. Nevertheless, the
cascade structure suffers from the accumulation of both noise
and delays, and also, failure of one stage in the cascade will
affect all of its following stages. On the contrary, the parallel
1932-4545 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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structure avoids these drawbacks by employing independent
filter channels, and the number of SOS stages in each channel
is limited to 1 or 2 [36]–[38]. However, as the filter complexity
is significantly reduced in each channel, its frequency response
is no longer comparable with that observed in the biological
cochlea. The 2-D topology solves the problems in both noise
and delay accumulation and bio-fidelity. It agrees with the
parallel structure in the aspect that SOS stages are configured
in a parallel manner, and only one SOS stage is used for each
channel [39]–[42]. However, the channels are not independent
of each other but are coupled through a resistive network which
models the effects of cochlea fluid, and the coupling between
the channels results in fairly faithful response compared with
biology [40]–[42]. Nevertheless, while the usability of the
2-D topology designs has not been convincingly proven, the
cascade and parallel structures have already been used in a
variety of audio processing tasks [43]–[45] and particularly, the
feasibility of the parallel structure in cochlea implant products
has been sufficiently demonstrated [36], [37], [46].
In this work, we aim to improve the performance of the
parallel structure in terms of bio-faithful frequency tuning
and roll-off steepness. A filter channel which closely emulates
the frequency response measured from biological cochlea is
developed to replace the simple band-pass filters used in the
existing parallel designs [36]–[38]. The filter is designed by
directly following the implications from recent physiological
experiments. Inspired by the fact that the biological cochlea
has separate response features from low to high frequencies
[1], the proposed design consists of three cascaded sub-filter
stages, which respectively resemble the passive response in
low frequencies, active response in mid-band frequencies and
steep roll-off in transition frequencies. The use of specialized
sub-filters increases overall efficiency, reducing filter tuning
complexity and filter order required to achieve bio-faithful
response. The sub-filters are built in balanced ladder topology
using floating active inductors, which reduces the design
complexity. The proposed cochlea filter is superior to the
gammatone-based design [47] in terms of ease of analog VLSI
implementation and bio-realism of frequency response. Be-
sides, the filter can directly interface with microphone output,
unlike the design reported in [48] which has to be operated with
a floating current source as input.
The paper is organized as following. The system-level filter
structure is introduced in Section II. The details of circuit imple-
mentation are discussed in Section III. The circuit non-idealities
are analyzed in Section IV. The measured chip results are dis-
cussed in Section V, followed by a conclusion of the paper in
Section VI.
II. SYSTEM DESIGN
Physiological experiments [1], [16]–[18], [21] indicate that
magnitude frequency response of the basilar membrane in bio-
logical cochlea has an asymmetric shape and highly active be-
havior. It has a gentle slope in the low-frequency band (in the
region of 20 dB/dec [1], [17], [18]) and a highly steep roll-off
at the stop-band (330 dB/dec or even higher [1], [16]–[18]).
In the mid-band, the gain, selectivity and center frequency in-
creases with decreasing input strength: the increase of gain can
Fig. 2. System architecture. Each of the three sub-filters emulates one stage of
the biological cochlea frequency behavior.
reach in the range of [16]–[18], [21], the max-
imum Q factor can reach as high as 10 [16]–[18], [21], and the
center frequency increases by over [1], [16]–[18], [21].
Generally speaking, the response is gentle and passive in low
frequencies, selective and active in mid-band frequencies and
steep in the transition from pass-band to stop-band, which in-
dicates the frequency response of cochlea can be divided into
three stages from low to high frequencies as first suggested in
[1]. Based on this observation, a filter architecture composed of
three cascaded sub-filters, each of which represents one stage of
the cochlea response, is proposed as shown in Fig. 2. A biquad
band-pass filter (BPF) whose center frequency determines the
passive center frequency of the entire cochlea filter presents the
gentle and passive response, a biquad low-pass filter (LPF) with
tunable gain, Q factor and center frequency presents the active
and selective response, and an elliptic filter which has sharpest
transition among all filter types presents the steep roll-off. To
match the steepness of roll-off slope, the elliptic filter is de-
signed as -order and the entire cochlea filter is a -order
system.
III. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION
A. Basic Cell: Floating Active Inductor (FAI)
Among the three filters proposed to build a cochlea filter,
it is the high order elliptic filter that brings most design dif-
ficulty and challenge. For audio frequencies, implementation
of passive LC-ladder topology in VLSI is unrealistic due to
unfeasibly large size of passive inductors. Active RC [49] and
switch-capacitor implementations [50] require the same number
of op-amps with the filter order, and are thus constrained by
power consumption. Reported log-domain implementations
mostly use bipolar transistors targeting at high frequency appli-
cations [51], [52], while the CMOS implementations are either
low-order [53], [54] or not proven with chip results [55]–[57].
Therefore, we developed a floating active inductor (FAI) as
the basic cell to build active LC ladders, which is shown in
Fig. 3. The FAI is inspired by several existing active inductor
designs in [58], and has been modified so that it operates in
floating mode as required by LC ladders. Also, the circuits are
designed to operate in weak inversion so as to achieve the long
time constant for audio frequencies. The FAI is based on gy-
rator-C topology. The transistor pair MN and MP respectively
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Fig. 3. Schematic of FAI. The basic cell for implementation of ladder filters.
Three differential transistor pairs MP, MN and MX and a load capacitor
are configured in gyrator-C topology. The input ports and gyrating ports of the
FAI are highlighted.
provide the forward and reverse transconductance to form a gy-
rator, and is the capacitor loaded at the gyrating ports. The
transistor pair MX functions as a compensation transconductor
which reduces the resistive loading that the sources of the MP
transistors add on the gyrating ports. The quality factor of the
FAI is tunable by adjusting the transconductance difference be-
tween the MP pair and MX pair. More details about the FAI cell
have been provided in [59]. The FAI-based active LC ladders
are not only used to build the steep roll-off order elliptic
filter, but also the BPF and LPF sub-filters shown in Fig. 2.
Deriving from [59], the equivalent impedance of the FAI is
given by
(1)
where , and are the transconductance of the
transistor pairs. Substrates of MN, MP and MX pairs are all
connected to power supplies, and as sources of MX0-MX1 and
MN0-MN1 pairs are respectively tied together, the body effect
does not have much influence on their differential transcon-
ductance. However, MP0 and MP1 have separate sources and
thus the body effect transconductance should be consid-
ered. The transistors operate in weak inversion and thus
approximately equals [60] where is slope
factor, is biasing drain current and is thermal voltage.
Besides, the currents in MN and MX are made equal as shown




Equations (2) and (3) show that the FAI inductance and resis-
tance can be tuned by adjusting and .
The drain-source conductance due to channel length
modulation is not considered. Because in weak inversion
will be at least one hundred times smaller than
the transistor transconductance according to the
process parameters ( is channel length modulation parameter
and L is transistor channel length).
B. Triple-Stage Cochlea Filter Design Based on FAI
Based on the FAI cell, order BPF, order LPF,
order elliptic filters and their cascaded cochlea filter channel are
built as shown in Fig. 4. The BPF is built by loading a fully dif-
ferential OTA (FDOTA: Fig. 5) with two FAIs and a capacitor,
and the LPF is built upon FAI-C voltage divider with a fully
differential difference amplifier (FDDA: Fig. 6) as input buffer,
while the elliptic filter is built according to filter design hand-
book [61] with single-end OTAs (OTA: Fig. 7) providing equiv-
alent source resistance. There are a total of eight FAIs in each
channel, and their currents are made equal through current
mirrors, while currents are set separately. We denote the
currents as , and as , and
respectively. The FDOTA and the single-end OTA also operate
in weak inversion and are biased with currents. The
FAIs in BPF and LPF are all loaded with equal capacitance of
, while is set as and is set as .





The transfer function of the elliptic filter can be derived by ob-
taining poles and zeros from filter design tables [61]. In our
design, the elliptic filter is order, with the reflection co-
efficient , the modular angle and power
loss factor , which in theory can achieve pass-band
ripple of 0.01 dB, steepness factor of 1.7013 and minimum
stop-band attenuation of 40.81 dB (equivalent to cut-off slope
of 176.8 dB/dec). The transfer function of the elliptic filter is
given in (8) at the bottom of the next page, where is the
corner frequency.
We can also obtain the parameters of filter elements by refer-
ring to the filter design tables in [61]. By setting as
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Fig. 4. Detailed structure of the cochlear filter channel consisting of three sub-filters. FAIs and capacitors are used to create the balanced ladder topologies.
Fig. 5. Schematic of the fully differential operational transconductance
amplifier (FDOTA).
times of (center frequency of BPF), the values of re-
quired inductance and capacitance can be derived as following:
(9)
(10)
Combining (2) and (9), the values of in FAI2 and FAI4
can be derived
(11)
In the cochlea filter channel, only is actively tuned,
while and kept constant. Based on exhaustive
Fig. 6. Schematic of the fully differential difference amplifier (FDDA).
Fig. 7. Schematic of the single-end OTA. Its DC current sets the source
resistance of the elliptic filter.
simulations with extracted parameters in software, we choose
to make equals so that the BPF has a relatively
low Q factor and gentle response, and equals
so that the FAIs in the elliptic filter are inductive enough
to maintain the steep roll-off while enough margin is left to
avoid negative-damping and instability. In addition, we use
to denote the tuning factor of the LPF
and also the entire cochlea filter, which can be dynamically
controlled to mimic the active response of the biological
cochlea. The transfer functions can be greatly simplified if
we use (the passive center frequency of the cochlea filter)
(8)
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(a) (b)
Fig. 8. (a) Normalized pole-zero plot of the proposed cochlea filter channel. (b) Pole-zero plot zoomed to left-up corner.
to replace . Com-
bining (4), (6) and (8) with the above mentioned design settings
( , , ,
), the transfer function of the cascaded
cochlea filter channel can be derived as (12) at the bottom of
the page. As the slope factor in AMS process is
approximately 1.25, (12) can be further simplified into (13) at
the bottom of the page. The proposed filter has nine poles and
five zeros and its normalized zero-pole plot is shown in Fig. 8.
As there are no zeros in the right half of the s-plane, the cochlea
filter is a minimum-phase filter, as is the biological cochlea
[63].
IV. ANALYSIS OF NON-IDEALITIES
A. Mismatch
Naturally, the operation of the FAI is subject to transistor mis-
matches which cause circuit offsets. The mismatches can be
classified into two categories: horizontal and vertical. The hori-
zontal mismatch is themismatch between transistors in differen-
tial pairs MP0-MP1, MN0-MN1 and MX0-MX1 which results
in a DC current in the FAI running from port TA to TB. Taking
the differential pair MN as an example, shown in Fig. 9(a), the
mismatch between MN0 and MN1 will cause deviation in their
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Fig. 9. Mismatch analysis of the FAI. (a) Offset current flowing between
and results from horizontal mismatch between transistors in the differential
pair. [Horizontal mismatch.] (b) Offset currents separately flowing at
and result from vertical mismatch between the current sources. [Vertical
mismatch.]
port TA to port TB even if TA and TB are tied to the same DC
voltage . The value and variance of the offset DC current can
be derived as
(14)
where is the transistor off current when and is
expressed as
(15)
is the transistor threshold voltage and is the specific
current defined as where is the transconductance pa-
rameter. The ratio between and is the inversion coeffi-
cient which is far less than unity in weak inversion [62].
The same analysis can be performed on transistor pair MP
and MX, and the total offset currents resulting from horizontal
mismatch can be expressed in the following as summation of
three transistor pair mismatches:
(16)
The vertical mismatch on the other hand refers to the mis-
match between the current sources in the upper side and current
sinks in the lower side. As shown in Fig. 9(b), the difference
between the currents in the upper and lower side will flow out




The noise model of the FAI is illustrated in Fig. 10, from
which noise current density at the port TA and TB can be derived
(18)
Fig. 10. Noise model of the FAI.
Note that the noise model in Fig. 10 does not include the
source degeneration that and MX have on the MP tran-
sistor. The actual noise tranconductance for is smaller
than and thus (18) is in fact the worst-case noise es-
timation. According to the noise parameters given by the
foundry, the transistor noise corner frequency is derived as
where and are
flicker noise parameters, q is electron charge and is gate
oxide capacitance. For the cochlea filter, the biasing current
is mapped with the passive center frequency , and thus we
find the point where equals as follows:
(19)
Equation (19) is suitable for PMOS transistor, while for an
NMOS transistor should be replaced with according to
the noise model provided by the foundry. Besides, parameter
is between 1 and 2, and thus the will be higher than
if it exceeds . Therefore a set of values for
and which makes lower than 20 Hz can be derived
so that the passive center frequency of the cochlea filter is al-
ways higher than the noise corner frequency and circuit noise is
dominated by thermal noise. This setting not only simplifies the
following noise calculation but also contributes to better noise
performance as the cochlea filter has peak gain at a frequency
equal or higher than . Calculation with the foundry parame-
ters indicates the transistor dimension should meet the require-
ment that is greater than for PMOS transis-
tors and is greater than for NMOS transistors.
Considering only thermal noise, (18) is rewritten and simpli-
fied with the cochlear filter parameters as follows:
(20)
C. Comprehensive Analysis
Based on the analysis above, a more complete FAI model
with mismatch and noise considerations is derived and illus-
trated in Fig. 11. The DC offset currents affect the DC opera-
tion point of circuits and thus as shown in Fig. 4, at least one
port of each FAIs is connected to low impedance source to re-
lease the offset currents. In the BPF and LPF, all FAIs have one
port shorted to ground (BPF) or FDDA buffer output (LPF), re-
leasing and one branch of . The remaining branch of
flows through the FAI and causes a DC shift of
which is in the worst case less than 1mV if the variances of
parameters do not exceed 1%. FAIs in the elliptic filter should
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Fig. 11. FAI model with offsets and noise currents.
be analyzed separately. The FAI2s have one port connected to
the OTA followers while the FAI4s have one port connected
to the other port of FAI2s. Thus and of both FAI2
and FAI4 flow through the OTA follower and cause DC shift
of which is in the worst less than
40 mV if the variances of parameters do not exceed 1%. Be-
sides, the offset currents in FAI4 flow through FAI2 in addi-
tion to one branch of of FAI2 itself and cause DC shift
of which is in the worst case less than 3
mV if the variances of parameters do not exceed 1%. In the end,
one branch of flows through FAI4 and causes DC shift of
which is less than 0.1 mV if the variances of param-
eters do not exceed 1%. Simulations prove the above-mentioned
level of DC shift has insignificant effects on the circuit opera-
tion. Thus by referring to the parameter matching equations pro-
vided by the foundry, the width and length of the transistors in
the FAIs are optimized so that the probability of the parameter
variance being greater than 1% is limited to 1%.
Taking into consideration the parameter matching, the noise
corner frequency setting explained in the previous section and
also the weak inversion requirement, the dimensions of the tran-
sistor pairs in FAI are set to and for
PMOS pairs MP and MX while and
for NMOS pair MN.
For the noise analysis, the input referred noise of the BPF and
LPF in the cochlea filter can be derived as following:
(21)
(22)
Fig. 12. Chip micrograph showing the cochlea filter channel.
Noise calculation for the elliptic filter is far more complicated,
but as the BPF and LPF provide all the gain for the cochlea filter,
the noise from the elliptic filter is less significant compared with
BPF and LPF when referred to the input. Therefore, neglecting
the noise from elliptic filter, input referred noise density of the
cochlea filter channel is the sum of BPF input referred noise
and LPF input referred noise divided by gain of BPF and can
be written as (23), at the bottom of the page, combining (4),
(20), (21) and (22) and using to represent . As explained
above, cochlea filter bandwidth has been set as , and thus
integrated input referred noise of the cochlea filter is calculated
as follows:
(24)
Equations (24) indicates that the filter input-referred noise
decreases with increasing center frequency and tuning factor.
A cochlea filter with passive center frequency of 100 Hz has
input noise in the low Q mode and
in the high Q mode .
V. RESULTS
Based on the design explained above, a cochlea filter channel
has been fabricated using 2-poly 4-metal
process, as shown in Fig. 12. A prototype PCB and an NI PXI
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Fig. 13. Block diagram of the experimental setup. Input to the cochlea filter
chip can be switched between the PXI-6723 analog output module and aMEMS
microphone (ADMP401). Biasing currents that set the operating condition of the
cochlea filters are controlled by the PXI-7851R multi-function reconfigurable
IO module. The output of the cochlea filters are further amplified by an off-
chip amplifier (OA) and interfaced with the PXI-4462 dynamic signal analyzer
through BNC connectors.
The static current of the cochlea filter is set with dif-
ferent values from 37.14 pA to 9.915 nA so as to make the filter
operate in nine frequency regions corresponding to the octave
audio bands from 31 Hz to 8 kHz. The BPF current is
set where is approximately smaller than the cor-
responding octave frequency value. The LPF current is
tuned in the region from where the LPF center frequency over-
lays with (LQ mode), to where the LPF peak gain is max-
imized (HQ mode). The elliptic filter current is set as
as explained in Section III.
A. Frequency Response
1) Magnitude Response: Frequency responses of the nine
filter bands in magnitude are measured and plotted in Fig. 14.
Apart from the LQ and HQ modes mentioned above, responses
of the cochlea filters in medium Q (MQ) mode are also mea-
sured, where is adjusted so that center frequency (CF) of
the entire filter is located approximately at the corresponding
octave frequency value. As shown in Fig. 14, the passive and
gentle low-frequency band, active and selective mid-band and
steep roll-off are achieved in all of the filters. Although a 40dB
of peak gain variation range has been measured from chinchilla
cochlea [16], [18], more physiological measurements in recent
years report approximately of gain variation [17],
[19]–[21], [23]. The high-frequency amplitude plateau in bio-
logical cochlea [28] is also found in the 31 Hz, 63 Hz, 125 Hz,
500 Hz, 1 kHz and 2 kHz bands. Besides, it is observed that
CFs of LQ mode locate approximately leftwards
from the CFs of MQ, while CFs of HQ mode locate
rightwards. In other words, the CFs become higher together
with increasing peak gain and selectivity, which agrees with
biological cochlea behavior [16]–[21]. The detailed results are
listed in Table I. Noticing that as parasitic resistance of wires
exists in real VLSI implementation, the range of tuning factor
in Table I is wider than the value used in previous section
. To improve the precision of current measure-
ment, current mirrors with 1:100 ratio are used on chip. There-
fore, the actually measured off-chip currents are 100 times as
much as those values in Table I.
2) Phase Response: As both biological cochlea and the
proposed filter have minimum-phase property, their phase
responses should also be similar when the magnitude responses
are matched. The phase responses of the 31 Hz and 8 kHz
bands are illustrated in Fig. 15. As also observed in the phys-
iological results, the filter phase lag increases with frequency
in the pass-band [16]–[19], [21], [23]. The LQ phase lag at
the passive centre frequency is slightly over half cycle [17],
[18], [20], [21], while the HQ phase lag at the active centre
frequency is approximately one cycle [17], [21]–[23]. The LQ
response has more phase lag at frequencies lower than
(active center frequency) while the HQ response has more
phase lag at frequencies higher than [17]–[21].
3) Group Delay: Fig. 15 indicates that the group delay
reaches maximum at where the phase response curve has
steepest slope. Fig. 16 shows the maximum group delay in unit
of periods across different center frequencies. As expected, the
group delay increases from LQ to HQ mode. The maximum
group delays in LQ and MQmodes are approximately 5 periods
while the maximum group delay in HQ mode is in the region of
10 periods. Fig. 17 shows the physiologically measured max-
imum group delay in human cochlea [64]. The measurement in
[64] is based on the stimulus-frequency emission method which
stimulates the cochlea with low-intensity input. Therefore the
results in [64] correspond to the HQ response in this work. The
comparison in Fig. 17 shows the cochlea filter has similar order
of group delay with human cochlea.
B. Time Domain Response
Impulse responses of the cochlea filter in 31 Hz and 8 kHz
bands are given in Fig. 18, combined with response from BPF,
LPF and elliptic filter separately. As the cochlea filter is a com-
posite of three filters in cascade, its overall impulse response is
the convolution of three individual responses. From Fig. 18, it
is observed that for HQ mode, envelopes of response are not
smooth and there is a trough near the third ringing crests, while
for LQ mode, however, the envelopes are fairly smooth. The
reason for this phenomenon is that, as shown in the decomposed
response plots, BPF and elliptic filters settle much quicker than
LPF in HQ mode, and thus although their responses are signifi-
cant enough to affect the convolved overall response in the early
stage, after 100 ms in Fig. 18(a) and 0.4 ms in Fig. 18(b), the
overall responses are fully dominated by LPF. Therefore the im-
pulse responses appear to have two stages of behavior, the con-
voluted response and the LPF-dominant response, separated by
the settling of BPF and elliptic filter. As for the LQ mode, the
LPF settles even faster than the BPF and elliptic filter, and thus
the overall responses are smooth over time.
The post-dominance of LPF in HQ mode results in a shift of
ringing frequency. As shown in Fig. 18, initial ringing periods
in convolved responses are wider than ringing periods in
the LPF-dominant responses . This effect agrees with the
frequency gliding phenomenon observed in physiological mea-
surements, where instantaneous frequency of biological cochlea
response to clicks is not constant but increases over time until
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TABLE I
FREQUENCY RESPONSE SPECIFICATIONS OF COCHLEA FILTER IN DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS
settled at steady state [24]–[27]. The gliding phenomenon is a
standard for cochlea model evaluation suggested by the physiol-
ogists [24], [26]. Its origin has been proved to be independent of
the nonlinear active process [24], [26]. Similarly, the frequency
shift in this cochlea filter is not based any active control and thus
provide a basis for future research on how the gliding effects in-
fluence signal processing in the cochlea.
C. Noise Measurement
Output noise spectrum from the 31 Hz and 8 kHz bands, with
comparison between LQ, MQ and HQ modes are illustrated in
Fig. 19. The 50 Hz harmonics shown are due to the ripples of
power supply. Besides, the noise spectrum of the HQ mode of
8 kHz band has prominent peaks at CF harmonics. This indi-
cates that the 8 kHz band has more harmonic distortion than the
31 Hz band especially in the HQ mode. As shown in Table I,
the DC current in FAI scales with CF. Therefore, the operation
of transistors in the FAI moves from weak inversion towards
moderate inversion when the center frequency increases. How-
ever, the DC operating points of the filter are designed based on
the weak inversion assumption, and the circuit linearity will be
affected by the DC variation. The CF harmonics should be theo-
retically well attenuated by the elliptic filter. However, the tran-
sistor in moderate inversion has lower compared with
weak inversion which makes the FAI inductance deviate from
designed values and consequently degrade the elliptic filter per-
formance. The harmonic distortion issue will be discussed fur-
ther in Section V-D.
The input-referred noise density at the center frequency of the
9 filter bands in LQ,MQ andHQmodes are illustrated in Fig. 20.
Compared with noise predication function of (24), the measured
results inMQ and HQmodes agree in terms of the fact that input
referred noise decreases for higher center frequencies. However,
LQ mode shows noise does not vary much from low to high
frequencies, because the filter selectivity is not high enough to
overcome the added power supply harmonics from the increase
of filter bandwidth. Besides, Fig. 20 also proves the increase of
tuning factor results in lower input referred noise except the
31 Hz band where MQ has even wider equivalent rectangular
bandwidth than LQ mode as shown in Table I.
D. Distortion Measurement
1) Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) and Signal-to-
Noise-and Distortion Ratio(SINAD): Fig. 21 shows the plots
of THD and SINAD against input level based on the measured
results from the 31 Hz and 8 kHz bands. The SINAD of both
filters generally maintain above the 12 dB SINAD threshold for
intelligent hearing before THD reaches the edge of 5% limit.
The HQ mode has most significant harmonic distortion due to
high LPF gain and thus high signal amplitude at the elliptic
filter input. As predicted in the noise spectrum [Fig. 19(b)],
the 8 kHz band has more harmonic distortion than the 31 Hz
band. Based on the 5% THD limit, the maximum input level
is plotted against filter center frequencies, so is the maximum
SINAD. Fig. 22 shows the filter linearity tends to degrade with
higher frequencies.
2) Two-Tone Inter-Modulation Distortion: Inter-modulation
distortion test is performed and the results are shown in Fig. 23.
The third-order inter-modulation product appears to be
the most prominent distortion component because it is designed
to coincide with the filter center frequency. The inter-modula-
tion distortion is also found in the biological cochlea, which
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Fig. 14. Measured frequency responses of 9 cochlea filters covering octave audio bands from 31 Hz to 8 kHz. The LQ, MQ and HQmodes respectively correspond
to the biological response with high, normal and low intensity sound stimulus. Tuning of the filter from LQ to HQ is achieved by adjusting only one circuit parameter
.
Fig. 15. Measured phase response of the 31 Hz band and 8 kHz band.
Fig. 16. Measured maximum group delay across different center frequencies.
Fig. 17. The HQ maximum group delay curve in comparison with
physiologically measured results from human cochlea. The figure is adapted
from the Fig. 5 in [64].
proves that the biological hearing system can tolerate
worst-case spurious free dynamic range (SFDR) [28].
Fig. 24 plots the filter maximum input range measured using
the 17 dB SFDR limit. It shows in most frequency bands the
maximum input range is further reduced compared with the re-
sults based on the 5% THD limit. Nevertheless, the input range
of the 8 kHz band appears even higher than the results in Fig. 22
and there is no significant degradation compared with the other
bands. The distortion products of interest in the inter-modula-
tion measurement are in-band signals while the CF harmonics
measured in the THD test are out-of-band signals. Therefore, the
high harmonic distortion measured in the 8 kHz band is prob-
ably due to the degraded stop-band attenuation.
E. Critical Bandwidth
An equivalent rectangular band-pass filter model is illustrated
in Fig. 25, which helps us to understand the critical band and
frequency discrimination feature of the designed cochlea fil-
ters. The calculated equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB)
andmeasured bandwidth of the cochlea filters are plotted
versus corresponding CF in Fig. 26, together with the approx-
imated bandwidth of human auditory filters derived from the
formula given by Glasberg and Moore [65] for comparison. It
shows that bandwidth is generally narrower than the
ERB, but their discrepancy is not significant. The exact band-
width values are listed in Table I. We observe from Fig. 26
that the ERB curve given by Glasberg and Moore from psycho-
acoustical research lies in-between the ERB curves of the MQ
and HQ modes. However as the cochlea filter can be continu-
ously tuned, it is possible to find a condition between the MQ
and HQ modes where the ERB versus CF curve corresponds
with better agreement to psycho-acoustical results [65].
F. Testing With Acoustic Signals
A segment of acoustic signal (mixed sounds from musical in-
struments of the horn and bass drum) is applied to the cochlea
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Fig. 18. Measured impulse response from (a) 31 Hz and (b) 8 kHz band cochlea filters. The decrease of ringing period with time agrees with the gliding
phenomenon in biological cochlea.
Fig. 19. Measured output noise spectrum from (a) 31 Hz and (b) 8 kHz band filters. Like the frequency response shown in Fig. 14, the spectrum shape has stable
low-frequency band (does not vary with tuning), tunable mid-frequency band and steep roll-off at stop-band.
Fig. 20. Plot of measured integrated input-referred noise versus center
frequency.
filter. As the frequencies around 63 Hz, 1 kHz and 2 kHz have
highest intensity, the cochlea filter is tested in these three fre-
quency bands accordingly and the results are shown in Fig. 27.
It is notable that, the noise around center frequency is selectively
amplified rather than the signal in the HQ output of the 1 kHz
band, as the cochlea filter currently does not have the capability
to distinguish between signal and noise. This problem can be po-
tentially solved with the addition of an SNR estimation mech-
anism [66]. Also, the results show that the octave distribution
of filter center frequencies is inadequate for high performance
auditory processing task. The purpose of using octave distribu-
tion in this paper is only to prove the frequency range that the
cochlea filter covers. As for future applications, more sophis-
ticated distributions like one third octave or bark scale will be
investigated.
G. Summary
Table II summarizes the measured specifications of the
cochlea filter chip. Note that the power dissipation of the
FDDA and the output buffers does not scale with filter center
Fig. 21. Measured THD and SINAD plots versus input level from (a) 31 Hz
and (b) 8 kHz band filters. The 5% THD limit is suggested for auditory circuits
[48].
frequency. Consequently, the power dissipation of the 31 Hz
filter is only one-third less than that of the 8 kHz filter. Table III
gives scores in terms of auditory filter model following the
criteria given by Lyon [67]. Noticing that the current cochlea
filter has not been integrated with automatic-Q-control (AQC)
mechanism, but as the measured results indicate the filter can
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Fig. 22. Measured maximum input range and SINAD across different center
frequencies.
Fig. 23. Two-tone inter-modulation distortion measured from (a) 31 Hz and
(b) 8 kHz band filters. Two signals in equal amplitude (10 mV) with primary
frequencies and such that are applied to the cochlea
filter.
Fig. 24. Maximum input range measured across different center frequencies
using the 17dB SFDR limit.
Fig. 25. Equivalent rectangular band-pass filter model of the cochlea filters.
The rectangular filters pass the equal amount of energy with the corresponding
cochlea filters in Fig. 14.
be actively tuned according to sound level, a potential ‘ ’
credit is given in the ‘dynamic’ criterion.
Fig. 26. ERB and bandwidth of the cochlea filters in comparison with
approximated ERB of human auditory filters [65].
VI. CONCLUSION
Design and experimental results of a bio-realistic analog
cochlea filter have been presented, the highlights of which can
be summarized as following:
• The filter is highly faithful with measured response from
physiological experiment on mammalian cochlea, with
passive and gentle response in low-frequency band, active
and selective response in mid-band and a sharp transition
from pass-band into stop-band. Besides, similarity of the
filter in phase response and impulse response has also
been demonstrated.
• The filter can operate at center frequencies from as low as
31 Hz to 8 kHz. Experimental results show that the opera-
tion in deep low frequency is even more robust than in high
frequencies.
• Filter efficiency has been improved by the specialized
triple-stage design, to the extent that:
— The active behavior observed in biology is emulated by
tuning only one circuit parameter (tuning factor ), and
positions of only one pair of poles (poles of LPF) are
shifted in tuning. The reduced tuning complexity will
prospectively increase the robustness and dynamic per-
formance of the proposed cochlea system in Fig. 1.
— In previous second-order section based filters, the bio-
realistic 330 dB/dec roll-off requires the filter order to be
at least 16 [68]. The same steepness is achieved in our
order design by using a sharp cut-off elliptic filter.
The lower filter order leads to less power consumption
and smaller chip area for each channel, and thus a larger
number of channels can be implemented in a parallel
filter bank, which will prospectively increase the func-
tionality of the cochlea system shown in Fig. 1.
On the other hand, additional improvement and future work
are still necessary including:
• The filter dynamic range is constrained by the limited
linear range of the tanh transconductance in FAIs. Lin-
earisation techniques such as multi-tanh [69] may be
investigated in the future.
• Filter array with center frequencies distributed in more
applicable manner such as one-third octave or bark scale
should be implemented so as to fulfill practical auditory
processing tasks.
• Other mechanisms including local control (AQC) and
signal-noise distinguishing will be integrated with the
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Fig. 27. Measured time-frequency spectrogram of outputs from cochlea filters in response to mixed signals of the horn and bass drum. The signal is applied to-
gether with quantization noise from the 13-bit DAC in NI-6732 analog output. Outputs from the three bands and their combinations prove the frequency selectivity
of the cochlea filters. Also, the quantization noise has been attenuated, especially by the filter in HQ mode. (a) Input signals. (b) Output from 63Hz filter. (c) Output
from 1 kHz filter. (d) Output from 2 kHz filter. (e) Combination of the three filter outputs. (f) Combination of the three filter outputs.
TABLE II
SUMMARY OF CHIP SPECIFICATIONS
TABLE III
SCORES AS AUDITORY FILTER MODEL [67]
filter and ultimately a system illustrated in Fig. 1 will be
implemented.
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A Power-Efficient Capacitive Read-Out Circuit with
Parasitic-Cancellation for MEMS Cochlea Sensors
Shiwei Wang, Student Member, IEEE, Thomas Jacob Koickal, Alister Hamilton, Enrico Mastropaolo,
Rebecca Cheung, Senior Member, IEEE, Andrew Abel, and Leslie S. Smith, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—This paper proposes a solution for signal read-out
in the MEMS cochlea sensors that have very small sensing
capacitance and do not have differential sensing structures. The
key challenge in such sensors is the significant signal degrada-
tion caused by the parasitic capacitance at the MEMS-CMOS
interface. Therefore, a novel capacitive read-out circuit with
parasitic-cancellation mechanism is developed; the equivalent
input capacitance of the circuit is negative and can be adjusted
to cancel the parasitic capacitance. Chip results prove that
the use of parasitic-cancellation is able to increase the sensor
sensitivity by 35 dB without consuming any extra power. In
general, the circuit follows a low-degradation low-amplification
approach which is more power-efficient than the traditional high-
degradation high-amplification approach; it employs parasitic-
cancellation to reduce the signal degradation and therefore a
lower gain is required in the amplification stage. Besides, the
chopper-stabilization technique is employed to effectively reduce
the low-frequency circuit noise and DC offsets. As a result of
these design considerations, the prototype chip demonstrates
the capability of converting a 7.5 fF capacitance change of
a 1-Volt-biased 0.5 pF capacitive sensor pair into a 0.745 V
signal-conditioned output at the cost of only 165.2 µW power
consumption.
Index Terms—MEMS cochlea, capacitive read-out, sensor
interface, low capacitance measurement, parasitic-cancellation,
negative-impedance, chopper-stabilization.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE development of cochlea-like sensors using MEMStechnology has become an emerging research topic in re-
cent years [1]–[5]. As an alternative to the traditional CMOS-
based implementations [6]–[16], these MEMS cochlea sensors
provide a new approach to build low-power, small-size and
real-time silicon cochlea systems for hearing research and
prosthetic applications. Like the biological cochlea, the MEMS
cochlea sensors perform spectral decomposition mechanically;
they are based on micromachined resonant structures such as
the ‘fishbone’ [1], the cantilever [2], the tapered membrane [3],
the beam-membrane [4] and the resonant gate transistors [5].
Among these structures, the resonant beams have been pre-
dominantly used as the sound sensing elements [1], [2], [4],
[5]. Since the resonant frequency of a vibrating beam can be
controlled by adjusting its length [17], an array of beams with
This work was supported by EPSRC, UK, under Grants to the Univ. of
Edinburgh (EP/G063710/1), and to the Univ. of Stirling (EP/G062609/1).
S. Wang, T. J. Koickal, A. Hamilton, E. Mastropaolo and R. Cheung
are with the Institute for Integrated Micro & Nano Systems, University of
Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK(e-mail: shiwei.wang@ed.ac.uk).
A. Abel and L. S. Smith are with the Department of Computer Science and
Mathematics, University of Stirling, Stirling, UK.
Fig. 1. The scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of a MEMS cochlea sensor
based on the resonant beam array.
Fig. 2. Capacitive read-out approach: a sensing capacitor (Cm) is formed by
the sensing structure and the bottom electrodes; the sensing structure is biased
with a DC voltage (Vb) and the bottom electrodes are grounded through a
high-impedance path; the charge stored on Cm keeps approximately constant
when the sensing capacitance varies and thus the capacitance variation is
converted to the voltage output (Vs) which is fed to the CMOS transistors. Cp
represents the parasitic capacitance due to the I/O pads and wire connections
and Cg represents the input capacitance of the CMOS circuits. This read-
out structure is based on the continuous-time voltage method which is most
commonly used for capacitive sensors due to its low noise nature [24].
appropriate lengths is usually employed to cover the audio
frequency range as shown in Fig. 1.
Compared with the CMOS counterparts, the major advan-
tage of the MEMS cochlea is the reduced consumption of elec-
trical power by virtue of the mechanical filtering. However, the
instrumentation of these MEMS cochlea sensors requires addi-
tional signal read-out circuits; clearly, the power consumption
of the signal read-out circuits has to be minimized to ensure the
overall power efficiency of the MEMS-based cochlea systems.
Due to the low-power and stability advantages, the capacitive
read-out approach has been widely preferred for a variety of
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MEMS sensors such as the microphones [21]–[23], pressure
sensors [18]–[20] and accelerometers [24]–[27]. Nevertheless,
it is a difficult challenge to design low-power capacitive read-
out circuits for the MEMS cochlea sensors: as shown in Fig. 1,
the resonant beams have much smaller effective plate area
and thus much smaller sensing capacitance compared with
those diaphragm structures in the microphones and pressure
sensors [18]–[23]; also, since the open cavity is required for
sound detection, the differential sensing structures like those
in the accelerometers [24]–[27] are not applicable. The voltage




Cm + Cp + Cg
, (1)
which indicates the output voltage will be significantly de-
graded by the parasitics if the sensing capacitance is small.
In this case, a high gain amplifier is required to compensate
the signal degradation, which increases power consumption
of the read-out circuit. Besides, it is not applicable to build
a balanced capacitive bridge without the differential sensing
structure so that the common mode noise rejection becomes
poor and also, it is difficult to implement the chopper-
stabilization scheme like those used in the accelerometers to
effectively eliminate the low-frequency noise in the CMOS
circuits [24]–[27]. As a result, higher currents in the CMOS
circuits are needed to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
which also increase the power consumption.
Thus far, research efforts have been made to reduce the
parasitic capacitance Cg in Eq. 1 [24], [26], [29], [30], while
the signal degradation induced by Cp has not been adequately
addressed. Generally speaking, the existing capacitive read-out
circuits follow a high-degradation high-amplification process
which has low power-efficiency. To improve the SNR in non-
differential sensors, the pseudo-differential structure based on
a pair of identical sensors with reverse DC biasing has been
introduced in [21]; also, a circuit architecture that uses the
unity-gain buffer in between the sensor and the chopper-
stabilized amplifier has been proposed to reduce the low-
frequency noise in [29], [30].
In this paper a capacitative read-out circuit with low-
degradation and low amplification is proposed. Its input stage
is a parasitic-cancellation circuit (PCC) and its second-stage
is a chopper-stabilized amplifier (CSA). The PCC is able to
cancel the Cp in Eq. 1 so that the signal degradation is further
reduced and thus the gain requirement for the second-stage
amplifier is much lower. The parasitic-cancellation mechanism
does not require any extra power consumption and thus the
system power efficiency is significantly improved. Besides,
the PCC has similar function as the unity gain buffer used
in [29], [30], but it has much better attenuation on the noise
of the later stage circuits since its intrinsic gain is greater than
unity. With thesis features, a low-power MEMS-based cochlea
system can be built in the future based on the proposed power-
efficient read-out circuit.
The paper is organized as follows: the circuit design is
introduced in Section II, the experimental results from the
prototype VLSI chip are discussed in Section III and the paper
is summarized and concluded in Section IV.
Fig. 3. System architecture of the proposed read-out circuit
(a) (b)
Fig. 4. Generation of equivalent negative input impedance based on positive
feedback structures.




Figure. 3 illustrates the architecture of the proposed read-out
circuit which consists of the PCC and the CSA. Apart from
cancelling the parasitic capacitance, the PCC also protects the
sensor from the spurious effects such as the charge injections
and clock feed-through induced by the choppers. The CSA
provides gain to the sensed signal. The two choppers are
controlled by the same clock signal and operate respectively
as the modulator and the demodulator.
B. Parasitic-Cancellation Circuit (PCC)
1) Principle of parasitic-cancellation using negative
impedance: The proposed PCC cancels the parasitic
capacitance using negative input impedance method.
According to Miller theorem, the negative impedance can
be obtained using the positive feedback structure shown in
Fig. 4a. The output of the gain stage is positively fed-back to
its input through an impedance element Zf . The equivalent





Therefore the input impedance becomes negative when the
gain exceeds unity. This principle can be applied for parasitic
capacitance cancellation. As shown in Fig. 4b, Cp represents
the parasitic capacitance at the input of the gain stage and Cf
represents the feedback capacitance. Based on Miller theorem,
the equivalent input impedance of the circuit is given by
Zi(s) =
1
sCp − sCf · (Av − 1)
=
1
s[Cp − (Av − 1)Cf ]
. (3)
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(a) Full Schematics (b) Simplified Representation
Fig. 5. Schematic of the PCC.
Thus the parasitic capacitance is reduced by (Av − 1)Cf . For
stability issue, Eq. 3 should always be positive and therefore
(Av − 1)Cf should always be smaller than Cp.
2) PCC design: The schematic of the PCC is shown in
Fig. 5a. All transistors operate in saturation region. The core
components of the circuit are two pairs of PMOS transistors,
MPA and MPB . The other transistors in Fig. 5a are all com-
ponents of the current mirrors. The simplified representation of
the circuit is shown in Fig. 5b. The MPA transistors are input
transistor pair based on the common-drain configuration. The
cross-connected MPB transistors function as the active loads.
The two pair of transistors are configured on a fully differ-
ential cross-connected source-follower topology. The PMOS
transistors are used due to their lower flicker noise compared
with the NMOS counterparts. Also, since the PMOS transistors
are fabricated in the N-Well, the separate bulk connections
are possible; the bulks of the transistors MPA and MPB are
respectively connected to their sources so that the body effect
is negligible.








where gmA and gmB respectively represent the transconduc-
tance of MPA and MPB . As shown in Fig. 5, the bias current
for MPA is I0 and the bias current for MPB is I0 − IX .
The dimensions of MPA and MPB are made identical for
ease of analysis. Since low output impedance is required for
the circuit, the MPA transistors are designed to operate in
strong inversion. The current IX is designed to be tunable
from 0 to I0 and thus the operation of transistors MPB spans
from strong to weak inversion. Therefore, the EKV model [31]
which has uniform expression for different inversion regions
is selected to perform the following circuit analysis,
In EKV model, the transconductance of transistors in satu-





where qs is the normalized charge at the source. qs is deter-
mined by the transistor current:
qs =
√
4if + 1− 1
2
, (6)










if is far greater than unity when transistors operate in strong
inversion and is far smaller than unity when transistors operate
in weak inversion. Based on Eq. 5, Eq. 6 and Eq. 7, the gain






i0 − ix + 14 − 2
√




where i0 and ix are respectively the normalized forms of I0
and IX . When MPB transistors operate in weak inversion,














When MPA transistors operate in strong inversion, i0 − ix is



























Therefore, the derivative of Av against I0IX decreases when
MPB shifts from weak to strong inversion.
The transistors have intrinsic capacitance Cgs between the
gate and the source [31], [32]. As shown in Fig. 5b, Cgs forms
a positive feedback loop from the output to the input of the
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PCC. According to Eq. 2, the equivalent input capacitance of
the PCC is given by
Cg = −Cgs · (Av − 1). (11)
According to Eq. 1, the sensed output voltage is derived as
Vs =
Vb ·∆Cm
Cm + Cp + Cg
=
Vb ·∆Cm
Cm + [Cp − (Av − 1)Cgs]
. (12)
Thus the output from the PCC is given by
Vo = Vs ·Av =
AvVb ·∆Cm
Cm + [Cp − (Av − 1)Cgs]
. (13)




Cp is fully canceled. The output in this case is given by
Vo,MAX =
Vb ·∆Cm( CpCgs + 1)
Cm
. (14)
Av is designed to be variable by tuning the current IX
so that the negative capacitance can be adjusted to match
the parasitic capacitance. There are two advantages resulting
from this design option. Firstly, both the DC operating points
and the output resistance of the PCC are determined by the
transconductance of MPA. As the current in MPA keeps
constant, neither the DC operating point nor the driving ability
of the circuit is affected when IX varies. Therefore, the
designed tuning mechanism has high flexibility. Secondly, the
power consumption of the circuit is dependent on I0 rather
than IX . Therefore the increase of sensed signal and gain
does not result in any extra power consumption, which to a
large extent benefits the power efficiency of the entire read-out
circuit. This issue will be further discussed in Section. II-E1.
The transistor dimensions in Fig. 5b are determined based
on two factors, the noise and the capacitance. As shown in
Fig. 3, the PCC is the first stage of the read-out circuit and
moreover, its low-frequency noise cannot be eliminated by
the chopper-stabilization. Consequently, the noise of the PCC
is critical for the overall noise performance of the read-out
circuit. As analyzed in [30], the circuit noise can be optimized
by choosing appropriate transistor dimensions. Based on the
EKV model [31], the transistor thermal noise and flicker noise














where GnD is transistor thermal noise conductance, KF is the





















+ U2T + UT
)
. (18)
Fig. 6. Principle of chopper-stabilization technique for low-frequency error
elimination
According to Eq. 18, low thermal noise results from the wide
transistor width and short length, while according to Eq. 16,
low flicker noise results from the wide transistor width and
long length.
Besides, to increase the maximum output of the PCC, the
capacitance Cgs should be decreased according to Eq. 14.
Cgs is related with the transistor dimension in the following
equation [31]
Cgs = WLCox ·
qs
3





















4if + 1 + 1)2
].
(20)
Thus small Cgs results from the narrow transistor width and
the low if which prefers the short transistor length as Eq. 7
indicates.
TABLE I
OPTIMIZATION OF TRANSISTOR DIMENSIONS FOR NOISE AND
CAPACITANCE.
W L
Low flicker noise ↑ ↑
Low thermal noise ↑ ↓
Small Cgs ↓ ↓
Above analysis is summarized in Table. I. To make com-
promise between thermal noise, flicker noise and capacitance,
the combination of wide width and short length is selected
since both of them are preferred for 2 out of the 3 criteria. In
practice, the transistor width is set as 280 µm and the transistor
length is set as 0.35 µm.
C. Chopper-Stabilized Amplifier (CSA)
Chopper-stabilization technique is commonly used to re-
duce flicker noise and circuit offsets [33]. Both the flicker
noise and circuit offsets are low-frequency circuit errors, and
thus their negative effects are especially significant on low
frequency audio circuits. The principle of chopper-stabilization
is to remove low-frequency circuit errors from signals using
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Fig. 7. Schematic of the CSA.
Fig. 8. Non-overlapping clock generator based on NAND gate and inverter.
a pair of chopper modulators. As shown in Figure. 6, the
signal spectrum is shifted to the modulation frequency before
amplification and is thus refrained from the low frequency
errors of the amplifier; after the second modulation, the signal
is recovered while the low frequency errors are shifted to the
modulation frequency. As a result, the signal and the errors
are separated.
The schematic of the CSA is shown in Fig. 7. As high gain
is not required, a single-stage amplifier is used. The choppers
are built using complementary MOS switches where a PMOS
transistor and a NMOS transistor are connected in parallel. The
PMOS and NMOS transistors have opposite charge injections
which cancel with each other so that the charge injection effect
of the switch is significantly reduced [32]. Each chopper con-
sists of two pairs of switches, a forward pair and a cross pair.
The forward pair is controlled by clock signal CLK+ and
the cross pair is controlled by CLK−. CLK+ and CLK−
are required to be non-overlapping to avoid metastability. The
circuit shown in Fig. 8 is used to generate the non-overlapping
clock signals.
D. Other Circuits
A sensor bias circuit is required to provide the high-
impedance ground path shown in Fig. 2. To ensure that the
Fig. 9. Sensor bias circuit.
Fig. 10. Pseudo-differential capacitive sensing method.
Fig. 11. The AC coupler circuit between the PCC and the CSA.
charge keeps approximately constant when sensing capaci-
tance varies, the time constant of the RC circuit formed by
the sensing capacitance and the AC resistance of the bias
circuit has to be longer than the sensor vibration period. The
sensing capacitance of the MEMS resonator is expected to
be less than 1 pF and thus the biasing resistance has to be
higher than 10 GΩ. As shown in Fig. 9, the diode-connected
transistors are used to build such sensor bias circuit. The
circuit operates equivalently as a cross-coupled double diode
pair. The cross-coupled structure ensures that the DC voltage
is passed through to the sensing capacitance while the AC
signal is blocked when the sensed voltage is much lower than
the diode threshold. To increase resistance, the transistors are
optimized into narrow width and long length shape. Besides,
double transistors are serially connected to further increase
the resistance. The simulation in Cadence Spectre shows that
such bias circuit has an AC resistance of roughly 500 GΩ,
which sufficiently meets the requirement. To implement the
pseudo-differential structure proposed in [21], a pair of the
bias circuits is used as shown in Fig. 10.
As shown in Fig. 11, the same diode-connected transistors
are used to build an AC coupler circuit between the PCC and
the CSA. Cc is the AC coupling capacitor and the diode-
connected transistors provide DC bias for the CSA. The
purpose of the AC coupler is to block the DC offset from
the PCC which otherwise will cause errors and instabilities
in later-stage circuits. To avoid loading effects from the input
capacitance of the CSA, Cc is set with high capacitance (80
pF).
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Fig. 12. Simplified circuit model at the MEMS interface end. v2n,PC
represents the input-referred noise of the PCC.
E. System-Level Analysis
Compared with typical designs [24]–[26], [28]–[30], the
major improvement in the proposed read-out circuit is the
employment of the parasitic-cancellation mechanism. This
section is going to analyze how the PCC improves the system-
level performance of the read-out circuit regarding power
efficiency and noise performance.
1) Power efficiency: As stated above, the PCC significantly
increases the sensitivity of capacitive sensors. In the typical
designs based on the unity-gain buffers, the voltage output
from the buffer is given by Eq. 1. In comparison, the output
level is increased by at lease a factor of Av·(Cm+Cp)Cm+Cp−(Av−1)Cgs
in this design as suggested by Eq. 13. Under the extreme
circumstance that the parasitic capacitance is fully canceled,
the output level is increased by a factor of ( CpCgs + 1) ·
Cm+Cp
Cm
as suggested by Eq. 14. The Cgs reaches maximum value
of 2CoxWL3 when transistor operates in deep strong inversion
where if in Eq. 20 is far less than unity [31]. According to
the selected transistor dimensions and the process parameters,
the maximum Cgs is in the region of 0.3 pF. Based on
the assumption that the sensing capacitance of the MEMS
resonator is 0.5 pF and the parasitic capacitance Cp is 5 pF,
the proposed PCC increases the output level by at least 45 dB.
As a result, the gain requirement for the CSA is reduced by 45
dB, so is the gain-bandwidth product (GBW) requirement. The
relationship between amplifier GBW and power consumption
is approximated by
P = K ·GBW 2C2L/(W/L) (21)
where K is a lumped amplifier constant and CL is the load
capacitor [26]. According to Eq. 21, the amplifier is required
to consume 38000 times more power to achieve 45 dB extra
gain. Even if using cascaded-amplifier approach, more power
consumption is still required since extra amplifier needs to be
added. Notably, the PCC does not consume any extra power
to increase the signal level as explained above. Therefore, the
PCC significantly improves the overall power efficiency of the
read-out circuits.
2) Noise performance: Fig. 12 shows the circuit model at
the MEMS interface end. The AC output vo is derived based
on Fig. 12:
vo =
Av(Cm + Cp + Cgs)
Cm + Cp + Cgs(1−Av)
·(Vb ·
∆Cm




(a) Equivalent Signal-Flow Graph of the PCC with Noise
(b) Equivalent Signal-Flow Graph Considering Noise from the Amplifier
Fig. 13. Signal-flow graph representation of the PCC. v2n,Amp represents the
noise from the amplifier.
The equivalent signal-flow graph is illustrated in Fig. 13a; the
SNR of the PCC output is given by
SNR =




The PCC is in the source-follower configuration and thus its







where v2nA represents the noise voltage power of the input
transistor MPA and i2nB represents the noise current power
of the load transistor MPB [32]. If the PCC has unity gain
and no parasitic-cancellation is performed, the current in
MPB is close to zero and its noise contribution is negligible
compared with MPA and thus v2n,PC roughly equals v
2
nA.
Under the circumstance that the parasitic capacitance is fully
canceled, the current in MPB is close to the current in MPA.
Since MPA and MPB have identical dimension, their noise
contribution are roughly the same and thus v2n,PC equals 2v
2
nA.
Therefore, the SNR of the PCC is degraded by half when the
parasitic capacitance is fully canceled. Nevertheless, the gain
of the PCC results in attenuation of the noise from the CSA, as
shown in Fig. 13b. When PCC has no parasitic-cancellation,
the overall SNR is roughly given by
SNR =






When the parasitic capacitance is fully canceled, the noise
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Fig. 14. Chip micrograph of the read-out circuit
from the amplifier is negligible and the overall SNR is roughly
given by
SNR =




Consequently, the parasitic-cancellation has approximately no
effect on system SNR when the input-referred noise of the
PCC and the CSA are equal. However, the SNR is maximally
reduced by 3 dB if the noise of the CSA is much less
than that of the PCC. The principle of this design is to use
parasitic-cancellation to reduce signal degradation and thus
reduce the gain and power of the CSA. The reduction of
power in the CSA increases its noise. According to Eq. 25
and Eq. 26, the parasitic-cancellation improves the system
SNR when the CSA becomes more noisy than the PCC.
Therefore, the improvement of noise performance from the
parasitic-cancellation is concurrent with the improvement of
power efficiency.
III. VLSI CHIP RESULTS
A. VLSI Chip and Experimental Setup
As shown in Fig. 14, the proposed read-out circuit is
implemented in an analog VLSI chip which is fabricated using
AMS 0.35 µm standard CMOS process. The chip is tested
electronically since the capacitive sensor has equivalent circuit
model shown in Fig. 15 where the sensing capacitance is rep-
resented by a constant capacitor and the capacitance variation






1) Gain variation of the PCC: The PCC is tested with the
500 Hz, 3 mV amplitude sinusoidal input signal. I0 is set
constantly as 5 µA and IX is adjusted from 7 nA to 5 µA.
Figure. 16 illustrates the log-log plot of the measured gain
of the PCC against I0IX . The transistor MPB operates in weak
Fig. 15. Equivalent circuit model for the MEMS capacitive sensor.
Fig. 16. Measured gain of the PCC versus I0
IX
.
inversion when I0IX is small and shifts to strong inversion when
I0
IX
grows large. The results in Fig. 16 agree with Eq. 9 and
Eq. 10: the gain of the PCC linearly increases with I0IX when
MPB operates in weak inversion and the slope of gain growth
becomes compressed when MPB shifts into strong inversion.
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(a) Measured Growth of Output Amplitude with I0
IX
(b) Comparison with the Curve in Fig. 16
Fig. 17. Measured output amplitude from the capacitive read-out experiment.
Fig. 18. Measured input and output spectrum from the capacitive read-out
experiments.
2) Effects of parasitic-cancellation: The circuit model
shown in Fig. 15 is used to test the capacitive read-out function
of the chip. A pair of 0.5 pF capacitance is used to model the
sensing capacitance and a differential sinusoidal voltage signal
with 500 Hz frequency and 30 mV amplitude is applied as
vac. This input setting is equivalent to a 7.5 fF maximum
capacitance variation from a pair of ±1V -biased MEMS
sensors with 0.5 pF sensing capacitance. Same current settings
are applied as that in Section. III-B1. The output amplitude of
the read-out chip is plotted against I0IX as shown in Fig. 17a.
The PCC provides about 35 dB higher gain compared with
the unity-gain buffer ( I0IX =1). As shown in Fig. 17b, the output
amplitude is normalized by the minimum output and compared
with the curve in Fig. 16 within the same coordinate. The
comparison shows that the parasitic-cancellation mechanism
contributes to an extra 13 dB gain. The 35 dB gain is less
than the expected (45 dB) probably because the actual parasitic
capacitance Cp is smaller then the assumed 5 pF value.
Fig. 18 illustrates the spectrum of the input signal and the
read-out chip output under the two extreme circumstances: the
minimum and maximum I0IX . As shown in Fig. 17b, there is
no parasitic-cancellation under the minimum I0IX condition and
there is maximum parasitic-cancellation under the maximum
I0
IX
condition. The spectrum in Fig. 18 shows that the spurious-
free dynamic range (SFDR) is slightly reduced by maximum
parasitic-cancellation. Notably, in the input signal and the out-
put signal when no parasitic-cancellation is applied, the most
prominent spurious component results from the power supply
(a) Growth of THD with I0
IX
(b) Growth of SNR with I0
IX
(c) Growth of SINAD with I0
IX
Fig. 19. Measured THD, SNR and SINAD from the capacitive interfacing
experiment.
ripples; by contrast, the most prominent spurious component
in the maximum parasitic-cancellation output results from the
signal harmonics. This shows that the parasitic-cancellation
improves the spurious attenuation in low frequencies but also
results in more circuit non-linearity due to the increase of
signal amplitude.
The total harmonic distortion (THD), SNR and signal-to-
noise and distortion ratio (SINAD) of the outputs are respec-
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Fig. 20. Comparison of the measured output noise spectrum with and without
chopper-stabilization.
tively plotted against I0IX in Fig. 19. As predicted by Fig. 18,
the THD generally becomes higher when I0IX increases. The
SNR is reduced by about 3∼4 dB when I0IX reaches maximum.
As analyzed in Section. II-E2, this shows that the input-
referred noise of the CSA is much less than that of the PCC,
which probably results from the effective flicker noise removal
by the chopper-stabilization. The SNR peaks with moderate
I0
IX
where the noise attenuation on the CSA dominates the
noise increase of the PCC. Compared with the input SNR, the
noise figure of the read-out circuit is in the region of 3.5∼10.5
dB. The SINAD follows similar trend with SNR curve, but
the degradation in high I0IX region appears to be slightly more
significant since the harmonic distortion effect is included.
3) Examination of the chopper-stabilization effects: Two
experiments are performed to examine the effectiveness of
the chopper-stabilization (CHS) scheme: the output noise
spectrum of the read-out chip with and without CHS are
measured and compared in Fig. 20; the output waveforms in
response to 500 Hz, 20 mV sinusoidal input are compared
in Fig. 21 to show the offset elimination effect. The output
noise is measured by grounding the input of the read-out
chip and analyzing the output waveform. The total noise is
calculated by performing mean-square-root operation on the
output waveform. The result without CHS is obtained by
connecting the chopper control signal to V DD so that the
forward choppers are always on while the cross choppers are
always off. The comparison in Fig. 20 shows that the low
frequency noise is significantly reduced. Also, the ripples from
power supply are attenuated because the reduced offset from
the CHS improves the common-error cancellation in the fully
differential circuits. The effectiveness of offset elimination is
proven in Fig. 21.
4) Power consumption: The power consumption of the
read-out chip is summarized in Table. II. As shown in Fig. 17a,
the PCC contributes to 35 dB extra gain compared with the
typical unity-gain buffer. Therefore, if without the parasitic-
cancellation, an extra amplifier with 35 dB gain is required.
In fact, the measured gain of the CSA in this design is
29.6 dB which consumes 92.06 µW power. Therefore, the
parasitic-cancellation scheme saves at least 92.06 µW power
consumption.
Fig. 21. Comparison of the measured output waveforms in response to
sinusoidal input with and without chopper-stabilization.
TABLE II
SUMMARY OF POWER CONSUMPTION
Total Power 165.2 µW
PCC 35.45 µW
CSA 92.06 µW
Clock Generator & Others 37.67 µW
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a power-efficient MEMS capacitive read-
out circuit with parasitic-cancellation and chopper-stabilization
is introduced. The circuit addresses the signal degrada-
tion issue in sensors which have small sensing capaci-
tance. By effectively cancelling the parasitic capacitance at
the MEMS-CMOS interface, the read-out circuit follows a
low-degradation low-amplification process which has better
power-efficiency compared with the high-degradation high-
amplification process in typical designs. Besides, the chopper-
stabilization technique effectively reduces the low-frequency
noise and circuit offsets which improves the precision and
stability of the read-out circuit. The function of the read-out
circuit is proven in the experimental results of the prototype
VLSI chip. The chip specifications of the read-out circuit are
summarized in Table. III.
The presented read-out circuit is especially suitable for the
TABLE III
SPECIFICATIONS SUMMARY OF THE READ-OUT CHIP
Fabrication process AMS 0.35 µm 3.3V 2P4M
Occupation Area 0.35 mm2
Equivalent capacitive sensor specifications
Sensing capacitance 2 × 0.5 pF
Bias Voltage ±1 V
Maximum Capacitance Variation 7.5 fF
Output Amplitude 745 mV (max. parasitic-cancellation);
14.1 mV (without parasitic-cancellation).
THD 2.96% (max. parasitic-cancellation);
1.77% (without parasitic-cancellation).
SNR 27.26 dB (max. parasitic-cancellation);
31.28 dB (without parasitic-cancellation).
Noise Figure 10.4 dB (max. parasitic-cancellation);
6.4 dB (without parasitic-cancellation).
SINAD 25.61 dB (max. parasitic-cancellation);
29.76 dB (without parasitic-cancellation).
SFDR 78 dB (max. parasitic-cancellation);
82 dB (without parasitic-cancellation).
Power Consumption 165.2 µW
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MEMS cochlea sensors due to its parasitic-cancellation feature
and the fact that its chopper-stabilization scheme does not rely
on the differential sensing structures. A MEMS cochlea sensor
similar as the one shown in Fig. 1 has been fabricated and will
be tested together with the proposed read-out circuit for the
next step. Eventually, a MEMS-based cochlea system will be
built for hearing-related research and development of future
cochlea prosthetic devices.
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Abstract—This paper presents the design of a CMOS cochlea
filter channel which achieves high tunability, sharp stopband cut-
off and low power consumption with the use of floating active
inductor (FAI) as the basic building block. Simulation results
show that over 40dB of gain enhancement together with 20%
frequency tuning can be achieved at the same time by adjusting
only one circuit parameter. A fifth-order elliptic filter providing
a stop-band slope of 65.4 ∼ 139.8 dB/octave is used as the last
stage of the cochlea filter. The power consumption of the cochlea
filter channel is 86µW.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen many progressive studies on the
implementation of silicon cochlea in analog VLSI [1]–[6],
which are mostly driven by the increasing demand for high
performance and power efficient auditory processing chips in
biomedical applications (hearing aids and cochlea implants)
as well as portable consumer electronics (eg. speech recog-
nition front-end of cellphones). An essential building block
of a silicon cochlea is the filters, as input signal needs to
be separated into multiple frequency channels. Besides, the
frequency response of the filters must be highly adjustable
so as to achieve the active gain adaption and sharp tuning
observed in biological cochlea [9].
The signal separation is achieved through cascade filtering
structure in [3], which succeeds the first silicon cochlea model
proposed by Lyon and Mead [7] two decades ago. How-
ever, more works adopt the parallel filterbank structure [1],
[2], [6] to avoid issues like noise accumulation and linear
range limitation in the cascade structure. Nevertheless, parallel
structure has its own drawback. In [1], [2], each channel
contains only one band-pass filter, which struggles to achieve
the similar level of tunability as well as stopband cut-off
steepness compared with the cascade structure and also the
biological cochlea. Therefore, a one-zero gammatone filter
(OZGF) is implemented in [6] for each channel of the parallel
structure, which consists of four sections of biquads cascaded
together to achieve reasonable biological fidelity. On the other
hand, 2-Dimension topology is proposed and implemented
in [4] and [5], which adopts a more bio-inspired approach
with addition of coupling effects between frequency channels
so as to seek better system performance.
In this paper, we carry forward the work on improving filter
performance in parallel filterbank silicon cochlea topology.
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Fig. 1. System Architecture: each of the cascaded filters achieves one
frequency behavior of biological cochlea
advantage of CMOS transistors in weak inversion is introduced
and implemented. Based on the FAI cell, three classes of filters
are established, each of which mimics one of three prominent
signal processing features of the biological cochlea. With the
three classes of filters cascaded together, a biomimetic cochlea
filter channel is built. The performance of the cochlea filter is
verified with simulation results.
II. COCHLEA FILTER DESIGN
A. System Architecture
Fig. 1 shows the system architecture of the proposed cochlea
filter. Three classes of filters are cascaded together in the
system: A low-Q biquad band-pass filter mimics the flat and
passive response of the biological cochlea at low frequency
range, a tunable high-Q biquad low-pass filter mimics the
selective and active behavior at the center frequency band,
and a 5th-order low-pass filter provides the required sharp cut-
off in the stop-band. With the three filters cascaded together,
the cochlea filter as a whole is able to behave similarly to a
biological cochlea [9]. The cochlea filter in total is a 9th-order
system.
B. Floating Active Inductor (FAI)
Floating active inductors have been studied and designed
for high-speed applications [10]. We propose an improved
FAI cell based on classical gyrator-C topology as shown
in Fig. 2. The transistors operate in weak inverstion, as
978-1-4673-5762-3/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEE 193
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Fig. 2. FAI cell: (a)schematic. (b)simplified model.
the requirement of low transconductance in audio-frequency
applications leads the circuits to be extremely low-current
biased. The NMOS transistor pair MN provides the positive
transconductance, while the PMOS transistor pair MP provides
the negative transconductance. The gyrating ports PA and PB
are terminated with capacitive load Cgyrator. However PA
(PB) is connected at the source of transistor MP, which is a low
impedance end, therefore an equivalent resistance of 1/gMP
exists in parallel with Cgyrator. On the other hand, another
PMOS transistor pair MX provides a negative resistance of
−1/gMX at PA (PB). The simplified model of the FAI is









Therefore, the FAI cell can be modeled as an inductor in
series with a resistor. For transistors in weak inversion, we
can rewrite Eq. 1 and derive the equivalent inductance and







2nUT (IMP − IMX)
IMP IMN
(3)
where IMP , IMN and IMX are static currents running in
transistor MP, MN and MX separately. Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 show
that the inductance and resistance of the FAI can be directly
tuned by adjusting the static currents in the transistors, and
obviously, the Q factor of the FAI reaches maximum when































Fig. 4. Schematic of a tunable high-Q biquad LPF based on FAI
C. Implementation of Filters based on FAI
1) Low-Q Biquad Band-pass Filter: As shown in Fig. 3,
the low-Q biquad band-pass filter is implemented by loading
a fully differential OTA with the FAI cell and a capacitor in












































2) Tunable High-Q Biquad Low-pass Filter: The tunable
high-Q biquad low-pass filter is implemented as a fully differ-
ential difference amplifier (FDDA) based buffer followed by
an LC voltage divider, as shown in Fig. 4. A pair of FAI cells
instead of a single one is used to build the LC voltage divider
for three reasons. First, it keeps the circuits in fully differential
configuration so as to minimize common-mode errors. Second,
it allows the DC voltage across CLPF to approximate zero,
so that the output offset is minimized. Third, as the transistors
in FAI cell are operating in weak inversion, the signal linear
range across the FAI cell is approximately 60mV, and by using
a pair of FAI cells, the linear range of the filter is widened to
120mV.































Fig. 5. Schematic of a 5th-order elliptic filter based on FAI. The FAI cells


























3) Sharp Cut-off Low-pass Filter: As shown in Fig. 5, a
5th-order elliptic filter is built to achieve sharp cut-off low-pass
function. The pair of OTAs at the input works equivalently as
source resistors. The value of the inductance and capacitance













where ω−3dB is the -3dB frequency of the low-pass filter,
and Lnorm,i and Cnorm,i are normalized inductance and
capacitance value which can be obtained from the filter design
tables [8].
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
To verify the design proposed above, we simulated the
circuits in Cadence SPECTRE with the process parameters
of AMS 0.35µm 2-poly 4-metal CMOS technology. Fig. 6
shows separately the frequency response of the low-Q biquad
band-pass, tunable high-Q biquad low-pass, and the sharp cut-
off 5th order elliptic low-pass filter. Fig. 6(a) shows that the
low-Q biquad band-pass filter provides good similarity with
the passive behavior of biological cochlea. In Fig. 6(b), by
simply tuning the current IMX(IMN ), a gain variation of over
40dB is obtained while the center frequency moves rightwards
by roughly 80%. The elliptic filter is configured as 5th order,
K2 = ∞, ρ = 5% and θ = 36◦. The results in Fig. 6(c) shows
that although the passband ripple RdB is larger than the value
in theory (0.01%) due to circuit non-idealities, the steepness
factor fs/fc = 5.06kHz/3.08kHz = 1.64 reasonably agrees
with expect value (1.70), while the minimum stopband atten-
uation Amin is even superior than expected value (40.8dB),
which makes the elliptic filter a sufficiently excellent option to
provide the sharp stopband cut-off required in cochlea filter.
Fig. 7 illustrates the frequency response of the entire cochlea
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Fig. 6. Frequency response of:(a) Low-Q biquad BPF (tuned with IMX =
IMN = 0.7IMP = 7nA) , (b) High-Q tunable biquad LPF (tuned from
IMX = IMN = 0.5IMP = 5nA to IMX = IMN = IMP = 10nA), (c)
Elliptic filter (tuned with IMX = IMN = IMP = 10nA).
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF SPECIFICATIONS
Supply voltage 3.3 V
Power dissipation 86 µW
Peak gain tuning range 44.62 dB
Center frequency 2.62 kHz ∼ 3.11 kHz
Cut-off slope 65.4 ∼ 139.8 dB/octave
Input noise floor 29 µVrms(minimum gain),
0.82 µVrms(maximum gain)
Maximum input swing with ≤ 5% THD 23 mVp−p
Total on-chip capacitance 170 pF
filter channel with these three filters cascaded together, which
incorporates the passive, active and sharp stopband cut-off
signal processing feature of biological cochlea. Due to the
different pole position of the low-Q BPF and high-Q LPF,
center frequency is shifted rightwards by roughly 20% instead
of 80%, while the gain tuning is maintained as over 40dB of
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Fig. 7. Frequency response of the entire cochlear filter: (a)linear frequency
scale. (b)logarithmic frequency scale.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed the design of a CMOS cochlea
filter based on floating active inductors. The advantages and
highlight features of our design include the following points:
• Q factor and center frequency tuning of the filter is
much easier and less likely to cause errors and stability
problems. In the silicon cochlea design where biomimetic
frequency response is achieved by using cascaded second
order sections (SOS) [3], [6], [7], filter tunability is
limited by the fact that the parameters of all sections
need to be perfectly adjusted altogether so as to guarantee
reasonable tuning accuracy and stability In our design,
tuning is done by adjusting circuit parameter of only one
second order section, which highly improves accuracy
and stability, while at the same time maintains a wide
tuning range as shown in the simulation results.
• Sharp stopband cut-off is achieved by an elliptic filter,
which is a competent option to mimic this specific feature
of biological cochlea, since elliptic filter has the steepest
transition from passband to stopband with equal filter
order. The reduction in filter order results in less circuit
complexity. And also, while passband response can be
severely affected by the variation of pole position in each
sections of the cascaded SOS, the elliptic filter is less
sensitive to component variations [11].
• Implementation of the cochlea filter is based on a basic
circuit element, the FAI cell. As the FAI cell can be sim-
ply modeled as an inductor, the creation of the cochlea
filter is highly straightforward. Besides, the compact
and floating features make it flexible for building a
variety of ladder LC topologies. The tunability of the FAI
cell, as shown in the simulation results, also provides
a fascinating feature which is essentially required in
adaptive filters. Therefore, the FAI cell is a promising
option as basic building block for high order intelligent
filters.
For future work, we will fabricate the chip for prototype.
Then we will add the automatic Q-control mechanism to make
the cochlea filter self-adaptive, and also implement multiple
channels with center frequency distributed throughout audio
range. Finally we will interface the cochlea filters with the
MEMS audio front-end we have proposed [12], and integrate
with a spike-event coder that we have developed [13], so as
to build an end-to-end silicon cochlea system [14].
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Abstract—This paper proposes a low-noise MEMS interface
circuit which has very small parasitic capacitance at the input
node. The circuit presented is suitable for the MEMS cochlea-
mimicking acoustic sensors which are highly parasitic-sensitive
due to their low intrinsic sensing capacitance. In order to reduce
the electronic noise of the interface circuit, chopper stabilization
technique is implemented, and an effective method to optimize
the critical transistor size for best noise performance is derived.
Simulation results show that, for a MEMS sensing structure with
200 fF static capacitance, the interface circuit achieves a 0.72 aF
equivalent capacitance noise floor over 100 Hz to 20 kHz audio
bandwidth.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, a variety of frequency selective
MEMS structures that mimic the signal processing features
of mammalian cochlea have been reported [1]–[4]. These
structures provide an alternative approach to build cochlea
auditory systems, other than those implementations based
upon cascaded band-pass filters [5], [6]. The MEMS based
cochlea systems achieve higher stability and accuracy, since
the functionality relies less on the behaviour of circuits, and a
compact system can be built without using complex cascaded
filters.
An interface circuit is needed to convert the movements of
the MEMS structure into well-conditioned electrical signals
for further processing. Capacitive approach is one of the most
widely used sensing method in acoustic sensors, with the
advantage of high resolution, low power consumption, low
temperature sensitivity and high stability. To interface with the
cochlea-mimicking MEMS structures with capacitive approach
is a challenge, as those structures are typically optimized into
beam shape, which forms a very low sensing capacitance.
Besides, the electronic noise from the interface circuit needs
to be attenuated to achieve a high detectable signal level.
Switch-capacitor (SC) architecture with correlated double
sampling (CDS) has been used to build interface circuit with
reduced low-frequency noise [7]. However, the noise folding
problem in SC circuits has not been well solved thus far.
Capacitive feedback charge amplifier based on floating-gate
technique has been proposed to achieve a high signal-to-noise
ratio with very low power consumption [8], but a feedback
capacitance much smaller than the sensor capacitance is re-
quired to achieve sufficient gain, which is not applicable for










































Fig. 1. Architecture of the interface circuit.
technique has been widely used to effectively remove low-
frequency noise in inertial sensory systems [9]–[11], where
differential sensing capacitor structure is available. Although
it is difficult to fabricate acoustic sensors with differential
structure, the principle of shifting the frequency band of signal
and noise separately through modulation and demodulation
can be adopted in building acoustic sensor interface circuit.
In this paper, we propose a low-noise solution for interfac-
ing the highly parasitic-sensitive MEMS cochlea-mimicking
acoustic sensors. Chopper stabilization technique is adopted
to reduce transistor flicker noise which dominates in audio
frequency band, and the critical transistor size is optimized
to achieve best overall noise performance. Besides, the circuit
feature of low parasitic capacitance is also derived.
II. INTERFACE CIRCUIT DESIGN
A. Circuit Architecture
Chopper stabilization scheme is implemented as shown in
Fig. 1. As the absence of differential capacitors in MEMS
acoustic sensors makes it difficult to implement the bridge
configuration in [9]–[11], two identical sensing capacitors
biased with opposite DC voltages are adopted to obtain a pair
of differential signals to achieve higher signal sensitivity. As
shown in Fig. 1, 𝐶𝑚 represents the sensing capacitor formed
by either the cantilever [1] or beam [2]–[4] structure in the
MEMS sensor. The diode pairs provide high impedance DC
path between the biasing voltage and the sensing capacitor.
The charge stored on the sensing capacitor remains static
when the beam vibrates within audio frequency band, and
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Fig. 2. Noise sources and parasitic components at the sensing node. M1 is
the input transistor of the source follower buffer
therefore the capacitance variation due to beam vibration
can be converted into voltage signal. A source follower (SF)
buffer is added before the chopper amplifier to protect the
sensing capacitor from the charge injection effect brought by
MOSFET chopper switches. The parasitic capacitance of the
source follower, which is shown in the following section, can
be minimized without compromising noise performance. The
amplifier is configured with capacitive feedback to achieve
accurate gain. A simple first-order filter is used to filter out the
harmonics after the demodulation stage. The entire interface
circuit consists of an array of the circuit shown in Fig. 1. The
transistor size of the source follower buffer at the sensing node
is optimized separately for noise performance according to the
respective sensing capacitance, which is discussed in detail in
the following section.
B. Noise Optimization
The source follower buffer at the sensing node is the most
significant noise source in the circuit shown in Fig. 1, as
the low frequency noise (flicker noise) of the amplifier is
largely attenuated with the chopper stabilization technique,
while its thermal noise is negligible if the transconductance
of the amplifier input transistors are designed to be much
larger than that of the source follower. The main noise sources
and parasitic components at the sensing node are shown in
Fig. 2. The sensed signal, taking the parasitic capacitance into
account, is given by
𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 =
Δ𝐶𝑚𝑉𝑏




where 𝐶𝑝 is the interconnect parasitic capacitance, 𝐶𝑐 is the
couple capacitance between the sense node and the source
follower, 𝐶𝑔 is the equivalent parasitic capacitance at the gate
of the input transistor M1, and 𝑉𝑏 is the biasing voltage.
The gate-to-source capacitance 𝐶𝑔𝑠 of the input transistor
is canceled with Miller effect, as the gain of the source
follower is unity. Therefore the gate parasitic capacitance 𝐶𝑔
is less more than 𝐶𝑔𝑑, which is merely the gate-drain overlap
capacitance if the transistor works in saturation region. As 𝐶𝑔
is typically much smaller than 𝐶𝑐 and 𝐶𝑚, we can simplify





Eq. 2 shows that the parasitic capacitances from the in-
put transistors have little effect on the sensed signal level,
which is fairly conducive to the optimization of circuit noise
performance, as the size of the input transistors is far less
constrained. The total noise power spectral density (PSD)

























where 𝑣𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚, 𝑣𝑛1/𝑓 , and 𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘 are thermal noise, flicker
noise of the input transistor M1, and shot noise due to the
leakage current of the biasing diodes, and 𝑓 is the frequency
that circuit is operating on. As 𝐶𝑔 is negligible compared with


















The shot noise 𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘 is proportional with the scale of
leakage current, which can be reduced by minimizing the
size of 𝑝𝑛 junction of the biasing diodes. Thermal noise
𝑣𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚 and flicker noise 𝑣𝑛1/𝑓 are both related to tran-
sistor size. Intuitively speaking, transistors with large width
and small length are preferred, achieving objective of both
high transconductance and large transistor size, which are
respectively optimal for thermal noise and flicker noise re-
duction. However the maximization of width-to-length ratio
will possibly push the transistor into moderate and even weak
inversion. Therefore, we adopt the EKV model [12], in which
the behavior modelling of transistors is not constrained by
inversion regions, to investigate the optimal transistor size for
noise performance. The thermal noise and flicker noise PSD













where 𝑘 is the Boltzmann constant, 𝑇 is the absolute tem-
perature, 𝐺𝑛𝐷 is transistor thermal noise conductance, 𝐺𝑚 is
transistor transconductance, 𝐾𝑓 is the flicker noise coefficient,
𝐶𝑜𝑥 is the gate oxide capacitance per unit area, 𝑊 is transistor
width and 𝐿 is transistor length. 𝐺𝑛𝐷 and 𝐺𝑚 are respectively







𝑠 + 3𝑞𝑠 + 4𝑞𝑠𝑞𝑑 + 3𝑞𝑑 + 4𝑞
2
𝑑
𝑞𝑠 + 𝑞𝑑 + 1
)
(7)
𝐺𝑚 = 2𝛽𝑈𝑇 (𝑞𝑠 − 𝑞𝑑) (8)
where 𝑛 is the slope factor, 𝛽 is the transconductance param-
eter which is defined as 𝜇𝐶𝑜𝑥𝑊𝐿 , 𝑈𝑇 is the thermal voltage
𝑘𝑇
𝑞 , and 𝑞𝑠 and 𝑞𝑑 are respectively normalized charge at source
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and drain of the transistor. 𝑞𝑑 is negligible compared with 𝑞𝑠
if the transistor works in saturation region, and therefore we









𝐺𝑚 = 2𝛽𝑈𝑇 𝑞𝑠. (10)
𝑞𝑠 is given by the following equation [12]:
𝑞𝑠 =
√
4𝑖𝑓 + 1− 1
2
(11)















+ 𝑈2𝑇 + 𝑈𝑇
)
. (12)
With Eq. 6 and 12, the total integrated input referred noise









+ 𝑈2𝑇 + 𝑈𝑇
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where 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 are maximum and minimum frequency
in the relevant frequency band, and 𝑉𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘 is the integrate shot
noise from the diodes.
Eq. 13 shows that the total integrated noise is inversely
proportional with the transistor width. However the transistor
width is constrained by the assumption that the gate-to-
drain capacitance 𝐶𝑔𝑑 is negligible compared with sensing
capacitance 𝐶𝑚. The relationship between integrate noise and
transistor length is not monotonic, and an optimal length can
be found to achieve minimum noise. The optimal transistor





𝐴2𝐿4𝑜𝑝𝑡 − 4𝐵2𝐿𝑜𝑝𝑡 − 4𝐵2𝐶 = 0 (15)
where 𝐶𝑜𝑣 is the gate-drain overlap capacitance per unit









, and 𝐶 = 𝑙𝑛 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 ⋅
𝐾𝑓
𝐶2𝑜𝑥𝑊
. With Eq. 14 and 15,
the optimal size can be defined for the input transistors of the
source follower buffer for each channel.
C. Interfacing Low Sensing Capacitance
Typically, the sensing node is directly interfaced with an
amplifier [9]–[11], the input transistor of which is common-
source connected. The gate-to-source capacitance of the input
transistors is proportional with transistor size, and therefore
capacitive matching is extremely difficult if the sensing ca-
pacitance is very small. In our configuration, the sensing
node is interfaced with a buffer, the input transistor of which
is common-drain connected. We have shown that transistor
parasitic capacitance is negligible as long as the transistor
width does not exceed a corresponding extreme value. Besides,
the interconnect parasitic capacitance 𝐶𝑝 in Eq. 2 can be
further reduced with the integration of the MEMS sensor and
CMOS interface circuit on the same chip.
Another challenge associated with low sensing capacitance
is that, the impedance of the biasing path has to be accordingly
high enough to achieve a sufficient RC time constant to keep
the charge stored on the sensing node static. Therefore, the
size of the reverse-biased diodes in Fig. 1 is minimized to
reduce leakage current, which is in line with the requirement
for noise optimization as well.
D. Considerations for Device Mismatch
Apart from noise and parasitic components, device mis-
match is another major imperfectness that can cause the
circuit performance deviate from expected values. Although
the DC offset due to device mismatch in the amplifier can
be canceled with the chopper stabilization scheme, the offsets
in the source follower and the modulation chopper which are
indistinguishable from the useful signal are still present and
will cause significant circuit degradation. To remove these
undesired offsets, signal path is always connected through AC
coupling, as shown in Fig. 1. Besides, the mismatch between
the MOS switches in the chopper will preserve the differential
structure from fully canceling the charge injection and clock
feed-through effects. Therefore, an on-chip decoupling capac-
itor 𝐶𝑑 is added to remove the uncanceled distorted signals,
as shown in Fig. 1.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
A MEMS structure composed of an array of resonant beams
has been fabricated using imec CMORE SiGeMEMS process
for testing. Twin-beam structure is implemented for each
channel in the MEMS chip to provide the identical sensing
capacitor pair required for the interface circuit shown in Fig. 1.
The interface circuit presented above is being implemented
with TSMC 0.18-𝜇m technology, which is highly compatible
with the MEMS process we used.
Noise simulation is carried out using the Cadence Spectre
noise analysis tools. Fig. 3 shows the comparison between
the simulated output noise power of a source follower buffer,
and the results calculated with Eq. 13. The input transistor
is biased with 5 𝜇A current, and the noise frequency range
taken into account is from 100 Hz to 20 kHz. Fig. 3 shows
that Eq. 13 provides a good estimation of the the relationship
between transistor size and noise performance.
Fig. 4 compares the output referred noise density with and
without chopper stabilization scheme. The result is obtained
with periodic noise analysis (pnoise) in Spectre. The modula-
tion frequency applied is 20 kHz. As shown in Fig. 4, the low
frequency noise is largely attenuated.
Table. I shows the simulation results from the Cadence
Spectre simulator for one channel of the interface circuit, the
beam resonant frequency and sensing capacitance of which are
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Fig. 3. Comparison between calculated and simulated noise values. (a) The
integrate noise power versus transistor length, with constant transistor width of
15 𝜇m. The optimal length predicted is consistent with simulated value. (b)
The integrate noise power versus transistor width, with constant transistor
length of 1 𝜇m. Both calculated and simulated result show a monotonic
relationship.































Fig. 4. Comparison of noise density with and without chopper stabilization.
respectively 8 kHz and 200 fF. The supply voltage is 1.8V, the
sensor biasing voltage is ±1V, and the modulation frequency
is 200 kHz. The input noise floor is calculated taking into
account the noise in audio frequency band from 100Hz to
20kHz, and the output linear range refers to the maximum
range of output signals with less than 1% total harmonic
distortion.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The design of a low-noise, low-parasitic interface circuit
for beam-based MEMS cochlea-mimicking acoustic sensors
is presented. Chopper stabilization technique is implemented
to reduce low-frequency noise of the main amplifier, and
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF SPECIFICATIONS
Supply voltage 1.8 V
Power dissipation 450 𝜇W
Sensing capacitance 200 fF
Resonant frequency 8 kHz
Total Harmonic Distortion(THD) ≤ 1%
Maximum linear output range ± 0.7 V
Input noise floor 3.6 𝜇𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠
Equivalent capacitance noise floor 0.72 aF
Dynamic range 63 𝑑𝐵
intensive analysis is made on transistor sizing for optimal
noise performance. The effectiveness of noise reduction is
validated with simulation results. With a buffer added between
the sensing node and chopper amplifier, the impact of circuit
parasitic capacitance on the signal sensitivity is largely at-
tenuated. Besides, the absence of high biasing voltage in the
system makes it fairly suitable for building portable biomedical
devices. A beam-based MEMS structure has already been
fabricated for testing, and in the future we will integrate the
CMOS interface circuit to build a monolithic MEMS-CMOS
frequency selective microphone, which can be used as the
sensing front end for a cochlea auditory system illustrated
in [4].
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Abstract—This paper presents the design of a spike event coded
resonant gate transistor microphone system for neuromorphic
auditory applications. The microphone system employs an array
of resonant gate transistors (RGT) to transduce acoustic input
directly into bandpass filtered analog outputs. The bandpass
filtered analog outputs are encoded as spike time events by a
spike event coder and are then transmitted asynchronously by
using the Address Event Representation (AER) protocol. The
microphone system is designed to receive external inputs in the
spike time domain to actively control the RGT response, a feature
not present in other MEMS microphone systems implemented so
far. System level simulations showing the response of the RGT
sensor model and its spike event coded response are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Microphones are used as the first stage in silicon cochlea
for primary transduction of sound signals. The primary sound
transduction organ in a biological cochlea is the organ of Corti.
It is an active system which produces a large number of band-
passed outputs, dynamically altering the response of the filters
depending on the signal characteristics. The parallel output of
the organ of Corti and neurons of the spiral ganglion code
the movement of the basilar membrane inside the cochlea.
Silicon cochlea have been constructed for over two decades
and recently several CMOS neuromorphic implementations
have been reported [1]–[4].
MEMS provides several advantages over conventional ways
of building microphones. MEMS microphones are small in
size and can be directly integrated into CMOS chips. MEMS
based microphones are now available commercially. However,
thus far, their suitability to implement a neuromorphic active
cochlea is limited: as the MEMS microphones do not demon-
strate the adaptive output capability for the wide range of audio
frequencies [5], [6].
In this paper, we present a neuromorphic auditory front
end using an array of spike event coded RGT microphones
having the following characteristics. First, it directly separates
the acoustic input into many channels of bandpass filtered
electrical outputs by employing an array of resonating gate
transistors. Second, it encodes the bandpassed outputs from the
RGTs into asynchronous spike time events and communicates
to an external cochlea processor through an AER interface [7].
Third, the microphone receives feedback control signals in the
spike time domain to dynamically control the RGT response
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Fig. 1. Simplified block diagram of the spike event coded RGT Microphone.
characteristics, an important feature in active neuromorphic
cochlea models.
II. BLOCK DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION
The block diagram of the spike event coded microphone is
shown in Fig. 1. The RGTs are used to transduce the acoustic
input to electrical current. The acoustic signals are sensed
by the mechanical bridges of the RGTs and are transformed
into electrical signals by the modulated conductance between
the source and drain. Each RGT is designed to function as
a bandpass filter with a characteristic resonant frequency to
separate the acoustic input into several channels. The signal
conditioned RGT outputs (signal conditioner not shown) forms
the input to a spike interface circuit [8]. The comparators in
the feed forward loop of the spike interface circuit encodes
the RGT output into spike time events. The microphone
device communicates data in the spike time domain to external
processors using the AER protocol. The asynchronous nature
of the AER protocol preserves the information conveyed in the
time difference between events. The device receives feedback
control signals in the form of spike inputs which are then
converted to analog form by the spike event decoder consisting
of an integrator and a low pass filter. The feedback control
signal is applied to the gate of the RGT to actively alter the
dynamic response of the RGT.
978-1-4244-9474-3/11/$26.00 ©2011 IEEE 2465
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Fig. 2. The schematic of an RGT microphone.
III. RESONANT GATE TRANSISTOR
The schematic of the RGT sensor is shown in Fig. 2. It
consists of a deflecting gate over the channel of a MOSFET.
A sound wave incident on the gate causes it to vibrate. The
vibrating gate modulates the MOSFET drain current [9]. The


















where F is the force on the deflecting gate, x is the instanta-
neous displacement measured relative to the resting position,
m is the mass, b is the damping coefficient and k is the spring
coefficient. The Eq. 1 is a simple approximation and does not
take into account nonuniform deformation of the membrane
such as spring hardening effects.
To model an auditory filter, the RGT has to approximate the
function of a bandpass filter. The damping factor b of the RGT























where E is the Young’s modulus, ρ is the density, l is the
length and t is the thickness of the gate.
The resonant frequency is dependent on the properties of
the gate material and on the gate dimensions (see Eq. 2). The
gate material chosen to implement the resonating gate should
have a relatively low E/ρ ratio for it to resonate at audio
frequencies. The gate material should be electrically conduc-
tive and should also be compatible with the MEMS-CMOS
fabrication process. In our first batch of RGT prototypes we
have chosen aluminum as the gate material which satisfies the
above criteria. The dimensions of the gate, the length l and
the thickness t, are designed using Eq. 2.
Movement of the resonating gate at a constant voltage Vg
exerts a variable electric field perpendicular to the channel
region of MOSFET, thus modulating the conductance of the
channel. In the strong inversion region, the drain current Id(t)







where the total gate capacitance Cg(t) between the beam and
the substrate is the series capacitance between the air and
oxide, Vth is the threshold voltage and µ is the effective carrier
mobility of the channel.
The transconductance of the RGT is given by gm =
Id(t)/Vg(t). The resonating beam is anchored above the
channel of the MOSFET. The length l of the beam corresponds
to the channel width Wc of the MOSFET and width of the
beam corresponds to the channel length Lc. The sensed output





where Rout is the total output resistance and d is the distance
between the beam and the gate oxide at equilibrium. The
voltage Vg applied at the gate of the RGT effectively modifies
the beam spring constant k to


















The applied gate voltage Vg should be such that the total
effects of the electrostatic and acoustical force does not exceed
the pull-in voltage limit VPI of the gate. The pull-in voltage





, where ǫ0 is the permittivity
of air, A is the gate area, do is the distance between the beam
and the oxide when Vg = 0. If the gate voltage is increased
beyond the pull-in voltage VPI of the device, the resulting
electric force will cause the deflecting gate to collapse on to
the oxide layer. In addition the gate voltage should be greater
than the threshold voltage Vth to turn on the device.
Vth < Vg < VPI (8)
Eq. 8 defines the limits of the feedback control voltage that is
fed back to the RGT.
IV. SPIKE EVENT INTERFACE
The block diagram schematic of the spike event interface
is shown in Fig. 1. This asynchronous interface works on
the principle of irregular sampling and dissipates power based
on the input signal activity (see [10] for a review). We had
previously implemented this coder and decoder array along
2466
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with an AER interface for application in programmable analog
arrays and the chip results were reported in [8]. In this section
our emphasis is on the application of this implementation in
the context of auditory filter encoding. Specifically we study
the relation between the spike event response and the sensor
analog response that will be used to derive the control law for
active feedback tuning of the RGT.
The spike event coder operates by generating a feedback
signal z(t) that tracks the sensor signal vs(t) by bounding the
error e(t) between them:
e(t) = vs(t) − z(t) = vs(t) − kc
∫
y(t)dt (9)
where y(t) is the coder output and kc is the integrator gain. The
output is represented either by positive or negative pulses with
a short and fixed duration (spikes). These spikes are produced
by the Spike Generator and are transmitted externally by an
AER transmitter. These spikes are internally fed back through
an integrator.
On the receiver side, the decoded gate control output Vg(t)
is given by:
Vg(t) = LPF (zr(t)) ≈ zr(t) = kd
∫
yr(t)dt (10)
with the decoder Low Pass Filter (LPF) removing high fre-
quency harmonics and averaging the signal zr(t), which is
the result of integrating the incoming spikes yr(t). kd is the
decoder integrator gain.
The spike interval Tspike of the coder output is a function





where δ is the resolution to the coder. The minimum spike time
interval Tspike(min) at the AER output is defined by the max-
imum derivative of the input signal. For instance, if the RGT






Eq. 11 defines the RGT response in the spike domain and is
used to control the gain and resonant frequency of the RGT.
V. RESULTS
The challenge in fabricating an RGT for the audio frequency
range is in the development of a clean, reliable and damage-
free process for release of long bridges. An etch release
process capable of releasing long resonant gate transistor
bridges from a sacrificial layer has been developed [11]. The
developed etch release process involves the use of a gentle
etch tool that is capable of a clean and damage free etch
release. An array of aluminium bridges of length 0.28 mm -
1.618 mm which cover the frequencies from 1 kHz to 30 kHz
have been released from a sacrificial layer. The resonating
beams were then individually characterized. A set of 10 RGTs
were then fabricated using this technique and the photograph
Fig. 3. SEM photograph of a prototype RGT with gate length of 280 µm
and a resonant frequency of 30 kHz.







FFT of Composite Sine Input







FFT of RGT drain current for gate control factor γ = 1







FFT of RGT drain current for gate control factor γ = 1.5
Fig. 4. The FFT of the simulated RGT output for varying gate control
voltage. The input to the RGT model is a composite sinusoidal input signal
with fundamental frequencies in multiples of 250 Hz. The RGT is designed
for a resonant frequency of 1.5 kHz for γ = 1. When γ is increased to
1.5 the resonant frequency decreases and the spectral component at 1.25 kHz
becomes the dominant frequency.
of one such fabricated RGT for a resonant frequency of 30 kHz
is shown in Fig. 3. Separately, we fabricated and tested a
prototype event coder and decoder chip with an AER interface
and the results were reported [8]. In this section we show
the simulation results from the RGT sensor model and the
measured results from the prototype spike encoder chip in the
context of auditory signal encoding.
The frequency response of the RGT to varying gate voltage
is studied by applying a composite sinusoidal input signal
with fundamental frequencies in multiples of 250 Hz. The
device dimensions for this RGT are designed for a resonant
frequency of 1.5 kHz. The spectral response of the RGT for
varying gate voltage is shown in Fig. 4. A gate control factor
γ = Vgnew/Vg is used to represent the change in gate voltage,
where Vgnew is the new gate voltage that changes the resonant
frequency to ωrnew. When γ is increased to 1.5, we see that
2467
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Fig. 5. The simulated frequency response of the RGT for varying gate




Fig. 6. Measured spike event response. The input to the coder chip is the
simulated RGT sensor response vs for a composite acoustic sine wave input.
The RGT resonant frequency is 1.5 kHz. The spike event output y(t) of the
coder chip are shown as two separate signals: PSPK represents the positive
spike events (vs going up) and NSPK represents the negative spike events (vs
going down). REQ and ACK are the request and acknowledge signals from
the AER. The events are generated asynchronously based on the input signal
activity. The spike interval Tspike decreases when the rate of change of RGT
output increases as in Eq.11.
the resonant frequency decreases and the spectral component
at 1.25 kHz becomes the dominant one while the spectral
component at 1.5 kHz is significantly reduced (see Fig. 4).
The corresponding frequency response of this RGT for varying
gate voltage is shown in Fig. 5.
The RGT model output vs for the composite sine wave
input is fed to the input of the coder chip and the chip results
are shown in Fig. 6. The spikes are generated asynchronously
depending on the activity of the RGT output vs. The spike
interval Tspike decreases when the RGT output vs changes
rapidly and no spikes are generated when vs is a constant or
its amplitude changes are below a threshold range as shown
in Fig. 6. Hence the power dissipation of the spike interface
circuit is dependent upon the acoustic input signal activity.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented a spike event coded RGT micro-
phone model for neuromorphic auditory systems. Our micro-
phone system directly converts acoustic signal into bandpassed
filtered outputs and encode them as asynchronous spike time
events. The microphone system alters its dynamic response
by receiving inputs in the spike domain which are then
decoded to vary the gate voltage of the RGT. We presented the
simulation study of the RGT sensor model and also showed
the measurement results from the spike encoder chip for a
simulated RGT response. We have fabricated a set of 10 RGT
sensors using an etch release process capable of releasing
long resonant gate transistor bridges from the sacrificial layer.
Our next step is to build a signal conditioning circuit and to
interface the spike event coder with the RGT sensor array.
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